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Abstract

The charged lepton flavor violating decay, which has never been observed, is an evidence of physics beyond the Standard Model, if it is discovered. The MEG experiment has been searching for one of the charged lepton flavor violating decays $\mu^+ \rightarrow e^+ \gamma$ with sensitivity in branching ratio of order $10^{-13}$. The MEG experiment is conducted at the $\pi E5$ beam line in the Paul Scherrer Institute where the world’s most intense positive muon beam is available.

The data taking of the MEG experiment started in 2008 and finished in 2013. The analysis to search for $\mu^+ \rightarrow e^+ \gamma$ with the full dataset of the MEG experiment is presented, which is doubled compared to the previous result. The total number of muon stopped on the target is $7.5 \times 10^{14}$.

In this analysis, a deformation of the target was found, and countermeasures against the issue are applied. In addition, several improvements in analysis algorithm are also introduced. The sensitivity with all data in MEG experiment found to be $5.3 \times 10^{-13}$.

No significant excess of the signal events compared to the expected background events is found. The most stringent branching ratio upper limit of $4.2 \times 10^{-13}$ (90% C.L.) has been established, which is tighter by factor of 30 than the previous experiment.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The Standard Model (SM) of the particle physics have been surviving many experimental trials, although it is thought not to be the "ultimate" theory but an effective theory at low energy. The SM contains quarks and leptons and both have three generations. But it cannot answer why three generations exist, and how flavors are mixed to each other. The question about the generation and flavor is one of the greatest themes of particle physics. Theories beyond SM which give the answer for this question is longed for, and many experiments have been searching for the hints for the new theories.

In year 2012, the last SM particle Higgs was found at 125 GeV by ATLAS [1] and CMS [2] collaborations at the CERN Large Hadron Collider, while no evidence beyond SM has been discovered. The existence of the mass and the flavor mixing of neutrino is one of the few discrepancies between experiments and the SM [3]. The mixing of the neutrino flavor can be described by Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix [4]. Also in year 2012, reactor and accelerator neutrino experiments revealed the last mixing angle: $\theta_{13}$ to be relatively large ($9^\circ$) [5] [6] [7].

However, the mixing in the charged lepton sector has never been observed since the discovery of the muon in year 1937 [8].

The MEG experiment has searched for $\mu \rightarrow e\gamma$ with unprecedentedly high sensitivity.

1.1 Physics motivations

When the neutrino mixing is considered, charged lepton flavor violating (CLFV) process (e.g. $\mu \rightarrow e\gamma$) occurs as shown in a diagram in Fig. 1.1. The probability of this decay mode is given by Eq. (1.1). This is too small to be measured experimentally, in other words, the discovery of the $\mu \rightarrow e\gamma$ will be an unwavering evidence of new physics.

![Diagram](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

Figure 1.1: $\mu \rightarrow e\gamma$ decay via neutrino mixing, the probability amplitude is extremely small.
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\[ B(\mu \to e\gamma) = \frac{3\alpha}{32\pi} \left| \sum_{i=2,3} U_{e\mu}^* U_{e\mu} \frac{\Delta m_{1i}^2}{M_W^2} \right|^2 \sim 10^{-55}, \]  

(1.1)

where \( U_{ij} \) is \( i-j \)th element of the PMNS matrix. The absolute value of this formula is extremely suppressed by the fourth power of the mass difference between \( W \) boson and neutrinos.

1.1.1 \( \mu \to e\gamma \) by theories beyond the standard model

A model-independent Lagrangian for the \( \mu^+ \to e^+\gamma \) process can be written as Eq. (1.2) [9].

\[
\mathcal{L}_{\mu\to e\gamma} = -\frac{4G_F}{\sqrt{2}} \left[ m_{\mu} A_R \bar{\mu} \gamma^{\mu \nu} e_L F_{\mu \nu} + m_{\mu} A_L \bar{\mu} \gamma^{\mu \nu} e_R F_{\mu \nu} + (\text{h.c.}) \right],
\]  

(1.2)

where \( G_F \) is Fermi coupling constant, and \( A_R \) and \( A_L \) are coupling constants corresponds to \( \mu^+ \to e_R^+\gamma \) and \( \mu^+ \to e_L^+\gamma \), respectively, and are expressed as,

\[
A_R = -\frac{\sqrt{2} e}{8 G_F^2 m_{\mu}} (f_{E1}^*(0) + f_{M1}^*(0)),
\]  

(1.3)

\[
A_L = \frac{\sqrt{2} e}{8 G_F^2 m_{\mu}} (f_{E1}^*(0) - f_{M1}^*(0)).
\]  

(1.4)

\( f_{E1} \) and \( f_{M1} \) are electro-magnetic form factors when the general transition amplitude of vertex of muon (4-momentum \( p_{\mu} \)), electron (\( p_e \)) and photon (\( q = p_{\mu} - p_e \)) is written as,

\[
\mathcal{M} = -e A_\mu^e(q) \bar{u}_e \left[ (f_{E0}(q^2) + \gamma_5 f_{M0}(q^2)) \gamma^\nu (g^{\mu \nu} - \frac{q^\mu q^\nu}{q^2}) 
\right. 
\]
\[
\left. + (f_{M1}(q^2) + \gamma_5 f_{E1}(q^2)) \frac{i\sigma_{\mu \nu}}{m_{\mu}} \right] u_{\mu}(p_{\mu}).
\]  

(1.4)

The differential angular distribution is given by Eq. (1.5).

\[
\frac{d\mathcal{B}(\mu^+ \to e^+\gamma)}{d \cos \theta_e} = 192\pi^2 \left( |A_R|^2 (1 - P_\mu \cos \theta_e) + |A_L|^2 (1 + P_\mu \cos \theta_e) \right),
\]  

(1.5)

where \( \theta_e \) is the angle between the muon polarization and the positron momentum in the muon rest frame, and \( P_\mu \) is the magnitude of the muon polarization. \( A_R \) and \( A_L \) depend on the model, so the measurement of positron emission angle with respect to polarized muon gives another information to restrict models.

The introduction of the supersymmetry (SUSY) [10] is one of the most prevailing extensions of the standard model. It helps the SM from the ultraviolet divergence of Higgs boson mass due to the higher order quantum effect. Even in the minimum SUSY extension of the standard model (MSSM), there are huge degrees of freedom in the parameter space. Hence, the MSSM is often considered within the constraints to meet the phenomenological observations (pMSSM). In the MSSM scheme, a muon can decay into a positron and a photon as in Fig. 1.2 [11].

In this example, the decay occurs via a loop of neutralino and slepton. The slepton is spin-0 SUSY partner of lepton, and neutralino is spin-1/2 particle which is made by mixing of SUSY partners of electro-weak boson and Higgs boson. The decay of Fig. 1.2 is possible if the
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Figure 1.2: An example of $\mu \rightarrow e \gamma$ decay in the SUSY model.

theory has non-diagonal element (mixing) in slepton mass matrix. However some mechanism which suppresses the matrix to be almost diagonal is thought to exist, otherwise the probability of the decay was much higher than experimental observation. Two kinds of sources of the non-vanishing off-diagonal element are proposed in the pMSSM scheme.

seesaw mechanism with SUSY Heavy right-handed neutrino with seesaw model is a well-motivated candidate of the new physics. Since it can naturally explain the small neutrino mass by introducing a right handed neutrino with a heavy Majorana mass. As the Yukawa coupling matrix for electron and neutrino are independent, off-diagonal elements appear in left-handed slepton mass matrix as,

\[
(m_{\tilde{L}}^2)_{ij} \approx -\frac{1}{8\pi^2} (y_{\nu})^*_{ki}(y_{\nu})_{kj} m_0^2(3 + |A_0|^2)\ln\left(\frac{M_P}{M_R}\right),
\]

where $y_{\nu}$ is the Yukawa coupling matrix for neutrino, $m_0$ is the universal scalar mass, $A_0$ is the universal trilinear coupling, $M_P$ and $M_R$ are the Planck mass and mass of the right handed neutrino. The effect from right-handed neutrino contributes only $A_R$, in other words, only $\mu^+ \rightarrow e^+\gamma$ occurs and thus the angular dependence will be a form of $(1 - P_\mu \cos \theta_e)$. Figure 1.3 shows the prediction of branching ratio of $\mu \rightarrow e \gamma$ and $\tau \rightarrow \mu \gamma$ by MSSM with seesaw model [12]. Since $\theta_{13}$ is already found to be $\sim 9^\circ$, purple region is remaining.

SUSY GUT A combination of the MSSM and Grand Unification Theory (GUT) is a candidate for the origin of the slepton flavor mixing. The GUT is a theory to explain the electroweak and the strong interactions using a larger gauge group which includes the gauge groups both $SU(2)_L \times U(1)_Y$ and $SU(3)_C$. The quarks and leptons are summed up into one multiplet and newly introduced bosons causes a new kind of the interaction that transforms quarks to leptons vice versa. The SUSY GUT is a favoured theory, because coupling constants of electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions converge to one value as the energy scale goes up to $\sim 10^{15}$ GeV (GUT scale). The smallest group which satisfies the requirement is $SU(5)$, while $SO(10)$ or larger groups are also the candidate of the extended theory of the SM.

The GUT as a source of LFV is suggested in [11]. This is an independent LFV source of the see-saw mechanism, since it originates from off-diagonal element in up-type quarks. In the case of $SU(5)$, LFV appears in the right-handed slepton sector (negligibly small in the left-handed side). In this model, the higher branching ratio is expected with the larger $\tan \beta$, where $\beta = \langle h_2 \rangle / \langle h_1 \rangle$ is the ratio of the expectation values of two Higgs fields. ($h_1$ for down-type quark and lepton, $h_2$ for up-type quark.) Figure 1.4 shows the calculation with $SU(5)$ model [16]. In the case of $SO(10)$, both $A_R$ and $A_L$ have non-vanishing values [17].
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Figure 1.3: Branching ratio of $\mu \rightarrow e\gamma$ and $\tau \rightarrow \mu\gamma$, expected by MSSM with seesaw mechanism [12] depending on neutrino mixing angle $\theta_{13}$ and mass of right handed neutrino. The lines showing the experimental bounds [13] [14] [15] are added to the original figure.

Figure 1.4: $\mu \rightarrow e\gamma$ branching ratio calculated in SUSY SU(5) model [16]. The horizontal axis is mass of the right-handed selectron. The top Yukawa coupling at the Planck scale ($f_t(M)$) is fixed to be 2.4, and the bino mass ($M_1$) is fixed to be 50 GeV. (a) and (b) show the cases with positive and negative sign of the higgsino mass parameter ($\mu$), respectively.

Other models Not only theories mentioned above, many theories such as, SUSY with R-parity violation [18], SM with 4-th generation [19], littlest Higgs model with T-parity [20], Randall-Sundrum model [21], etc. predict sizable rates of the LFV process.

Therefore, the search for the $\mu \rightarrow e\gamma$ is a good probe for the new physics beyond the SM,
and the precise measurement of the branching ratio gives an information to restrict theories. The branching ratio in $O(10^{-13})$ is a region where many theories predict and it is meaningful to search for $\mu \to e\gamma$ in the sensitivity.

### 1.2 $\mu \to e\gamma$ search

#### 1.2.1 Past experiments

The search for $\mu \to e\gamma$ has a long history since the first result in year 1947 using cosmic ray [22]. From the result that a muon doesn’t directly change to an electron, it turned out that a muon is not an excited state of an electron. Then in 50s, the upper limit of the branching ratio was improved in the experiments using accelerators, such as $2 \times 10^{-5}$ in year 1954 [23], $7 \times 10^{-7}$ in 1959 [24]. These results are inconsistent with the theoretical calculation under an assumption of one "meson" [25]. The existence of the "lepton flavor" was established from these measurements results, where it is considered that electron and muon are different particles, and there are different types of neutrino to interact.

In the following decade, the search for $\mu \to e\gamma$ was not so active, but in late 70s, intense muon sources were becoming available, for example at Swiss Institute for Nuclear research (SIN$^1$), TRIUMF in Canada, and Los Alamos National Laboratory Meson Physics Facility (LAMPF). In 1982, LAMPF group reached to the branching ratio sensitivity of $1.7 \times 10^{-10}$ [26]. The world record of the branching ratio limit was overwritten with Crystal Box [27] and then MEGA [28]. $1.2 \times 10^{-11}$ set by MEGA experiment was the most stringent upper limit before the MEG experiment was started. The history of the branching ratio improvement in the LFV search is summarized in Fig. 1.5 [29]. Table 1.1 shows the world records of the muon LFV search [30].

![Figure 1.5: History of the result of CLFV search experiments [29].](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Branching ratio</th>
<th>C.L.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$e^- \bar{\nu}<em>e \nu</em>\mu$</td>
<td>$\approx 100%$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e^- \bar{\nu}<em>e \nu</em>\mu \gamma$</td>
<td>$1.4 \pm 0.4%$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e^- \bar{\nu}<em>e \nu</em>\mu e^+ e^-$</td>
<td>$3.4 \pm 0.4 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e^- \gamma_e \nu_\mu$</td>
<td>$&lt; 1.2%$</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e^+ \gamma$</td>
<td>$&lt; 5.7 \times 10^{-13}$</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e^- e^+$</td>
<td>$&lt; 1.0 \times 10^{-12}$</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e^- 2\gamma$</td>
<td>$&lt; 7.2 \times 10^{-11}$</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.1: Current limits of muon decays from Particle Data Group [30].

$^1$ former organization of Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI)
1.2.2 Signal and background

The $\mu^+ \rightarrow e^+\gamma$ signal has a very simple kinematics. When the initial state is a stopped muon, the directions of $\gamma$-ray and positron are back-to-back and simultaneously emitted from a point, and the energies are well approximated to be the half of the rest mass of muon. Therefore, the measurement of the emission angle, timing and energy of $\gamma$-ray and positron is important in order to separate signal from background.

There are two kinds of backgrounds (BG): One is called "prompt" background or Radiative Muon Decay (RMD), and the other is "accidental" background (ACC). As for RMD, the muon decays as $\mu^+ \rightarrow e^+\nu_e \bar{\nu}_\mu \gamma$ and when the energy carried by the neutrinos is small, the event looks like a signal. The "accidental" (the dominant in our case) is a coincidence of positron from normal muon decay and $\gamma$-ray from other sources. The probabilities of RMD and accidental background are estimated below.

**radiative muon decay** An approximative decay width of the radiative muon decay is given in [31]. (Its exact calculation is demonstrated in [32] [33].)

$$dB(\mu^+ \rightarrow e^+\nu_e \bar{\nu}_\mu \gamma) = \frac{\alpha}{16\pi} \left[J_1(1 - P_\mu \cos \theta_e) + J_2(1 + P_\mu \cos \theta_e)\right].$$  \hfill (1.7)

When $\gamma$-ray energy, positron energy and angle resolutions of an experiment are taken into account, the $J_1$ and $J_2$ in Eq. (1.7) are expressed by

$$J_1 = \frac{8}{3}(\delta x)^3(\delta y)(\frac{\delta z}{2})^2 - 2(\delta x)^2(\frac{\delta z}{2})^4 + \frac{1}{3}(\frac{\delta y}{2})^2(\frac{\delta z}{2})^6,$$  \hfill (1.8)

$$J_2 = 8(\delta x)^2(\delta y)^2(\frac{\delta z}{2})^2 - 8(\delta x)(\delta y)(\frac{\delta z}{2})^4 + \frac{8}{3}(\frac{\delta z}{2})^6,$$  \hfill (1.9)

where $\delta x = 2\delta E_c/m_\mu$, $\delta y = 2\delta E_\gamma/m_\mu$ and $\delta z = \delta \theta_{ey}$. The $\delta E_c$, $\delta E_\gamma$ and $\delta \theta_{ey}$ show the half width of the analysis region of the $\gamma$-ray energy, positron energy and angle, respectively.

**accidental background** The accidental background makes majority of all background event. The branching ratio by the accidental can be estimated with a formula of Eq. (1.10) [9].

$$\mathcal{B}(\text{ACC}) = R_\mu \cdot f_\gamma^0 \cdot \frac{\Omega_{ey}}{4\pi} \cdot 2\delta t,$$  \hfill (1.10)

where $R_\mu$ is beam rate, $f_\gamma^0$ and $f_e^0$ are fraction of positron and gamma ray whose energy is within the signal region, respectively, $\Omega_{ey}$ is range of solid angle of angle resolution, if it is square shape, $\Omega_{ey}/4\pi = (\delta z)^2/4$ and $\delta t$ is half width of the time window.

Since $E_c$ spectrum from Michel decay shows flat distribution near $m_\mu/2$, and a sharp edge at higher energy side, $f_e^0$ can be approximated as $f_e^0 \sim 2\delta x$. The gamma background from RMD rapidly drops as the energy approach to the signal energy, after integration over energy around signal and the polarization,

$$f_\gamma^0 \approx \frac{\alpha}{2\pi}(\delta y)^2 \left[\ln(\delta y) + 7.33\right]$$  \hfill (1.11)

By summarizing all above, we get the approximation of the number of the background,

$$\mathcal{B}(\text{ACC}) \approx R_\mu \cdot (2\delta x) \cdot \left[\frac{\alpha}{2\pi}(\delta y)^2(\ln(\delta y) + 7.33)\right] \cdot \left(\frac{\delta \theta^2}{4}(2\delta t)\right).$$  \hfill (1.12)
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In Eq. (1.12), only \( \gamma \)-ray from RMD is taken into account, and other sources of the BG \( \gamma \)-ray depend on the apparatus of the experiment. For the situation of MEG experiment, another major BG source is annihilation-in-flight (AIF) of positron. The AIF mainly occurs in the muon stopping target and the drift chamber (positron tracker). The amount is comparable to that of RMD, and has larger fraction near the signal energy.

Figure 1.6 shows the effective branching ratios for (a) accidental background and (b) RMD, as functions of lower edge of the energy window, which is defined by \( E_{e,\text{min}} < E_{e} < 53.5 \text{ MeV}, E_{\gamma,\text{min}} < E_{\gamma} < 53.5 \text{ MeV}, |t_{e\gamma}| < 0.24 \text{ ns and } |\Theta_{e\gamma}| < 28 \text{ mrad} \). With the given window, the background of the accidental is about one order of magnitude more.

Therefore, the continuous muon beam is required, instead of the pulsed beam to minimise the accidental background. There is an optimal beam rate to achieve best sensitivity, since the branching ratio of accidental background increases in proportion to beam rate as shown in Eq. (1.12), while that of the signal do not depends on beam rate. The timing resolution is also important to reject accidental background.

![Figure 1.6: Effective branching ratio of (a) accidental background and (b) RMD. The plot for accidental background is made from observed number in the MEG experiment. The branching ratio of RMD is calculated from formula and the detector performance.](image)

1.3 Relation with other experimental searches

1.3.1 \( \mu - e \) conversion

When negative muon stops inside of the matter, the muon can be captured by an atom to form a muonic atom. In the standard model, the muon decays as \( \mu^- \rightarrow e^- \bar{\nu}_e \nu_\mu \) (decay in orbit), or is captured by the nucleus of the atom in a process as \( \mu^- + N(A, Z) \rightarrow e^- + N(A, Z - 1) \) where \( N(A, Z) \) is a nucleus of the atom whose mass number is \( A \) and atomic number is \( Z \).

The \( \mu - e \) conversion is a phenomenon which is expressed as Eq. (1.13).

\[
\mu^- + N(A, Z) \rightarrow e^- + N(A, Z) \tag{1.13}
\]

The decay is forbidden within SM but predicted in the theories beyond the SM.
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The effective Lagrangian for this process can be written as [34],

\[ \mathcal{L} = \frac{m_\mu}{(\kappa + 1)\Lambda^2} \bar{\mu}_R \sigma_{\mu\nu} e_L F^{\mu\nu} + \frac{\kappa}{(\kappa + 1)\Lambda^2} \bar{\mu}_L \gamma_\mu e_L (\bar{f} L \gamma^\mu f_L) \] (1.14)

where \( \Lambda \) is a parameter of mass 1-dimension which represents the effective mass scale of the new physics, \( \kappa \) is a 0-dimension parameter which shows the relative size of first and second term. \( f \) is the fermionic fields: quarks in a nuclei in this case.

The first term in Eq. (1.14) corresponds to an interaction via electro-magnetic coupling (shown in Fig. 1.7(a)), and is dominant when \( \kappa \ll 1 \). It has a common term in Eq. (1.2) of the case of \( \mu \to e\gamma \) decay. However the diagram of a \( \mu-e \) conversion includes one more vertex comparing with that of \( \mu \to e\gamma \), the probability of the conversion is more suppressed by several hundred times than \( \mu \to e\gamma \) decay. The second term originates from four fermion coupling (tree interaction), and is dominant when \( \kappa \gg 1 \). There is no corresponding term in Eq. (1.2), hence the \( \mu-e \) conversion search is complimentary to \( \mu \to e\gamma \) search.

The signal is characterized by only one electron whose energy around 105 MeV, which slightly depends on the different binding energy of muon in 1S orbit by different nuclide. A major background against this reaction is called Decay in Orbit (DIO) where the muon decays in normal way. The energy of the decayed electron has edge at the half of the muon mass, however the spectrum has a long tail and sharply drops at the signal energy due to the interaction with nucleus [35]. Another background for the \( \mu-e \) conversion experiment is contamination in the muon beam (especially \( \pi \)). Therefore pulsed beam is better, and beam system to remove the contamination is important.

As of year 2016, the best experimental upper limit is achieved by SINDRUM-II experiment [36], and several experiments are being prepared, DeeMe experiment [37], COMET experiment [38] at J-PARC in Japan and Mu2e experiment at Fermilab in USA [39].

![Diagram of \( \mu-e \) conversion and \( \mu \to eee \) decay](image)

Figure 1.7: A diagram of \( \mu-e \) conversion (left) and \( \mu \to eee \) decay (right). Intermediate particle is not limited for photon in these cases.

1.3.2 \( \mu \to eee \) decay

A decay process: \( \mu \to eee \) is also a CLFV decay which is forbidden within the SM. Figure 1.7(b) shows an example of the diagram for \( \mu \to eee \) decay, the intermediate particle is not necessarily photon as well as \( \mu-e \) conversion. From the theoretical point of view, the search for this decay is similar to \( \mu-e \) conversion, because the model-independent Lagrangian for this decay can be written as the same as that in Eq. (1.14), the coupling fermion is, however, not quarks but an electron in this channel.
Many well-motivated theories predict $\kappa \ll 1$, but some theories such as supersymmetric models with trilinear R-parity violation or theories which include leptoquarks predict $\kappa \gg 1$. In the case of $\kappa \ll 1$, the $\mu \to e\gamma$ search have an advantage, and opposite in the case of $\kappa \gg 1$. In Fig. 1.8, the sensitivities of experiments are shown as functions of $\kappa$ value.

![Figure 1.8: Sensitivities of the experiments, as functions of the $\kappa$ parameter. (left) experimental sensitivity of $\mu \to e\gamma$ and $\mu \to e$ conversion (normalized to a case of $^{48}$Ti), (right) and that of $\mu \to e\gamma$ and $\mu \to eee$. $A$ is the scale of new physics as seen in Eq. (1.14) [34].](image)

An experiment to search for $\mu \to eee$ is planned in PSI (Mu3e) [40].

### 1.3.3 Muon anomalous magnetic moment

There is a well known relation $M_\mu = g \cdot es/2m_\mu$, where $M_\mu$ is magnetic moment by muon spin and $s$ is spin angular momentum. $g$ is a factor to connect magnitudes of magnetic momentum and spin, and is exactly 2 when only tree-level process is considered, but deviates from 2 with higher order processes. Recent both theoretical [41] and experimental [42] progresses found a non-negligible discrepancy between the SM prediction and the experimental observation $\Delta a_\mu$ at the order of $O(10^{-9})$.

If it is true, the deviation comes from a contribution of loop diagrams with new particles. One of the diagrams contains SUSY particles like in Fig. 1.9. This diagram is topologically the same as that in Fig. 1.2 except for the flavor violation. In a SUSY model discussed in [43] (Fig. 1.10), the $\mu \to e\gamma$ branching ratio and $\Delta a_\mu$ are related to each other as,

$$B(\mu \to e\gamma) \approx 10^{-4} \left( \frac{\Delta a_\mu}{200 \times 10^{-11}} \right)^2 |\delta_{LL}^{12}|^2.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.15)

$|\delta_{LL}^{12}|$ is a factor coming from CLFV coupling and assumed to be $10^{-4}$.

Experiments of next generation $\Delta a_\mu$ measurements, E989 experiment at Fermilab in USA, and J-PARC g-2/EDM experiment in Japan, are in preparation.
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Figure 1.9: An example of contribution to vertex function of $\mu$ in the SUSY model.

Figure 1.10: Expected relation between branching ratio of $\mu \to e \gamma$ and muon anomalous magnetic moment [43]. The lines to show the experimental bounds of $\mu \to e \gamma$ [13] and $\delta a_\mu$ [44] are added to the original figure. Large area is already excluded by measurements.

1.3.4 LFV search with $\tau$ decay

LFV searches via $\tau$ particle decay are undertaken by B-factory experiments such as Belle, BaBar and LHCb. A lot of LFV decays are possible for $\tau$, since $\tau$ has a mass of 1.777 GeV and is larger than that of $\mu$ and lightest baryons and mesons. Those collaborations are searching for the LFV decay with a data of $\sim 1 \text{ ab}^{-1}$ in each possible channel, however no evidence for the LFV has been found. The results are summarized in Fig. 1.11.

A decay channel $\tau \to \mu \gamma$ has the same topology as $\mu \to e \gamma$, and correlation is pointed out in some model of new physics. Figure 1.3 shows a prediction by MSSM with seesaw model [12]. According to the plot, $\mu \to e \gamma$ search is more advantageous than $\tau \to \mu \gamma$, and being considered the $\theta_{13} \approx 9^\circ$, the experiment starts covering the predicted area.

In year 2016, LHCb is still taking data, and Belle is updating results of $\tau \to l \gamma$ channels. SuperKEKB/Belle II in Japan is in construction. A $\tau$ and charm factory is also being considered in Russia.
Figure 1.11: Upper limits of LFV search in $\tau$ decay [45].
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MEG experiment setup

The MEG experiment is performed at a national laboratory of Switzerland, Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI). An overview image of the experiment setup is shown in Fig. 2.1.

The MEG experiment uses positive muon beam, because negative muons can be captured by atomic nuclei and form muonic atoms. The positive muons from the beamline are stopped on the target at a center. The liquid xenon detector (Sec. 2.3) detects γ-ray, and the positrons are measured in a magnetic field by COBRA magnet (Sec. 2.4.1) via the drift chamber (Sec. 2.4.2) as a tracking detector, then hit the timing counter (Sec. 2.4.3).

The coordinate system is defined as follows. The origin is set at the center of the COBRA magnet. The $z$ axis is parallel with muon beam, the $y$ axis is set vertical upward, and the $x$ is defined as such $(x, y, z)$ to be a right-handed-system, i.e. the liquid xenon detector locates negative side of $x$ coordinate. In addition, the cylindrical coordinates, $r = \sqrt{x^2 + y^2}$, $\theta = \tan^{-1}(z/r)$ and $\phi = \tan^{-1}(y/x)$ are also used.

The details of the detector design are described in [46].
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2.1 Beam

In order to achieve a high sensitivity in the MEG, there are two important requirements on beam. One is the intensity in order to gain data statistics. The other one is the property of Direct Current (DC), to minimize the accidental pile-up. The MEG experiment is being conducted in the πE5 beamline where the most intense DC $\mu^+$ beam up to $10^8$/s is available. The beam bunch interval is $\sim 20$ ns (repetition rate 50.6 MHz), and is well shorter than the mean life of muon at rest state: $2.2 \mu$s. Therefore, the beam can be considered as DC beam. Requirements for beam property are the small transverse size, small momentum spread and small beam contamination.

![Beam facility in PSI main experimental hall](image)

Figure 2.2: Top view of beam facility in PSI main experimental hall. The beam path is shown in arrows.

2.1.1 PSI accelerator facility

In Figure 2.2, a map of PSI main experimental hall is shown. PSI provides $\mu^+$ beam with High Intensity Proton Accelerators (HIPA) [47]. HIPA consists of three accelerators, Cockcroft-Walton accelerator, Injector 2 cyclotron and main ring cyclotron (Fig. 2.3(a))\(^1\). The energy of

\(^1\) In operation since 1974.
proton is 590 MeV and the nominal beam current at the year 2013 was 2.2 mA.

(a) PSI proton main ring cyclotron  
(b) Target E. The outermost part is graphite target.

Figure 2.3

The proton beam is lead to a production target made of carbon graphite with 4 cm length along beam axis. The target is shown in Fig. 2.3(b), the wheel keeps on rotating during the operation for cooling. The surface muon is produced from decay of positive pion \( \pi^+ \rightarrow \mu^+ \nu_\mu \) which stopped near surface of the target. The energy of \( \mu^+ \)'s is uniform (since the pion is stopped) and spin is completely polarized. The surface muon beam is contaminated with positron, which is needed to be removed before it reaches the MEG detector. The \( \pi \)E5 beam line is located at 166° from the original beam, where surface muons \([48]\) from the target are extracted with an array of magnets. The main specification of the beam is summarized in Table 2.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>momentum center</td>
<td>28 MeV/c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>momentum spread (FWHM)</td>
<td>5-7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>solid angle</td>
<td>150 msr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spot size (FWHM)</td>
<td>15 mm horizontal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 mm vertical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>angular divergence (FWHM)</td>
<td>450 mrad horizontal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120 mrad vertical</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Specs of \( \pi \)E5 beam line

2.1.2 Beam transport system

Figure 2.4 shows the layout in the \( \pi \)E5 area. The secondary beam runs through the control magnets which consist of a chain of bending, quadrupole and sextupole magnets. An Wien filter is equipped between two quadrupole triplets, in order to separate \( \mu^+ \) from the other particles (mainly positron). In the Wien filter, horizontal 133 Gauss magnetic field and vertical 195 kV electric field in 19 cm gap of electrodes are applied to the beam. The separation power for muon from positron is as high as 8.1 \( \sigma \). The muon beam is then injected into Beam Transport
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Figure 2.4: Layout in πE5, MEG experiment area

Solenoid (BTS, picture in Fig. 2.5). The main component of the BTS is liquid helium cooled superconducting\(^2\) solenoid with 380 mm bore diameter and 2.63 m length. The nominal current is 199 A and the field strength is 0.36 T. The purposes of BTS are to conduct and focus muon at target, and to make beam spot smaller with collimator. A degrader of thin Mylar film is placed at the center of BTS to maximize the stopping efficiency at the target. The thickness of the film is 300 µm.

Figure 2.5: Beam Transport Solenoid

The BTS and the spectrometer magnet are connected at the end-cap with thin beam window. While all the beam pipes are evacuated, the spectrometer volume is filled with helium\(^3\) gas for drift chamber (Sec. 2.4.2.1).

\(^2\) Nb/Ti superconductor

\(^3\) Synthetic air is slightly mixed for measure against discharge.
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At the stopping target, the beam has round Gaussian profile of $\sigma_{x,y} \approx 10$ mm, and the polarization of muon is measured to be $P_{\mu} = -0.86 \pm 0.02\,\text{(stat.)}^{+0.05}_{-0.06}\,\text{(syst.)}$ and is consistent with the expectation [49].

2.2 Stopping target

The purpose of the stopping target is to stop muon on it. Therefore, a certain thickness of material is required. On the other hand, the target material on the trajectory of the decayed positron should be minimized for two reasons. The electromagnetic multiple scattering worsens angular resolution, and positron can annihilate with electrons in target. $\gamma$-ray which is emitted by annihilation is one of the sources of $\gamma$-ray background.

The muon stopping target is shown in Fig. 2.6. It is made of a layered films of polyethylene and polyester with a total thickness of 205 $\mu$m and is assembled in a flame, which is made of light but rigid material: Rohacell. The target is laid with a slant angle of $20.5^\circ$ with respect to the beam direction. The angle was optimized considering muon stopping power (stopping efficiency $\sim 80\%$) and multiple scattering. The target has elliptical shape of 20 cm and 8 cm respectively in major and minor axes and has six holes (10 mm in diameter) and seven cross markers, which are used for the alignment of the target (Sec. 4.4).

The target can be moved remotely for when another target is inserted from the downstream side for the LXe $\gamma$-detector calibration.

![Figure 2.6: MEG stopping target, 6 holes and 7 cross markers are seen.](image)

2.3 Gamma detector

The gamma detector plays a key role in a $\mu \to e\gamma$ search, because background $\gamma$ energy spectrum rapidly falls around the endpoint, and the energy resolution is important to reject backgrounds. Therefore, also the past experiments [27] [50] paid special attention on gamma detection. The MEG experiment adopted liquid xenon (LXe) scintillation detector. The details will be discussed in next sections.

The design of LXe gamma detector [51] is shown in Fig. 2.7. The concept of the detector is viewing many fast scintillation photons from single active volume with high performance sensors. Because we need to detect $\sim 175$ nm wavelength photon in environment of liquid xenon, we developed a special PMT for LXe detector. The development of the MEG LXe detector can be found in [52].
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2.3.1 Liquid xenon

Liquid xenon is nowadays widely used in experimental physics [53], dark-matter search experiment such as XENON [54] and XMASS [55], or neutrino-less double beta decay experiment EXO [56] etc. Not only for experiment, but also applications are developed for medical use. Excellent characteristics of LXe are as follows.

- High light yield
- High density
- Fast response
- Uniformity as fluid
- No self-absorption of scintillation photon

These properties enable high rate, high precision $\gamma$-ray measurement. The LXe also has properties of the ionization and phonon which are available for many applications for particle detection such as timing projection chambers, but we utilize only scintillation light for the simplicity of the detector.

On the other hand there are some difficulties to deal with liquid xenon. As shown in Fig. 2.8, the pressure of triple point is near normal pressure. The range to be in liquid state is therefore narrow at operation pressure. This means the stable temperature and pressure control is required. The wavelength is also a difficulty with LXe scintillation detector. The wavelength of LXe is measured to be $174.8 \pm 0.1 \text{ (stat.)} \pm 0.1 \text{ (syst.)}$ nm [57]. The wavelength is in a range which is called Vacuum Ultra-Violet (VUV) light, where special treatment for detection is needed (See Sec. 2.3.3 and 2.3.5.3). Basic physical properties of xenon is listed in Table 2.2.

2.3.2 Scintillation

When a gamma-ray is injected into material, generally 3 types of reactions are possible, photoelectric absorption, Compton scattering and pair creation. Figure 2.9 shows the probability of the reactions in liquid xenon. Around the energy of the $\gamma$-ray from the $\mu \rightarrow e\gamma$, Compton
scattering and pair creation are dominant. Therefore the gamma-ray around the signal energy makes electromagnetic shower starting from the first conversion by scattering or creation.

Some part of the deposited energy in the liquid xenon is used to emit scintillation photon. The scintillation photons are generated from two reaction paths [53]. The first path is excitation as follows,
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\[ \text{Xe}^* + \text{Xe} \rightarrow \text{Xe}_2^* \]  
\[ \text{Xe}_2^* \rightarrow 2\text{Xe} + h\nu \]

(2.1)  
(2.2)

where \( \text{Xe}_2^* \) is called excimer: excited state of diatomic molecule of xenon and \( h\nu \) corresponds photon. The second path is called recombination,

\[ \text{Xe}^+ + \text{Xe} \rightarrow \text{Xe}_2^+ \]  
\[ \text{Xe}_2^+ + e^- \rightarrow \text{Xe}^{**} + \text{Xe} \]  
\[ \text{Xe}^{**} \rightarrow \text{Xe}^* \]  
\[ \text{Xe}^* + \text{Xe} \rightarrow \text{Xe}_2^* \]  
\[ \text{Xe}_2^* \rightarrow 2\text{Xe} + h\nu \]

(2.3)  
(2.4)  
(2.5)  
(2.6)  
(2.7)

Since the excited state of Xe in Eq. (2.5) is the same state as that in Eq. (2.1), the rest part of the process is the same as the first. The fraction of excitation and recombination depends on the species of the incident particle. In the case of the gamma, the recombination part is more. The recombination step of Eq. (2.4) has the time constant of 45 ns. The time constant of excitation path consist of fast and slow components, which are determined by the step Eq. (2.2). Due to two different spin state of the excimer \( ^1\Sigma_u^+ \) and \( ^3\Sigma_u^+ \), there are two time constants 4.2 and 22 ns [59].

2.3.3 PMT

Scintillation photons are detected by photo-multiplier tube (PMT). For our application for MEG LXe detector, the difficulties are (1) detection of VUV light whose central wavelength is 175 nm and (2) operation in liquid xenon at 165 K. We developed a VUV-sensitive PMT for the LXe detector in collaboration with Hamamatsu Photonics [60]. In order to detect VUV light, photocathode of VUV sensitive material\(^5\) and VUV-transparent quartz window is adopted. Aluminum strips (seen in Fig. 2.10(a)) is introduced to stabilize performance in cold environment. For our design, PMTs are located between target and LXe volume, hence a compact design is required. The metal channel dynode is employed for the PMT for that reason.

2.3.4 Design

The schematic view of the LXe gamma detector is illustrated in Fig. 2.7. It has "C"-shaped structure fitting the outer radius of COBRA. The detector is assembled inside of a vacuum-insulated cryostat. In order to reduce heat inflow, a multi-layered superinsulator installed in the vacuum-insulation. The total volume of liquid xenon is 900 l (2.7 t).

LXe volume covers 11% solid angle viewed from center of the target. The radial depth of LXe of 38.5 cm was determined to completely absorb signal \( \gamma \) of 52.8 MeV. It corresponds to 14\( X_0 \). The LXe detector local coordinates (\( u, v \) and \( w \)) are used to indicate position inside of detector. \( u \) shows the direction parallel to the beam axis, \( v \) is curved axis along inner face, and \( w \) is the depth from the inner face. The definition is also illustrated in Fig. 2.11(a).

\(^5\) K-Cs-Sb
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The PMTs are inserted in PMT holders, and the PMT holders are arrayed on the six faces. As shown in Fig. 2.11(b), the six faces are named inner, outer, up-stream, down-stream, top and bottom. 216 PMTs are installed on inner face with an array of 9 columns along $u$ direction and 24 rows along $v$. In $w$ direction, there are 6 levels of PMTs from inner to outer. Outer face has the same number of PMTs as inner face basically, but PMTs are arrayed denser in a small region at the center. The total number of the PMTs is 846.

The $\gamma$-ray from the target must traverse the inside and outside vessel walls. It is desirable to have less material at inner wall to reduce the interaction of $\gamma$-ray before reaching the LXe volume. However the mechanical strength is also required to bear the pressure difference of xenon–vacuum layer–air. This issue is solved by installing an aluminum honeycomb panel covered with carbon fiber sheet for the entrance in the inner vessel (Fig. 2.12). The honeycomb material is Aluminum 5052 with the cell thickness of 0.0254 mm, and the cell size is 4.76 mm. The averaged material amount in the window region corresponds to $0.075X_0$ [61].
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Figure 2.12: Honeycomb panel is attached on the entrance window of inner vessel. The panel has a dimension of $1315 \times 611 \text{mm}^2$ along curved inside face.

2.3.5 Xenon handling system

2.3.5.1 Pulse tube refrigerator

Figure 2.13: Pulse tube refrigerator

(a) Pulse tube refrigerator for LXe detector

(b) Operation principle of pulse tube refrigerator

As explained in Sec. 2.3.1, liquid xenon has narrow liquid state range at the operation pressure. Powerful and stable refrigeration is required for LXe detector. A 200 W pulse tube refrigerator (Fig. 2.13(a)) is mounted at the top of the cryostat. The refrigerator was developed for the MEG LXe detector [62]. The pulse tube refrigerator does not cause mechanical vibration nor electric noise thanks to the operation principle as shown in Fig. 2.13(b). It contributes stable operation and low-noise measurement. During xenon liquefaction and a situation when cooling power is insufficient, liquid nitrogen is used supplementarily. The piping for liquid nitrogen is
attached on outside of the inner cryostat.

### 2.3.5.2 Storage system

![Diagram of xenon control system](image)

Besides the xenon detector cryostat, auxiliary components are connected to control the xenon flow for the purpose of storage and purification of the xenon. Figure 2.14 shows a diagram of the xenon handling system.

Two types of xenon storage are prepared in the auxiliary system. One is the 1000 l tank which can hold all LXe. It has an independent liquid nitrogen cooling system. It is used to store LXe during the short-term maintenance of the detector. The other one is high pressure gas storage. The storage consists of 8 tanks of the same design. Each tank has 250 l capacity and is tolerable to 8 MPa pressure. Xenon is transferred to the high pressure tanks for long-term detector maintenance.

### 2.3.5.3 Purification system

The scintillation light yield is very sensitive to impurities in LXe such as Oxygen, Nitrogen, water [63]. The impurities affect scintillation in two ways. (a) The electronegative molecules trap ionized electron in recombination process. (b) The molecules such as water absorbs scintillation photon. The contaminations must be suppressed in ppb order. Therefore the purification system and monitoring of light yield are mandatory.

In order to remove contaminations from xenon, 2 types of purifiers are connected to the system. One is a gaseous state purifier which is installed in the handling panel in Fig. 2.14. The purifier is based on a metal-heated getter which can absorb most of kinds of molecules except rare gas. Xenon goes through the getter when it is sent from storage to detector. Purification by gas state circulation is also available. But the purification speed was limited by the evaporation of gas xenon (0.6 l/hour). The liquid phase purification is introduced to improve the speed of the purification. The liquid purifier is connected to liquid circulation path. It has molecular sieves to adsorb water. A centrifugal pump is used and the circulation speed is ~70 l/hour [64].
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2.4 Positron Spectrometer

The positron detector has to treat very high rate positrons. Firstly the all muons eventually decay into positrons, secondly the ratio of positron with energy around signal region is high. (See Fig. 2.15). The normal (positive) muon decay in SM is given by Eq. (2.8) [9].

\[
\frac{d^2\Gamma}{dx\cos\theta_e} = \frac{m_\mu}{4\pi^3} W_{e\mu}^4 G_F^2 \sqrt{x^2 - x_0^2} \left( F(x) + P_\mu \cos\theta_e G(x) \right)
\]

\[
F(x) = x(1 - x) + \frac{2}{9}\rho(4x^2 - 3x - x_0^2) + \eta x_0(1 - x)
\]

\[
G(x) = \frac{1}{3}\xi \sqrt{x^2 - x_0^2} \left\{ 1 - x + \frac{2}{3}\delta[4x - 3(\sqrt{1 - x_0^2} - 1)] \right\},
\]

where \( W_{e\mu} = (m_\mu^2 + m_e^2)/(2m_\mu) \), \( x = E_e/W_{e\mu} \), and \( x_0 = m_e/W_{e\mu} \). The parameters \( \rho, \eta, \xi \) and \( \delta \) are called Michel parameters, and given as \( \frac{3}{4}, 0, 1 \) and \( \frac{3}{4} \) in the SM. The energy distribution as a function of \( x \) is shown in Fig. 2.15, the probability is at maximum around \( x = 1 \). It means positron cannot be vastly reduced just by a precise energy measurement like in the case of gamma-ray. However, it is important to reduce low energy positron to suppress the total hit rate in the detector.

![Figure 2.15: Spectrum of positron from rest muon. The spin of the final state positron is averaged. The radiative correction is considered here.](image)

The mass of the detector must be small, because the original information of positron can easily be deteriorated by the effect of electro-magnetic multiple scattering in the detector, around the signal momentum of 52.8 MeV/c. Low material detector also has an advantage for reducing generation of gamma-ray background.

To meet all the requirements above, we designed a positron spectrometer system, in a special gradient magnetic field with the spectrometer magnet COBRA. The tracking of positron is done by ultra low mass drift chambers and a plastic scintillator hodoscope for timing measurement.
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2.4.1 COBRA magnet

2.4.1.1 Gradient field

The name "COBRA" is an abbreviation of COnstant Bending RAdius. The COBRA magnet was specially developed for the MEG experiment and is characterized by the gradient field [65]. The magnetic field varies from 1.27 T (center) to 0.49 T (both ends) along the z-axis (See Fig. 2.16).

There are two advantages on the gradient field, as shown in Fig. 2.17. (1) Positron trajectories of the same momentum have the constant bending radius not depending on the emission angle. This is the origin of the name "COBRA". This characteristics enables to easily separate positions by their radius. (2) A positron which emit on perpendicular to the direction of solenoid axis is rapidly swept out. With constant B-field, such a positron hits chambers many times, causing pile-up.

Due to the advantage of (1), positrons whose energies are much lower than signal energy can be isolated, by putting detectors in region of larger radius.

![Figure 2.16: Magnetic field by COBRA magnet](image)

(a) The case of the uniform magnetic field. Positron of $\theta \sim 90^\circ$ turns many times before leaving drift chamber (left). The radius of the trajectory depends on the $\theta$ angle (right).

(b) The case of the gradient magnetic field. The number of turns is suppressed (left). Radius is independent of the emission angle (right).

![Figure 2.17: Comparison of uniform and gradient field.](image)
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2.4.1.2 Design

The COBRA magnet is needed to have low mass structure for gamma ray to minimize the interaction of the γ-ray before reacting the gamma detector which is located outside of the COBRA. The requirement was achieved by thin superconducting (NbTi/Cu) coil with high-strength aluminum stabilizer. The superconducting coil is cooled with two GM refrigerators. The thickness of the magnet (including all support structure) is 3.83 g/cm$^2$ (∼ 0.2$X_0$). The concept of the gradient field is realized by the array of 7 solenoids which have common axis and have three different coil diameters (700, 810, 920 mm in inner diameters, Fig. 2.18(a)).

Two compensation magnets are installed in the COBRA. They are ring-shaped normal conducting magnets in common axis with COBRA. The purpose of the compensation magnets is to reduce the stray magnetic field at the PMTs in the xenon detector down to $< 5 \times 10^{-3}$ T. The arrangement of magnet is seen in Fig. 2.18(b).

![Cross-sectional image of the COBRA magnet](image1)

![Assembled COBRA magnet](image2)

(a) Cross-sectional image of the COBRA magnet  
(b) Assembled COBRA magnet

Figure 2.18: COBRA magnet

2.4.1.3 Magnetic field

The magnetic field of COBRA is measured with a specially developed field measuring machine with 3-axis Hall probes, scanning the range of $|z| < 110$ cm, $0 < r < 29$ cm and $0^\circ < \phi < 360^\circ$. The probes are orthogonal to each other to individually measure $B_z$, $B_r$ and $B_\phi$. Because the strength of the field along z axis is much larger than the other ($B_\phi = 0$ in ideal case), $B_z$ contaminate the measurement of $B_r$ and $B_\phi$ if the probe is misaligned. In order to reduce uncertainty, we use magnetic field based on measured $B_z$ and measurement on reference plane $z = z_0$ [66]. $z_0$ is considered to be the center in magnetic field where the measured $B_r$ is minimized. $B_r$ and $B_\phi$ are calculated from following formulas,

$$B_r(z, r, \phi) = B_r(z_0, r, \phi) + \int_{z_0}^z \frac{\partial B_z(z', r, \phi)}{\partial r} dz',$$  

$$B_\phi(z, r, \phi) = B_\phi(z_0, r, \phi) + \frac{1}{r} \int_{z_0}^z \frac{\partial B_z(z', r, \phi)}{\partial \phi} dz'.$$

The formulas are derived from the Maxwell’s equations. The magnetic field map to be used in the track reconstruction is obtained by interpolating the measuring points with B-spline
prescription [67]. Figure 2.16 shows the magnetic field inside of the COBRA magnet. The magnetic field around the LXe detector is illustrated in Fig. 2.19. Thanks to the compensation magnets, the strength of the field is suppressed to be $\sim 5 \times 10^{-3}$ T.

Figure 2.19: Magnetic field around the LXe detector. PMTs of LXe detector are placed along the trapezoidal line.

2.4.2 Drift chamber

Drift CHamber (DCH) is adopted for the positron tracker [68]. It detects the ionization charge by the positron, then the positron trajectory is reconstructed, and finally the emission angle and the vertex position are reconstructed. The DCH is assembled inside of the COBRA magnet. As the momentum of positron is roughly separated by track radius, positrons of near signal energy can be selected by simple detector geometry. In other words, if the detector is installed at a large radius $r$, positrons with lower momentum go away without hitting drift chamber.

In order to reduce multiple scattering and background $\gamma$-ray generation, an ultra low mass drift chamber has been developed for the MEG experiment. The DCH consists of identical 16 modules arrayed radially in $\phi$ direction with an interval of 10.5°. The DCH modules cover azimuthal ($\phi$) region from 191.25° to 348.75° and radial ($r$) region from 19.3 cm to 27.9 cm. The assembled DCH is seen in Fig. 2.20. The detail of the R&D of the drift chamber can be found in [69].

2.4.2.1 Drift chamber module

DCH module has a frame structure of a trapezoidal shape whose base lengths of 40 cm and 104 cm, as illustrated in Fig. 2.21. The frame is made of carbon fiber reinforced plastic. The structure is characterized by the open frame geometry which is designed to reduce material on positron trajectories. In other words, a module doesn’t have rigid frame on longer base side which is assembled in inner side.
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Figure 2.20: Assembled drift chamber. The DCH modules are radially arranged at the bottom half of the COBRA volume. A red elliptical object at the center is stopping target whose dimension is \(8 \times 20 \text{ cm}^2\).

Anode and field wires are stretched parallel to \(z\)-axis, with a 9.0 mm anode-anode interval. The length of the longest (inner most) wire is 82.8 cm, and the shortest is 37.6 cm. The configuration in \(r - \phi\) plane is shown in Fig. 2.22(a). One DCH module has two independent layers sharing gas, the gap between layers is 3.0 mm. Each layer has 9 drift cells and \(r\) positions of cells are shifted by half of the width of the cell in 2 layers. The staggered structure is designed to remove left-right ambiguity.

Cathode consists of thin aluminum-deposited polyimide\(^6\) film of 12.5 \(\mu\)m thickness. The distance between films is 7.0 mm, and thus the distance anode and cathode is 3.5 mm. The cathode pattern is separated into 9 cells, and each cell is further separated into two, by zig-zag shaped gap as seen in Fig. 2.22(b). This is called vernier pattern, it will be explained in Sec. 3.2.1. The inner end of the chamber is covered with a hood film.

The chamber is filled with counting gas of 50\%:50\% mixture of He and \(C_2H_6\). It is adopted to reduce the multiple scattering and the energy loss of the positrons. Another advantage is fast drift velocity, which is important for the operation in the high-rate environment. At the nominal voltage (1800 V), the velocity is \(\sim 4 \text{ cm/\mu s}\). The field map and electron drift is simulated using GARFIELD program. Figure 2.23 shows the result of the simulation.

The pressure is carefully controlled, because only a slight change of the pressure causes deformation of the thin cathode film and thus results in the disturbance of electric field. The fluctuation of the pressure difference to outside of chamber (He volume inside of COBRA) is suppressed to be less than 0.005 Pa.

The design information is summarized in the Table 2.3. The average amount of the material per a module is \(2.6 \times 10^{-4} X_0\), and total amount in a positron track is \(2.0 \times 10^{-3} X_0\) on average.

\(^6\) UPILEX®
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Figure 2.21: Drawing of a drift chamber module. (a) anode and field wire (b) cathode foil

(a) Intersectional view of DCH module (unit in mm). Thanks to the staggered structure, left-right ambiguity (in which side of the wire a positron passed) can be solved.

(b) The vernier pattern on cathode film. This is introduced to improve position resolution along z-axis.

Figure 2.22: Features of DCH module design

2.4.2.2 Readout of drift chamber

One drift chamber module has 2 planes × 9 cells. Each cell consists of an anode wire and two cathode pads. The anode and cathodes are read out by pre-amplifier at the both end of the module. The anode signal is coupled with condenser to cut HV. The pre-amplifier is designed to meet DCH requirement, the gain is \( \sim 50 \), and band width is 190 and 140 MHz for anode and cathode respectively. The outputs of all channels are sent to DCH patch panel via coaxial cables. At the patch panel, anode signal is split into two by a fraction of 1:9. The larger part is
Figure 2.23: Result of GARFIELD simulation

Table 2.3: Details of drift chamber design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sense wire</td>
<td>material</td>
<td>Ni Cr (80:20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>diameter</td>
<td>25 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tension</td>
<td>50 gf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field wire</td>
<td>material</td>
<td>Be Cu (2:98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>diameter</td>
<td>50 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>tension</td>
<td>120 gf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathode</td>
<td>foil</td>
<td>12.5 µm polyimide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pad</td>
<td>250 nm aluminum deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>mixture</td>
<td>He C₂H₆ (50:50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pressure</td>
<td>~ 1 atm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HV</td>
<td>anode</td>
<td>+1800 V (nominal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cathode</td>
<td>ground</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

sent to Domino Ring Sampler (DRS, a kind of waveform digitizer) and the smaller is used for the trigger.

2.4.3 Timing counter

Timing counter (TIC) [70] [71] is placed at the both end side of the spectrometer to measure the timing of the positron (Fig. 2.1 and 2.24(a)). It also has a role to generate the trigger information for the positron. The TIC is composed of two independent detectors; however, z counter (Sec. 2.4.3) was not used.
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\(\phi\) counter  One is called \(\phi\)-counter (TICP). One TICP is an array of 15 plastic scintillator bars of \(4.0 \times 4.0 \times 79.6\) cm\(^3\). We adopted BC404 scintillator, for the fast rise time constant and large light yield. The bars are set with the interval of 10.5\(^\circ\) along \(\phi\)-axis (the same pitch of the DCH modules), they lie at \(r > 32\) cm and from 29 cm to 109 cm in \(z\)-axis. The bars are read out by PMT (Hamamatsu R5294) at the both ends. The PMT has a fine-mesh dynode structure and attached to bar with slanted angle (Fig. 2.24(b)), in order to reduce the effect of the magnetic field. The TIC is covered with plastic bag (made of 0.5 mm thick EVAL) in order for PMT to prevent from being exposed to helium gas. The volume inside of the bag is continuously flushed with nitrogen gas.

\(z\) counter  The other part is \(z\)-counter (TICZ), which is an array of 128 arch-shaped scintillation fibers. It is designed to detect \(z\) position of positron. The fiber material is \(6 \times 6\) mm\(^2\) SAINT-GOBAIN BCF-20. The fibers are separated at the center, and each side is read out by Hamamatsu S8664 avalanche photo diodes (APD).

![Cross-Sectional view](image1)

(a) The assembled TIC module of one side.

![Longitudinal view](image2)

(b) The schematic image of the TICP counter.

Figure 2.24: MEG Timing counter

readout  The signal from PMT is first sent to passive splitter and split into two in a ratio of 80\%:20\%. The larger part is then sent to Double Threshold Discriminator (DTD). DTD has two thresholds one for trigger and the other is veto for small signal. The output of DTD is digital NIM level signal, and is recorded with DRS. The smaller fraction is sent to an active splitter and then sent to the trigger and the DRS. The scheme is adopted for minimizing the time-walk effect. The method to reconstruct hit timing is described in Sec. 3.3.

2.5 Electronics

The MEG experiment adopts MIDAS system [72] which was developed in PSI and TRIUMF for general data acquisition and slow control framework. It gives a front-end readout in many
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platforms such as CAMAC, VME, etc. The users can control start/stop DAQ and access slow control via dedicated HTTP server.

2.5.1 DAQ scheme

A schematic image of MEG DAQ is shown in Fig. 2.25. The signals from all (except APD of TICZ) detectors are recorded with waveform digitizer "DRS" (details in Sec. 2.5.2.1), and the signal waveforms are sent to trigger system in parallel. In order to split the signals into two, active splitters with high-bandwidth amplifier are used. These electronics are all implemented on VME boards. For each triggered event, the digitized signal is processed by online computers. Then, waveforms are recorded with MIDAS support data format (".mid") and are compressed. The data size of raw data is 2.4 MB/event in typical runs, and compressed to be 0.9 MB/event using bzip2 algorithm. The data can be monitored in display simultaneously. The data quality can be checked after offline data processing. The result of the offline process is output in "root" format.

![Diagram of MEG DAQ setup]

Figure 2.25: Schematic diagram of signal from detectors.
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Figure 2.26: Schematic diagram of trigger structure

2.5.2 Trigger

The trigger system [73] is based on flash analog to digital converters (FADC)\(^7\) for 10-bit, 100 MHz waveform sampling, and field programmable gate array (FPGA)\(^8\) for data processing. There are two types of trigger board: (1) Type1 board, which is implemented on 6U VME board with 16 input channels, (2) type2 board on 9U VME board, which integrates information from type1 boards.

The trigger system has three layers as shown in Fig. 2.26. The first layer is composed of type1 boards. This layer receives the waveform from each sensor. The second layer combines the outputs of the first layer for each sub-system. The third layer is composed of one type2 board, and makes final decision of the trigger.

The \(\gamma\)-ray and positron are reconstructed [74], independently of the data taken with DRS. The energy is estimated by summing up the photons from all PMTs in LXe detector. The timing is calculated from the sampled waveform. The position (angle) of \(\gamma\)-ray is given as the position of the inner PMT which detected the largest number of photons. The positron reconstruction is done for first-hit TIC bar. The timing is calculated from the sampled waveform with two PMTs in the bar. The position in \(z\) direction is reconstructed from the ratio of the light yield of PMTs in both ends.

The MEG trigger is determined according to (1) energy of \(\gamma\)-ray (2) timing between \(\gamma\)-ray and positron, and (3) direction matching of \(\gamma\)-ray and positron. Not only the trigger for \(\mu^+ \rightarrow e^+ \gamma\), there are several kinds of triggers for calibration. The trigger types are listed in Table 2.4.

A pre-scaling factor is a factor to adjust the number of the taken data. For the trigger with a

---

\(^7\) Analog Devices, AD9218

\(^8\) Xilinx Virtex-IIpro XC2VP20
Table 2.4: List of trigger types, pre-scaling factor (Presc.) and conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Id</th>
<th>name</th>
<th>Presc.</th>
<th>Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>MEG</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>((Q_{LXe\text{High}}) \land (\Delta T\text{Narrow}) \land (\text{DMNarrow}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>MEG low Q</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>((Q_{LXe\text{Low}}) \land (\Delta T\text{Narrow}) \land (\text{DMNarrow}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>MEG Wide Angle</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>((Q_{LXe\text{Low}}) \land (\Delta T\text{Narrow}) \land (\text{DMWide}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>MEG Wide Time</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>((Q_{LXe\text{Low}}) \land (\Delta T\text{Wide}) \land (\text{DMNarrow}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>RMD Narrow Time</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>((Q_{LXe\text{Low}}) \land (\Delta T\text{Narrow}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>RMD Wide Time</td>
<td></td>
<td>((Q_{LXe\text{Low}}) \land (\Delta T\text{Wide}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Pi0</td>
<td></td>
<td>((Q_{LXe\text{High}}) \land \text{preshower counter coincidence})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Pi0 w/o PrSh</td>
<td></td>
<td>((Q_{LXe\text{High}}) \land \text{BGO detector coincidence})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>BGO</td>
<td></td>
<td>BGO detector alone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>LXe HighQ</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>((Q_{LXe\text{High}}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>LXe LowQ</td>
<td></td>
<td>((Q_{LXe\text{Low}}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Alpha</td>
<td>22000</td>
<td>((Q_{LXe\text{Alpha}}) \land A/Q\text{ratio})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>LED</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>LED pulsar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Neutron Ni</td>
<td></td>
<td>Neutron generator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Michel</td>
<td>1.5 \times 10^7</td>
<td>DCH \land TIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>DC Track</td>
<td></td>
<td>DCH alone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>TC</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1 \times 10^7) \land TIC alone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Pedestal</td>
<td>20000</td>
<td>Random trigger</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

pre-scaling factor of \(n\), the data is taken once in every \(n\) time trigger requests.

2.5.2.1 Waveform digitizer

In the MEG experiment, all waveforms from the detectors are recorded in order to enable analysis such as removing pile-up etc, which cannot be done with conventional DAQ with ADC/TDC. Domino Ring Sampler (DRS) [75] is originally developed at PSI, and adopted for the MEG waveform digitizer. The DRS is based on switched capacitor arrays (1024 cells) with a high speed and a high accuracy. Figure 2.27(a) shows the schematic diagram of the DRS sampling. The sampling speed of DRS is adjustable from 0.7 to 6 GSPS. An actual sampling speed is 1.4 GSPS except DCH waveform (0.7 GSPS). DRS version 2 was used for all detectors at the first run of MEG in year 2007. All of them were replaced with DRS version 4 by the run in 2009.

One DRS chip can read 4 channels plus a synchronizing clock signal at the same time. Four DRS chips are mounted on a "mezzanine" board and the mezzanine is mounted on a VME board. (16 channels per module, see Fig. 2.27(b)). All of the DRS boards are in operation with a synchronization signal, in order to adjust timing among the boards. 19.44 MHz common clock signal from low-jitter clock generator is transferred to each mezzanine board.

2.5.3 Online computers

The MEG online computer consists of 9 front-end computers ("megon01"-"megon09") and 1 backend computer ("megon00"). The trigger (DAQ) boards are mounted in 4 (5) VME crates, and each crate is connected with one front-end computer with optical fibers. The nine online

\* giga samples per second
computers and the backend computer are connected via a Gigabit Ethernet switch. On the back-end computer, a process to associate data from each frontend is running, and the processed data is written in online storage in the computer, then the data is transferred to offline cluster (named "lcmeg").

2.5.4 Slow control

The slow control manages the control and monitoring of the experimental apparatus, such as temperature, pressure and etc., as their change is slow (> ms) comparing with the signal (~ ns). We adopt a system called Midas Slow Control Bus (MSCB) which is a part of the MIDAS. The feature of the MSCB is the ability to handle via Ethernet. In order to connect the end-devices (sensor, voltage source, etc.) to the Ethernet, a device developed at PSI: "SCS" is commonly utilized in the MEG experiment. In an SCS module, daughter cards can be mounted, and the cards work as ADC and etc.

Figure 2.27: Domino Ring Sampler

Figure 2.28: Schematic diagram of online computers
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Event reconstruction

In this chapter, the way to reconstruct event is discussed. A simplified diagram of the data flow is summarized in Fig. 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Flowchart of the MEG event reconstruction

3.1 $\gamma$ reconstruction

Reconstruction of the $\gamma$-ray is done from information of 846 PMTs in the liquid xenon detector. First, hits are defined for each PMT, and then the $\gamma$-ray observables are reconstructed with the processed PMT hits.

3.1.1 Waveform analysis for each PMT

The waveform is integrated to obtain charge ($Q$) and thus the number of photo-electrons. Before the integration, the waveform is processed with software filtering. A high-pass filter based on moving-average method is adopted, since we found low frequency ($\sim 1$MHz) noise. The
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filtering is written as,

$$y[i] = x[i] - \frac{1}{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} x[i - M + j],$$

(3.1)

where $x[i]$ and $y[i]$ is original and filtered waveform, $M$ is a number of averaged bins: 125. It corresponds to a cut frequency of 11 MHz. The integration width is 67 ns. Figure 3.2 shows raw and filtered waveform.

![Waveform](image)

(a) Raw waveform. The horizontal line shows the threshold for timing reconstruction.

(b) Waveform after high-pass filtering. The charge is obtained by integration of the waveform.

Figure 3.2: Typical waveform of PMT

Sometimes the PMT waveform exceeds the dynamic range of the digitizer. If the photon interacts within 1 cm from a PMT (This happens in 15% of all the triggered event.), mostly the closest PMT saturates like Fig. 3.3. In the saturated cases, the charge integration is done with another method: Time-over-Threshold (ToT). The ToT is defined as the duration time that the pulse is higher than a threshold (150 mV). The charge is calculated with a conversion function from the ToT.

The number of photo-electron ($N_{phe}$) and the number of photon ($N_{pho}$) are calculated from the charge for each PMT as formula Eq. (3.2) and (3.3). $G_i$ and $QE_i$ are the gain and quantum efficiency of $i$-th PMT, respectively. The quantum efficiency used in this paper includes the collection efficiency of photo-electron to dynodes unless otherwise remarked. The methods to obtain these values are discussed in Sec. 4.1.

$$N_{phei} = Q_i/(e \times G_i)$$

(3.2)

$$N_{phoi} = N_{phei}/QE_i$$

(3.3)

The timing is calculated with the technique of constant fraction: The time walk due to the difference of absolute pulse size can be suppressed by this technique. In order not to lose the timing information, non-filtered waveform is used for timing reconstruction. The time when the waveform cross the line of 20% of height is defined as the timing of a PMT ($t_{hit,i}$). Here, "height" is not a direct height but estimation from the charge.
3.1.2 $\gamma$ position reconstruction

The position of the $\gamma$-ray conversion is computed from the photon distribution measured by 216 PMTs on the inner face. The first estimation of position is a weighted mean of the amplitudes, on PMTs around the PMT of the maximum signal. Then, a fitting is performed to minimize the function $\chi^2_{\text{position}}$ which is defined as Eq. (3.4). The function is based on an assumption that the scintillation photons are isotropically emitted from one point.

\[
\chi^2_{\text{position}}(u, v, w) = \sum_{i}^{\text{PMT}} \left( \frac{N_{\text{pho}} - c \times \Omega_i(u, v, w)}{\sigma_i(N_{\text{pho}})} \right)^2
\]

\[
\sigma_i(N_{\text{pho}}) = \sigma(N_{\text{phe}}/Q.E_i) = \sqrt{N_{\text{pho}}/Q.E_i}
\]

In the Eq. (3.5), error of the QE estimation is ignored for simplicity. $\Omega_i(u, v, w)$ is the solid angle of PMT active area seen from the point $(u, v, w)$. The PMTs used for the fitting is within 3.5 times of PMT interval from maximum $N_{\text{pho}}$ PMT (about 45 PMTs). If $w$ (depth from inner face) is fitted less than 12 cm, the second fit is performed with a reduced number of PMTs whose 2D $(u, v)$ distance from fitted peak is less than 2 times of PMT interval (about 15 PMTs).

The fitted $u$ and $w$ include biases, because the electro-magnetic shower by $\gamma$-ray has a finite size, and the shower spreads larger in the direction of momentum of gamma ray. It results $|u|$ and $w$ fitted larger than the first conversion point. The bias is corrected by a correction function made from Monte Carlo simulation. The reason of the bias is the slant incident angle of $\gamma$-ray. That is why $v$ is not biased because $\gamma$-ray is always perpendicular to the inner face in $x$ – $y$ plane.

3.1.3 $\gamma$ timing reconstruction

The time of gamma-ray conversion in liquid xenon ($t_{\text{LXe}}$) is calculated from the estimated hit time by each PMT ($t_{\text{hit}}$).

\[
t_{\text{hit}} = t_{\text{PMT}} - t_{\text{delay}} - t_{\text{offset}},
\]

where $t_{\text{PMT}}$ is timing for each PMT calculated in Sec. 3.1.1. The second term is the time from the photon emission to the detection. The flight time of the photon is calculated with the position of $\gamma$-ray conversion and effective speed of light in LXe ($\approx 8$ cm/ns), which is measured in the calibration using two $\gamma$-rays in $\pi^0 \rightarrow \gamma\gamma$ (Sec. 4.1.2.3). The shadowing effect of the cylindrical chamber shape, reflection and scattering effect and the time walk effect of PMT are also considered in second term. The third term is constant for each readout channel due to hardware effects such as the cable length.
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The combined timing of $\gamma$-ray is calculated by the fitting, such that $t_{\text{LXe}}$ minimizes the function $\chi^2_{\text{time}}$ as defined in Eq. (3.7).

\[
\chi^2_{\text{time}} = \sum_{i} \left( \frac{(t_{\text{hit},i} - t_{\text{LXe}})}{\sigma_{t,i}(N_{\text{phe}})} \right)^2 .
\] (3.7)

The sum is done over PMTs which detect $> 50$ photo-electrons, typically about 150 PMTs are involved and typical number of used photo-electrons is $\sim 70000$ in a signal event. $\sigma_{t,i}$, the time resolution of PMT, is a function of the number of photo-electron (approximately proportional to $1/\sqrt{N_{\text{phe}}}$). The fitting is iterated, rejecting PMTs which contribute to largely increase the $\chi^2_{\text{time}}$ value. Those PMTs are affected by the $\gamma$-ray pile-up.

3.1.4 $\gamma$ energy reconstruction

The $\gamma$-ray energy is reconstructed based on an assumption that the total number of the scintillation photon is proportional to the $\gamma$-ray energy, since the $\gamma$-ray deposits its all energy in the liquid xenon volume.

The $\gamma$-ray energy is determined by integrating the summed waveform with 67 ns window. The summed waveform is made by superposing filtered waveforms from all PMT with the weight of $F_i$ where the timing is shifted considering the time of flight of the scintillation photon. The variable defined as Eq. (3.8) is calculated from the result of the PMT calibration, position and timing reconstruction.

\[
F_i = \frac{A_i \cdot W_i(r_\gamma)}{eG_i(t) \cdot QE_i(t) \cdot \Omega(r_\gamma) \cdot U(r_\gamma) \cdot H(t) \cdot S} ,
\] (3.8)

where $A_i$ is a factor to correct for the position-dependent PMT coverage, $W_i(r_\gamma)$ is a factor to optimize energy resolution. It depends on the reconstructed position and is common for each 6 faces of the detector. The value is determined from the $\pi^0$ calibration. $\Omega(r_\gamma)$ shows a solid-angle correction, which is a correction by the solid angle of PMT sensitive region seen from the conversion point, because when $\gamma$-ray conversion happens at very close point to the inner PMT, the scintillation photon collection largely depends on the relative location of conversion point and PMT array. This correction is applied for events of $w < 3$ cm. $U(r_\gamma)$ is a correction by non-uniformity factor in order to correct remaining position dependence. It will be explained in Sec. 4.1. $H(t)$ represents the time-dependent transition of light yield. Finally the factor is converted to the absolute energy scale with the factor $S$ that is determined from 55 MeV $\gamma$-ray in a $\pi^0$ calibration.

3.1.5 Pile-up identification

More than one gamma ray hits xenon detector in 15% of the event at $3 \times 10^7 \mu/s$ beam rate. In such an event, the $\gamma$-ray observables reconstruction can be failed due to the pile-up $\gamma$-ray. There are two methods to identify pile-up, one by spacial distribution on the PMT outputs, and the other utilizes the summed waveform [76]. The former method searches for peaks in inner and outer faces. If the second (the smaller) peak is found, the distribution is fitted except for the pile-up region. Then the PMT output in pile-up region is replaced with the estimation from fitting and calibration data. Finally the energy of main $\gamma$-ray is reconstructed. The later method
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is based on the summed waveform which is made in Sec. 3.1.4, considering the reconstructed position and timing and pile-up (if found in the former method). In case a pulse is found in the sum waveform, and if the pulse is judged to be pile-up, the pulse is subtracted using a template waveform, and the energy is calculated again with the summed waveform. An example of unfolding of pulses is shown in Fig. 3.4.

![Figure 3.4](image_url)

Figure 3.4: (a) Black line shows the summed waveform after high-pass filtering; the fitted waveform is also shown in red line (Two lines are almost overlapping). (b) Waveform after pile-up unfolding is shown with black solid line. The start time of integration is changed from green dashed line to solid line.

3.1.6 Cosmic ray rejection

![Figure 3.5](image_url)

Figure 3.5: The cut criteria are shown with blue lines in (charge ratio)-w plane. The green dots show signal by Monte Carlo. The black dots are the events collected in the dedicated CR runs.

The cosmic ray (CR) is a source of the background. The cosmic ray is efficiently rejected using topological cuts. The cosmic ray events are characterized by the position in the detector, because most of the cosmic rays enter LXe volume from the outer side of the detector. We
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defined CR cut focusing on two parameters: the charge ratio collected by inner and outer PMT, and reconstructed depth $w$. The cosmic ray rejection is demonstrated in Fig. 3.5. The cut criteria are selected to optimise rejection power keeping signal efficiency in 99%. The removable CR event is 56% of all CR, and combined signal efficiency of pile-up identification in Sec. 3.1.5 and CR rejections is 97%.

3.2 Positron track

The charge induced by positron is detected with the anode wires and the cathode pads in the drift chamber. The positron momentum, the position at the target and the emission angle are reconstructed from those hits. The information about the trajectory by DCH and the reconstructed hit position at TIC are sent to the DCH/TIC matching reconstruction described in Sec. 3.3.2.

3.2.1 Hit reconstruction

3.2.1.1 Waveform analysis

We record six waveforms per single drift cell, two sides of an anode wire and two sides of two series of cathode pads as shown in Fig. 3.6. In order to suppress known noise components, a filtering based on FFT\(^1\) is applied on the raw waveform [77]. The pulse larger than threshold (5 mV) from the baseline is considered as a hit. The threshold is set to be 3 times larger than the baseline noise $\sigma_B$. The charge of the hit is obtained by a charge integration from $-24\text{ns}$ to $56\text{ns}$ around the peak excepting region where waveform exceeds $-2\sigma_B$.

3.2.1.2 Hit position

The rough position on $z$ axis is given by the ratio ($\epsilon_a$) of the charge on two sides of the anode.

$$\epsilon_a = \frac{Q_U - Q_D}{Q_U + Q_D}$$

$$z = \left(\frac{L}{2} + \frac{Z}{\rho}\right) \cdot \epsilon_a$$

where $L$ is the length of the anode wire, $Z$ is the input impedance and $\rho$ is the resistivity of the anode wire. The estimation will be improved by the vernier method. As explained in Sec. 2.4.2.1, the cathode foil is divided into two series by zig-zag pattern, and the fraction of detected charges on the cathode depends on the $z$ position. The charge-fractions of two channels ($\epsilon_1$ and $\epsilon_2$) makes pattern as Fig. 3.7. The final $z$ estimator with the vernier information is defined as,

$$z = l \cdot \left(\frac{\alpha}{2\pi} + i\right),$$

where $l$ is the period of the pattern (5 cm), $\alpha = \tan^{-1}(\epsilon_2/\epsilon_1)$ is the azimuthal angle and $i$ shows in which period the hit is belonging (count from DS side). There was a mistake in treatment of the case with faulty pad readout, previously. Therefore, all data are processed again with corrected algorithm.

\(^1\) Fast Fourier Transform
The drift distance, which gives the detailed information of the positron position in a drift cell, is calculated from the time of the detected pulse and the estimated time of the track where the information of the timing counter is also considered. Since the drift time from the initial ionization to the detection by wire depends on the strength of the magnetic field and the incident angle, the drift distance is calculated with a function which is generated from a simulation using GARFIELD. The drift time is shown in a function of the incident angle and distance in Fig. 3.8.

3.2.2 Clustering and track finding

The hits in one DCH module are combined into a cluster, to remove many accidental hits which are not related to the real positron track. If hits in a chamber lie in near cells and $z$ position the hits are associated to one hit cluster, especially hits in the neighbouring period in the vernier pattern are taken into account for the case of misreconstruction to the next period.

The next step is to find the seed of the positron track. Starting from the largest $r$ cluster, neighboring clusters are connected to make a candidate of the positron track. In searching for clusters on the trajectory, an adiabatic invariant $p_T^2/B_z$ is used ($p_T$ is the positron transverse momentum), because the axial component of magnetic field slowly varies. The left/right ambiguity can be solved during track seed finding in most of cases. Then, the track seed (connected clusters) is fitted by circle in the $x$ – $y$ plane. With the more precise $x$, $y$ hit position by fitting,
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(a) The circle pattern, a turn correspond one period of the pattern.  
(b) $\alpha$ angle vs $\epsilon_a$, vernier gives better $z$ resolution. A period is the length of pattern, 5 cm.

Figure 3.7: $z$ hit reconstruction by vernier pattern.

Figure 3.8: Drift time simulation with GARFIELD. The result with $B = 1.1$ T is shown as a function of the distance and angle.

the track timing can be estimated by using track time-distance dependence in Fig. 3.8, a solution for left/right ambiguity is also improved.

3.2.3 Track fitting

We adopted the technique of Kalman filter \cite{78} \cite{79} for the track reconstruction. The Kalman filter is an algorithm to estimate the status from the given information of state which is discrete in time, and it has wide application in technological and engineering field. Since it can handle the existence of an unexpected disturbance, and can include it as the error of the estimation, the method of Kalman filter is suitable for tracking of positron that is affected by multiple
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scatterings. The GEANE software [80] is also used.

The state vector of the positron is successively estimated from hit to hit. Finally the track is
propagated to the muon stopping target to retain the initial state vector of the positron on target.
The hits used in the track fit are updated by the fitting result in the track reconstruction: hits not
included in the candidate are added if appropriate and hits are removed if they are inconsistent.

The positron track fitting method was revised in our previous physics analysis. Details of
the revised method can be found in [81] and [77].

3.2.4 Per-event error

The method of Kalman algorithm enables us to calculate the error propagation in the track
fitting. It also provides information of the error matrix which includes the correlation between
variables. Since the calculation is done event-by-event, it is called "per-error". It will be used
to compose event-by-event PDF in the physics analysis.

The errors of following variables are represented with the per-error of Eq. (3.12),

- $E_e$: initial energy of positron,
- $\phi_e$: $\phi$ emission angle on target,
- $\theta_e$: $\theta$ emission angle on target,
- $y_e$: $y$ position on target plane,
- $z_e$: $z$ position on target plane,

$$
\sigma' = (\sigma'_e, \sigma'_\phi, \sigma'_\theta, \sigma'_y, \sigma'_z)
$$

(3.12)

where $\sigma'$ is per-error, and $\sigma'_x$ represents the uncertainty of the parameter "$x$".

3.2.5 Missing turn recovery

Since the MEG drift chamber covers only bottom-half region in $\phi$, a positron trajectory is
separated when the positron turns more than one time. The separated turns are connected to
each other in the normal case of the track fitting algorithm. If the connection fails, there is
fear about reconstructing those tracks to be different positrons. It is dangerous especially when
the first turn is missed, because the decay vertex is reconstructed at a wrong position, and then
the timing is also wrongly reconstructed. In the current analysis, an algorithm to identify and
recover the missing turn is newly implemented.

The algorithm works as follows. For all found tracks, hits are searched for in the expected
$z$ range and modules. When potential missing turn hits are found, the vertex state vector
is propagated toward each potential hit, and the hit is discarded if the position is far from
propagation. If the remaining number of the hits is more than threshold, the track fit algorithm
as in Sec. 3.2.3 is applied for the track candidate. The track fitting is further propagated to
the stopping target, and if the crossing point is found in the target, the recovered vertex and
momentum of the positron is calculated. In Fig. 3.9, a recovered missing track is illustrated.

profit of missing turn recovery  The improvement in overall positron detection efficiency by
the missing turn recovery is defined as, the ratio of total number of the recovered Michel positron
to the total number of reconstructed Michel positrons. The improvement in the efficiency is
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Figure 3.9: An example of the recovered missing first turn. Originally reconstructed track hits are shown in magenta, the brown hits are identified to be a part of track. The original and recovered vertex are shown with magenta and blue star.

Figure 3.10: Improvement in overall positron detection efficiency due to missing turn recovery, as a function of $E_e$ and $\theta_e$.

evaluated using data and shown in Fig. 3.10. The averaged improvement is $\approx 4\%$. The improvement decreases as increasing the $E_e$, it is due to more efficient positron reconstruction at high $E_e$. The efficiency improvement is maximal around $\theta_e = 90^\circ$, because the positron which emitted around the angle are likely to make multiple turns in the drift chamber.

3.3 Positron timing

The timing of the positron is measured by $15 \times 2$ TIC $\phi$ counters (Sec. 2.4.3). The timing measured by TIC ($t_{TIC}$) is combined with the track information, then the timing of positron emission on target ($t_e$) will be obtained.

3.3.1 Timing calculation by TICP

The PMT signals are divided into two with a ratio of 8:2. The larger fraction is converted to digital pulse (NIM signal) by DTD and is recorded by DRS. The leading edge of the NIM pulse
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is fitted with a template waveform to get the timing. The smaller fraction is directly used in DRS and trigger. The time walk effect in the NIM pulse is corrected by using the direct DRS waveform with a formula.

\[ w(x) = A + B\sqrt{x} + C \log(x), \]  

(3.13)

where \( x \) is the ratio of the DTD low level threshold to the pulse height. The parameters \( A, B \) and \( C \) are determined for each PMT, by fitting a template waveform made from calibration data. The optimal DTD threshold is determined to get the best timing resolution. Two PMTs (IN: near target side, OUT: far target side) read one scintillator bars, so the timing and \( z \) position can be calculated from the two timing,

\[ t_{\text{TIC}} = \frac{t_{\text{IN}} + t_{\text{OUT}}}{2} - \frac{b_{\text{IN}} + b_{\text{OUT}}}{2} - \frac{w_{\text{IN}} + w_{\text{OUT}}}{2} - \frac{L}{2v}, \]  

(3.14)

\[ z_{\text{TIC}} = \frac{v}{2} \left\{ (t_{\text{IN}} - t_{\text{OUT}}) - (b_{\text{IN}} - b_{\text{OUT}}) - (w_{\text{IN}} - w_{\text{OUT}}) \right\}, \]  

(3.15)

where \( L \) is the length of scintillator bar, \( v \) is the effective speed of light in the scintillator, and \( b_{\text{IN,OUT}} \) are offsets peculiar to channel and \( w_{\text{IN,OUT}} \) are time walks in Eq. (3.13). When there are more than two bars hit by one positron, hits are combined to TIC cluster. The fastest hit represents the cluster.

### 3.3.2 DCH-TIC interconnection

In order to get the time of the positron emission, the time-of-flight (\( t_{\text{TOF}} \)) is needed to be considered. We compute it from the length of track between the decay vertex and the hit point at TIC. Due to the drift chamber support structure between the DCH sensitive region and TIC, the positron can be scattered during flight. The effect of the scattering is evaluated by matching quality of DCH and TIC. The fitted track from the drift chamber is propagated to the surface of timing counter. The event is classified by the matching quality of estimation from track and TIC hit.

- (MQ 0) The track is propagated to the hit bar, and \( \Delta z < 12 \) cm.
- (MQ 1) The track is propagated to the extended region of the bar, and \( \Delta z < 12 \) cm.
- (MQ 2) The track do not cross the extended region, but \( \Delta r < 5 \) cm.
- Otherwise, matching is judged to be failed.

\( \Delta z \) is distance between \( z_{\text{TIC}} \) and \( z \) of propagated point and \( \Delta r \) is the distance in \( r \) coordinate from the TIC surface to the closest point of track to TIC bar. Then, the Kalman filter algorithm is applied to back-propagate to target, in order to get the best estimation of the emission timing of positron on target (\( t_e \)).

### 3.4 Combination of \( \gamma \) and positron

In this section, the variable of relative angle and timing between \( \gamma \)-ray and positron are defined. The reconstructed position of \( \gamma \)-ray and positron vertex at the target are written as \( (r_\gamma) \) and \( (r_e) \), respectively. The normal vector of the \( \gamma \)-ray momentum \( (n_\gamma) \) and positron momentum on target \( (n_e) \) are also used.
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The emission angle of $\gamma$-ray is defined as the vector from the reconstructed vertex to the reconstructed position of the $\gamma$-ray, because LXe detector cannot reconstruct the direction of $\gamma$-ray.

$$\mathbf{n}_\gamma = \frac{\mathbf{r}_\gamma - \mathbf{r}_e}{|\mathbf{r}_\gamma - \mathbf{r}_e|},$$ (3.16)

The relative angle of $\gamma$-ray and positron ($\Theta_{e\gamma}$) is given by

$$\Theta_{e\gamma} = \cos^{-1}(\mathbf{n}_e \cdot \mathbf{n}_\gamma).$$ (3.17)

The relative angle is separated to two directions, $\theta_{e\gamma}$ and $\phi_{e\gamma}$.

$$\theta_{e\gamma} = (\pi - \theta_e) - \theta_\gamma$$ (3.18)

$$\phi_{e\gamma} = (\pi + \phi_e) - \phi_\gamma$$ (3.19)

The relative time of $\gamma$-ray and positron is given by the difference between the time of $\gamma$-ray and positron. The timing of $\gamma$-ray is defined by the timing of $\gamma$-ray emission from the vertex. The time is calculated by using time of flight of $\gamma$-ray from the target to where it is detected.

$$t_{e\gamma} = t_\gamma - t_e = (t_{LXe} - t_{tof}) - t_e$$ (3.20)

$$t_{tof} = \frac{|\mathbf{r}_\gamma - \mathbf{r}_e|}{c}$$ (3.21)

### 3.5 Reconstruction of AIF

Annihilation In Flight (AIF) of positron is one of the sources of $\gamma$-ray background in LXe detector. The $\gamma$-ray background mainly consists of RMD and AIF, and in the signal energy region the AIF is dominant. Figure 3.11 shows background spectrum where the horizontal axis is shown in $y = 2E_\gamma/m_\mu$. If we can tag the $\gamma$-rays which come from AIF, the $\mu \rightarrow e\gamma$ search sensitivity can be improved by removing the tagged accidental background. The AIF which occurred inside of the DCH can be tagged, because the positron leaves a track before the annihilation.

We newly developed a method to find AIF that happens in the drift chamber. The method is done in two steps. The first step is to look for a positron track which disappears in the drift chamber. It is called an AIF track. The second step is to compare the AIF track and the $\gamma$-ray detected by the LXe detector.

#### 3.5.1 Candidate finding

In order to find the AIF candidate track, we use the hit and cluster data independent of normal positron reconstruction explained in Sec. 3.2.2. The method starts from connecting positron clusters. The series of the cluster is called AIF seed. The clusters which can be considered as a part of a track are added to the seed. Following criteria are required for the seed: (a) contain no hit in the last plane of DCH and (b) the last hit must not be the inner most cell. Otherwise a normal track can be recognised as an AIF seed.

A circle fit is applied for all AIF seed. Along the fitted circle, the number of the empty DCH plane is counted, and AIF candidate must have more than 2 empty planes after the last cluster. The $(x, y)$ position of the AIF is given by the intersection point of the fitted circle and the DCH.
3.5.2 Matching DCH and LXe

According to the AIF candidate information and the γ-ray, AIF observables are calculated.
Figure 3.13: AIF observables $\Delta \theta_{AIF}$ (left), $\Delta \phi_{AIF}$ (center) and $\Delta t_{AIF}$ (right) found in calibration data, in year 2009.

\[
\Delta \theta_{AIF} = \theta_{AIF} - \theta_{\gamma-AIF}, \quad (3.22)
\]
\[
\Delta \phi_{AIF} = \phi_{AIF} - \phi_{\gamma-AIF}, \quad (3.23)
\]
\[
\Delta t_{AIF} = t_{\gamma} - t_{AIF}, \quad (3.24)
\]

where $\theta_{AIF}$ and $\phi_{AIF}$ are $\theta$ and $\phi$ component of the AIF vector and $t_{AIF}$ is the reconstructed timing of the AIF, and $\theta_{\gamma-AIF}$ and $\phi_{\gamma-AIF}$ are $\theta$ and $\phi$ component of the vector from AIF point to reconstructed point of $\gamma$-ray.

When there are multiple AIF candidates in an event, those candidates are selected by following variable,

\[
\chi^2_{AIF} = \frac{(\Delta \theta^2_{AIF})}{w^2} + \frac{(\Delta \phi^2_{AIF} - \phi_{\text{offset}})^2}{w^2} + \frac{(\Delta t^2_{AIF})}{w^2}, \quad (3.25)
\]

where $w_\theta = 4.5^\circ(3.5^\circ)$, $w_\phi = 10^\circ(4.5^\circ)$, $\phi_{\text{offset}} = -10^\circ(0^\circ)$ and $w^2_t = 10$ ns for type-A (B) candidate. The candidate of the least $\chi^2_{AIF}$ is selected, as it is most likely to be a true pair with observed $\gamma$-ray.

Figure 3.13 shows the result of the AIF reconstruction in $\Delta \theta_{AIF}$ and $\Delta \phi_{AIF}$, the peak around 0 comes from events truly correlated in the track and $\gamma$-ray. The peak around $-10^\circ$ in $\Delta \phi_{AIF}$ is due to events where the positron annihilates at the first plane of the next module after leaving the last hit in plane-A.
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The calibration is an indispensable operation in physics experiments. The calibrations are performed to measure the performance of the detector, to monitor the detector status or to check our understanding about the detectors. In this chapter, the calibration methods will be described for each. The main calibration sources are summarized in Table 4.2.

4.1 LXe detector

4.1.1 PMT calibration

4.1.1.1 Gain calibration

The PMT gain calibration is mandatory in order to convert the charge into the number of photo-electron. For this calibration, blue-light LEDs are mounted on the up-stream and down-stream sides of the inside wall of the detector. The positions of the LEDs are shown in Fig. 4.1. The data of all PMTs are taken with a trigger which is synchronized to an LED pulsar.

gain calculation We calculate the gain under an assumption that the number of photo-electrons observed with each PMT follows the Poisson distribution.

\[ \sigma^2_{N_{\text{phe}}} = \mu_{N_{\text{phe}}} + \sigma^2_0 \]  

(4.1)

\( \sigma_{N_{\text{phe}}} \) and \( \mu_{N_{\text{phe}}} \) are the standard deviation and mean of the number of observed photo-electrons, respectively, and \( \sigma_0 \) is additional fluctuation such as noise from electronics. Using the PMT gain \( G \), we can transform Eq. (4.1) as follows,

\[ \sigma^2_Q = G \times (\mu_Q + G\sigma^2_0) \]  

(4.2)

where \( Q = G \times N_{\text{phe}} \) is charge observed by the PMT, \( \sigma_Q \) and \( \mu_Q \) are the standard deviation and mean of the charge, respectively.

In one set of gain calibration runs, the LEDs are driven with different 9 intensities. For each intensity, \( \sigma_Q \) and \( \mu_Q \) is calculated by fitting the \( Q \) distribution with a Gaussian function. The gain is obtained from a linear fit on \( \sigma^2_Q - \mu_Q \) plot. Figure 4.2 is an example of the result.
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(a) Location of the calibration sources

(b) LED for the gain calibration. Three LEDs of different intensities are bundled.

(c) $\alpha$-source rolled on a wire.

Figure 4.1: Calibration sources inside of the LXe detector. (a) is view from outside of the detector. A set of LEDs is shown with blue circle, and an $^{241}$Am alpha source is shown with a red rectangle.

gain shift by beam  It is known that the PMT gain shifts by the light irradiation. It results in the dependence on the beam condition. When we take the calibration data, beam blocker is closed, and it is opened before the physics data taking. The change of the gain is corrected by the LED light events during the operation of the beam blocker. The gain shift is about 2-3% in average, but depends on individual PMT. Figure 4.3 shows gain shift of PMT which is the most sensitive to the beam condition.

gain adjustment  The gain is normally set to $1.8 \times 10^6$ for all the PMTs by adjusting HV to match the dynamic range of the electronics. The gain $G$ is proportional to $V^{nk}$, where $V$ is voltage bias, $n$ is number of stages of the dynodes and $k$ is a factor determined by the PMT design. For LXe PMT, the gain voltage dependence is more complex due to Zener diodes to regulate voltage between the last dynodes, but is approximately proportional to $V^{10}$ around the nominal operation voltage.

The PMT gain tends to decrease during run, and the speed is individually different. So the PMTs are needed to be adjusted periodically. We adjusted HV before the physics run in each year. Some PMTs need more frequent adjustment for the fast gain decrease. Averaged PMT gain in year 2012 is shown as a function of date in Fig. 4.4. The leftmost marker shows the result just after the gain adjustment. The gain decrease is an issue for the trigger, because the energy...
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Figure 4.2: PMT gain calibration with LED.

(a) Charge distributions with different LED intensities.

(b) 2D plot of $\sigma_Q^2$ vs $\mu_Q$. The gain is calculated from fitted slope.

Figure 4.3: PMT gain shift when the beam blocker is opened (top) and closed (bottom) [82].

threshold for the LXe detector in the trigger condition is changed if the PMT gain decreases. The trigger parameter is adjusted by the PMT gain calibration, otherwise trigger efficiency would be decreased.

4.1.1.2 QE calibration

The calibration of the quantum efficiency (QE) of a PMT is performed with $\alpha$-sources which are attached on gold plated tungsten wires with 100 $\mu$m diameter [83]. Five sources are attached on each of five wires, therefore 25 sources in total are mounted. The wires are stretched inside the xenon volume along $z$-axis. The locations of the $\alpha$-sources are shown in Fig. 4.1. The nuclide of the source is $^{241}$Am. It emits $\alpha$ of 5.485 MeV (84.5%) and 5.443 MeV (13.0%), and its half-life is 432.2 years. The strength of the source is $\sim 1$ kBq each.

We calculate the PMT QE by comparing observation and MC simulation. The position of the source, number of emitted photons, and photon propagation (scattering, absorption and
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Figure 4.4: Average PMT gain obtained from LED calibration. An interval from August to September is a period for $\pi^0$ calibration. A small gain recovery is seen after the interval which is due to non-operational period of the detector modification for the calibration.

reflection) in the liquid xenon are simulated in the MC, under a constant known QE. The number of photo-electrons in data and MC are compared for each $\alpha$ source. The QE of the PMT is obtained by combining the ratio, $N_{\text{data}}/N_{\text{MC}}$. Figure 4.5 illustrates a result of QE calibration.

Figure 4.5: QE of PMTs in LXe detector. The plot shows an averaged result of some calibration runs.

4.1.2 Gamma calibration

4.1.2.1 CW accelerator calibration

We perform calibrations with Cockcroft-Walton (CW) proton accelerator\(^1\) to monitor the light yield of the LXe, and the data is also used to estimate the position dependence of the $\gamma$-ray response.

reaction A target made of lithium tetra-borate (Li$_2$B$_4$O$_7$) is adopted in this calibration. This allows us to utilize both Li and B reactions simultaneously. The nuclear reaction $^7\text{Li}(p, \gamma)^8\text{Be}$

---

\(^1\) High Voltage Engineering Europe
produces 14.8 MeV and 17.6 MeV $\gamma$-ray. The reaction $^{11}_5\text{B}(p,\gamma)^{12}\text{C}$ produces some energies of gamma, 4.4 MeV $\gamma$-ray from deexcitation of $^{12}_6\text{C}^*$ is used for calibration for the sharp peak. Figure 4.6 is an observed spectrum with the Li reaction.

Figure 4.6: An example of the spectrum with $^7_3\text{Li}(p,\gamma)^8\text{Be}$ reaction. The right most peak is the peak from 17.6 MeV $\gamma$-ray.

setup The CW is installed at the down-stream side of the MEG detectors as illustrated in Fig. 4.7. Before the CW calibration, the normal target for muon is remotely removed by a pneumatic drive system with compressed He gas, and a movable beam pipe is inserted to the COBRA volume. The airtightness is kept by extendable bellows system with a stroke of $\sim 2$ m. It takes as short about 20 minutes to replace the targets.

Figure 4.7: Location of the CW accelerator in the experimental area. The accelerator and beam pipe are settled at the opposite side of muon beam line.
4.1.2.2 Neutron generator

\( \gamma \)-ray from the neutron capture reaction of nickel, \( ^{58}_{28}\text{Ni}(n, \gamma)_{28}^{59}\text{Ni} \) is used for calibration. A neutron generator\(^2\) and nickel plates are set as shown in Fig. 4.8, and the setup is put on the opposite side of the LXe detector against the COBRA magnet. (\( \gamma \)-ray transits COBRA from the neutron generator to the LXe detector.) An advantage of this calibration is the availability in beam time. By using a trigger which is synchronized with neutron generator, the data with the neutron generator can be taken even during the normal data taking with the beam. This enables a direct comparison between beam on/off.

\[ \pi^- + p \rightarrow \pi^0 + n \rightarrow \gamma + \gamma + n. \]  

(4.3)

Figure 4.8: Setup of the neutron generator. The generator and target are surrounded by polyethylene shield.

4.1.2.3 \( \pi^0 \) calibration

\( \pi^0 \) calibration is one of the most important calibrations of the LXe detector, because it provides \( \gamma \)-ray near the signal energy. We determine the absolute scale, i.e. the factor to convert the number of the detected photo-electrons to the energy of \( \gamma \)-ray according to this calibration. It requires a special target and another \( \gamma \)-ray detector, so it was operated once or twice per year.

**principle** We use \( \pi^- \) beam in this calibration, and the target is proton. The Charge EXchange reaction (CEX) occurs and then \( \pi^0 \) immediately decays to two \( \gamma \)-rays, namely

\[ \pi^- + p \rightarrow \pi^0 + n \rightarrow \gamma + \gamma + n. \]  

(4.3)

The momentum of the \( \pi^- \) beam is optimized to be 70.5 MeV/c. \( \pi^0 \) particle has a momentum \( \sim 28 \text{ MeV/c} \) in the laboratory frame, and the \( \gamma \)-rays are emitted back-to-back in \( \pi^0 \)'s rest frame. In the laboratory frame, \( \gamma \)-rays are boosted by \( \pi^0 \) momentum.

\[ E_\gamma = \frac{m_{\pi^0}}{2} \gamma (1 \pm \beta \cos \theta_{CM}), \]

(4.4)

where \( \beta \) is the velocity, \( \gamma \) is the Lorentz factor and \( \theta_{CM} \) is the angle between direction of \( \pi^0 \) momentum and \( \gamma \)-ray in the rest frame.

\(^2\) ThermoFisher
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Figure 4.9: Scheme to hold liquid hydrogen in LH2 target for $\pi^0$ calibration.

The energy spectrum of the $\gamma$-ray shows flat distribution between 54.9 and 82.9 MeV. The energies of two $\gamma$-rays have correlation with the opening angle between two directions of gamma. If gammas with opening angle $>175^\circ$ ($>170^\circ$) are selected, their energies are sharply defined with a width narrower than $\sigma/E_\gamma < 0.2\%$ (1.0\%). Besides the CEX reaction, there are reactions where the final particle is one $\gamma$-ray and neutron (radiative capture: Eq. (4.5)) and neutral pion decay into $\gamma$-ray and electron-positron pair (Dalitz decay: Eq. (4.6)).

\[
\begin{align*}
\pi^- + p &\rightarrow \gamma + n \\
\pi^- + p &\rightarrow \pi^0 + n \rightarrow \gamma + e^+ + e^- + n
\end{align*}
\]

**liquid hydrogen target** In the $\pi^0$ calibration, the normal target is removed together with the CW beam line. A liquid hydrogen target is installed instead. The target has a cylindrical shape and the volume (where liquid hydrogen is liquefied) is $\sim 150 \text{ cm}^3$. It has a vacuum window (warm side) and LH$_2$ window (cold side) as the beam entrance. Both windows are made of 135 $\mu$m thickness Mylar. The cooling is done by liquid helium from a Dewar tank. During the operation, the temperature and pressure are controlled at 20 K and 0.12 MPa (Fig. 4.9).

**tagging detector** The LXe detector covers only $\sim 120^\circ$ in $\phi$ axis, therefore another detector is mandatory to detect $\gamma$-ray at 180° opposite side.

We use a smaller, but movable $\gamma$-ray detector and move it to scan the LXe detector. From year 2008 to 2010, a detector of $3 \times 3$ arrayed NaI(Tl) crystals ($62.5 \times 62.5 \times 305 \text{ mm}^3$) read out with APDs was used [84], and it was replaced with a one with $4 \times 4$ arrayed Bismuth Germanium Oxide (BGO)$^3$ crystals ($46.0 \times 46.0 \times 200 \text{ mm}^3$) read out with PMTs from year 2011 to 2013. (See Fig. 4.10(a).) In order to avoid event where a large fraction of the shower escapes from the crystals, the trigger is set to require a hit only at the central NaI crystal. It was widened to central $2 \times 2$ crystals of the BGO detector. The trigger efficiency is improved by this modification, and resulted in the more efficient calibration. The energy and position resolutions are also improved. The detail about the BGO detector is described in Appendix. A.

The detector is mounted on a detector mover (Fig. 4.10(b)). It can be controlled remotely without interrupting beam. The mover has motors to move the detector in $\phi$ (vertical), $z$

---

$^3$ Bi$_4$Ge$_3$O$_{12}$
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(a) Tagging detector with BGO crystal is installed in detector mover. A cover in front of the crystals is not attached.

(b) Detector mover, NaI detector is mounted on it. The degree of freedom is shown with arrows.

Figure 4.10: Apparatus for $\pi^0$ calibration

(horizontal) direction, and to rotate detector in order to face the detector perpendicular to LH$_2$ target.

The energy reconstruction is done by summing light yield in each crystal, and $\gamma$-ray position in NaI detector was reconstructed to the center of the detector, while position in BGO detector was reconstructed by weighted mean of the light yield.

In addition to NaI (BGO), there is small counter to detect the timing of $\gamma$-ray. It consists of two plastic scintillator plate and a 5 mm thick lead plate as a photon converter, the scintillators are read out by fine mesh PMTs on top and bottom side via light-guides.

**operation** The acceptance of the LXe detector is divided into $3 \times 8$ patches as shown in Fig. 4.11(a), and each has an area corresponding to $3 \times 3$ array of inner PMTs. We scan LXe detector by moving the tagging detector at the opposite side of the patch with respect to LH2 target. For the $\pi^0$ calibration, a dedicated trigger which requires a coincidence of (a) LXe detector, (b) pre-shower counter hit and (c) energy deposit in tagging detector. Figure 4.11(b) shows measured energy with the LXe and BGO detectors in the calibration.

**analysis** The energy resolution is evaluated with the CEX $\gamma$-ray, and the face factor and non-uniformity of scale ($W_i(r_\gamma)$ and $U(r_\gamma)$ in Sec. 3.1.4) dependent on the position in the detector are evaluated at the same time.

The LXe $E_\gamma$ is corrected in order to remove correlation of Eq. (4.4) with opening angle between two $\gamma$-rays, then corrected $\gamma$-ray energy distribution is fitted with a dedicated function. The function is composed starting from a normal response function which is a combination of Gaussian at higher region and exponential at lower region. It is then convolved with $\gamma$-ray
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(a) 24 patches for $\pi^0$ calibration. LXe area is divided into $3 \times 8$. Calibration data is taken for each, the tagging detector located at the opposite position.

(b) The energies in LXe and BGO detectors in $\pi^0$ calibration. The two bunches of events 54.9 MeV in LXe and 84.9 MeV in BGO and the reversed pattern are seen.

Figure 4.11: $\pi^0$ calibration.

energy spread and extra pedestal fluctuation due to different beam condition. Figure 4.12 shows an example of fit in a region.

4.1.3 Energy scale stability

The long-term stability of the LXe detector is monitored with various calibrations (Sec. 4.1). Figure 4.13 illustrates the relative light yield by measuring several types of calibrations as a function of date. The absolute scale is adjusted with $\pi^0$ calibration for each year, and relative scale is determined by interpolating different light yield calibrations.

4.1.4 LXe detector alignment

We performed 3D alignment of the LXe detector with laser scanner. According to the result of the 3D measurement, we correct the position of the reconstructed $\gamma$-ray.

**result of the measurement** We measured the positions of the $24 \times 2$ holes on arch structure which is used to fix PMT holders at both (US and DS) end of the detector, and the surface of the inner window where the PMT holders are installed. The measured misalignment of the vector from DS hole to US hole from that in the drawing is displayed in Fig. 4.14. The surface points array on the window are fitted with a cylinder, and error from cylinder is negligible, but slant and displacement is also found (Table 4.1).

The following vectors are calculated from the measurement, $h_i$: a direction vector which shows the direction of PMT holder, and $d_i$: a normal vector which is perpendicular to the surface...
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![Graph showing fit on the π⁰ calibration data with error.](image)

**Figure 4.12:** Fit on the π⁰ calibration data (cross with error). Red line shows the fit result, and blue dashed line shows the detector response function before convolution.

![Graph showing history of light yield before and after scale adjustment.](image)

**Figure 4.13:** History of light yield by calibration before (top) and after (bottom) scale adjustment. Black marker is by CW calibration, red marker is from background spectrum.

of the inner window at the center of the holder. An index \( i \) shows the value of \( i \)-th PMT holder from top. These are used in correction of the γ-ray position.

**Method to correct position** Since the position of the γ-ray is reconstructed in internal coordinate \((u, v, w)\), we previously used dimensions of drawing which is expressed by a simple coordinate transformation,
Figure 4.14: Measured distance and tilt angle of DS→US vector. The designed distance is 622 mm and angle 0. y-axis just shows the id number of the holes which is enumerated from top (1) to bottom (24).

Table 4.1: Fitted parameters of inner window

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Measured</th>
<th>Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radius</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>681.0</td>
<td>678.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X shift</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y shift</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X slant</td>
<td>mrad</td>
<td>-3.4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y slant</td>
<td>mrad</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
x = -(w + R_{IN}) + \cos\left(\frac{v}{R_{IN}}\right) + x_0,
\]
\[
y = (w + R_{IN}) + \sin\left(\frac{v}{R_{IN}}\right) + y_0,
\]
\[
z = u + z_0.
\]

where \(R_{IN}\) is radius of the inner face of the LXe detector, and \((x_0, y_0, z_0)\) is parallel shift of LXe detector from drawing. They were determined from cosmic ray data, where the cosmic rays penetrate the LXe detector and the drift chamber. \(x_0\) and \(y_0\) are found to be consistent with zero, while \(z_0\) is shifted by 6.2 mm in 2009, 2010 data, and 4.2 mm in 2011-2013 data.

According to the distortion which was measured with 3D scanner, we introduced a position correction which is based on how the PMTs are settled in the LXe detector.

- For 24 PMT holders, unit vectors of the longitudinal direction of the holder \(h_i\), and normal vectors of the holder \(d_i\) are calculated.
- The LXe acceptance is divided into 25 sections by \(v\) coordinate. A section-\(i\) ranges between centers of \(i\)-th and \(i + 1\)-th PMT holders, the section 0 and 24 are top-end and bottom-end part.
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• The index of a section \((i)\) and a coordinate in the section \((s)\) are calculated according to the \(v\) position where \(\gamma\)-ray is reconstructed.

• The vectors \(h_\gamma\) and \(d_\gamma\) are calculated by interpolating \(i\)-th and \((i+1)\)-th \(h\) and \(d\) according to \(s\) for the case where \(\gamma\)-ray is in section 1-23. In section 0 or 24, 0-th or 24-th vectors are used.

• The point \(P\) is calculated by interpolating points of \(i\)-th and \((i+1)\)-th hole on the US-side arch. The ratio of the interpolation is calculated from \(s\).

• The point \(Q\) is calculated by adding a vector to the point \(P\), the vector is parallel to \(h_\gamma\) and the length of the vector is calculated from the \(u\) position of the \(\gamma\)-ray.

• The point \(Q\) is projected onto the surface of the inner window with respect to the axis of the fitted cylinder face; the point is named point \(R\).

• The vector \(w \cdot d_\gamma\) is added to the point \(R\). The point is the corrected reconstructed position of the \(\gamma\)-ray.

In the procedure of position correction, thermal expansions of the detector parts are considered. The main structure of the detector cryostat is made of stainless steel, SUS316L \((\alpha \sim 16 \times 10^{-6}/\text{K})\), and PMT holders are made of PEEK\(^4\) resin \((\alpha \sim 50 \times 10^{-6}/\text{K})\).

**effect of the correction** Average shift of \(\gamma\)-ray position over acceptance is (-0.6, -1.9, 2.1) (mm) in \((x, y, z)\). The shift is LXe detector shift with respect to the COBRA frame. Additional \(z\) shift to connect the COBRA frame to drift chamber frame is determined from measurements which use both LXe detector and drift chamber, alignment run by cosmic ray and AIF, result is +2.0 \(\pm\) 0.4 mm for shift in \(z\) coordinate.

Figure 4.15 shows the effect by the correction. Shift toward negative \(y\) is consistent with thermal shrink, but also consistent with the zero shift with other measurement within uncertainty. The effect of thermal shrink of PMT holder was not considered in previous analysis but is included in the correction, although the thermal effect cannot be confirmed in any calibration. Average difference in stereo angle is \(\sim 4\) mrad, it is not negligible compared with the angular resolution of \(\gamma\)-ray.

### 4.2 Drift chamber

#### 4.2.1 z-coordinate

Since the reconstruction of \(z\) (longitudinal direction of wire) is based on the charges measured at both ends Eq. (3.10), the calibration is done via the calibration of relative gain of the preamplifiers.

Figure 4.16 is an example of the calibration for the anode wire for the Michel positron data. The gains of the amplifiers at the both ends are calibrated so the fitted curve to pass the origin of the plane. For the cathode the relative charge in both end of two series were compared like in the anode, but more precise \(z\) track which is obtained from the track fitting is used instead of \(z\) anode. The uncertainty in \(z\) is estimated to be 70 \(\mu\)m from the comparison of \(z\) anode and \(z\) track.

\(^4\) polyetheretherketone
(a) Shift in \( u \) and \( v \) coordinate, \( w \) is fixed at 1 cm. The arrow shows the direction and distance of correction at the position. The length is magnified by factor 10.

(b) Difference of reconstructed points with previous and current methods in stereo angle.

Figure 4.15: Result of the LXe detector alignment

### 4.2.2 Time calibration

The timing offset between channels is caused by the difference of the amplifier characteristics, cable length and electronics at down-stream. The time offset information is extracted from the Michael and cosmic ray data. The leading edge timings after \( z \) coordinate correction and the track timing fitting are plotted, and the timing for the channel is found by fitting the leading edge timing distribution.

### 4.2.3 Alignment

The relative position of each DCH module is quite important as a high precision tracker. We have two methods to measure the alignment of the drift chamber modules, an optical survey with laser-tracker, and a method by reconstruction of the tracks.

#### 4.2.3.1 Optical method

For the optical survey, a drift chamber module is equipped with cross-hair markers and corner cubes at both ends of the module, as shown in Fig. 4.17. The position of the wire and cathode against the DCH module is measured when it was produced. The position is related to an
alignment pin, which is also measured in survey. In each year before data taking, measurement with theodolite\textsuperscript{5} is performed for cross-hairs and pins, target markers are also surveyed (Sec. 4.4). The accuracy is expected to be 0.2-0.3 mm in \( x \) and \( y \) and 1.5/2.5 mm in \( z \) for DS/US side of the modules. The difference in US and DS is because the theodolite is located in DS side of the detectors. From year 2011, the optical survey is updated with corner cube and laser tracker\textsuperscript{6}. The accuracy of the method is determined from the uncertainty of the alignment of the corner cube and expected to be 0.15-0.25 mm in \( x, y \) and \( z \), although the spacial resolution of the tracker is 0.015 mm for each axis.

---

\textsuperscript{5} Leica Geosystems Total Station TC2002
\textsuperscript{6} Leica Absolute Tracker AT901
4.2.3.2 Software method

The relative positions of the modules were also measured with two independent methods of cosmic ray and Michel positrons.

The cosmic ray counter (CRC) was installed for this calibration, to trigger events in which the cosmic rays pass through the DCH modules. The CRC consists of 10 plastic scintillator bars with PMT read out, and are mounted on the outer surface of COBRA magnet as illustrated in Fig. 4.18. The magnet is turned off during the cosmic ray dedicated runs. We processed the cosmic ray data by the algorithm called "Millipede" [85]. It is a kind of linear fitting with a lot of free parameters in a matrix of a large number of laws and columns. The optimal displacement vector for each module is calculated with the algorithm, by minimizing the residuals with respect to straight track of cosmic rays. The parameters are determined within 150 µm accuracy by the method.

![Figure 4.18: CRC mounted on the COBRA magnet. The figure is shown in cross-sectional view of a plane perpendicular to the beam axis.](image)

The other method is an iterative algorithm to optimize radial and longitudinal displacement of each module using Michel positron tracks. This method is conducted by minimizing the residual of radial and longitudinal directions between the reconstructed track and hits in each module. The process repeated iteratively, updating positron tracks with corrected modules position. This method is confirmed by checking consistency with Mott calibration data (Sec. 4.2.4).

4.2.4 Mott calibration

Mott scattering Mott calibration [86] takes a use of Mott scattering, which is elastic scattering of a relativistic Dirac particle by point like nucleus. We make a use of Mott data to evaluate the positron track resolution, and alignment of chamber.

When the nucleus satisfy \( Z \ll 137 \), the scattering cross section is approximated as [87],

\[
\frac{d\sigma}{d\Omega} = \left( \frac{Ze^2}{2E} \right)^2 \frac{\cos^2(\theta/2)}{\sin^4(\theta/2)}
\] (4.10)
where \( E \) is the initial energy of the particle (positron). The energy of the positron after scattering is given as,

\[
E' = E \left(1 - \frac{E}{Mc^2} \frac{1 - \cos \theta}{1 + (E/Mc^2)(1 - \cos \theta)}\right) .
\]

(4.11)

**operation** In operation, we select positron beam of momentum 53 MeV/c (rejecting pulse-correlated particles with RF signal from accelerator). The positrons with uniform energy hits target and undergo Mott scattering, a noticeable point is that in our setting, energy of scattered positron can be regarded approximately monochromatic (Fig. 4.19). The energy spread of measured positrons are 620 keV in \( \sigma \).

![Figure 4.19: Spectrum of Mott scattered positron](image)

### 4.3 Timing counter

#### 4.3.1 PMT gain adjustment

As the TICP is placed at off-centered in \( z \), the PMTs at both ends are subject to the magnetic field of different strength and direction. The gains of the PMTs are needed to be equalized, and a rough equalization is done with cosmic-ray events. When the cosmic-ray passes through the TICP bar, the hit rate and energy deposit is uniform throughout the bar. The PMT bias voltages are adjusted to equalize the fitted peak of the charge distribution by cosmic ray events. The fine tuning is done in software, by finding a weight to get uniform trigger rate.

#### 4.3.2 \( z \) calibration

Since we reconstruct \( z \)-coordination from the time difference of two PMTs at the end of bar, the \( z \) calibration is equivalent to the timing offset calibration. The extended track from DCH is used for reference in each bar calibration. The time offset is determined so \( z_{\text{DCH-TIC}} \) to be zero. In Fig. 4.20, the \( z \) coordinate calibration is demonstrated.
4.3.3 Relative calibration

Timing offset between bars is calibrated with CW-B reaction $^5\text{B}(p, \gamma, \gamma)^{12}\text{C}$. In this reaction, gammas of energy 4.4 MeV and 11.6 MeV are always simultaneous. We calibrate TIC timing with 11.6 MeV, while monitoring 4.4 MeV $\gamma$ in LXe detector.

This method can be also used for the crosscheck of LXe-TIC relative timing adjustment. For the same purpose, we use timing information of RMD, where gamma ray and positron are always coincident.

4.4 Target alignment

Information about the target position is an important issue for the high precision measurement. Since we reconstruct the initial position and direction by the propagation of the measured track to the target plane, the position of the target along $z_t$ (direction that perpendicular to target plane) is especially important. For example, $\sim 1$ mm of $z_t$ error causes 10 mrad error in $\phi_e$: positron emission angle in $\phi$ direction (Fig. 4.21(a)). The shift of $\phi_e$ by target displacement $\Delta z$ can be expressed as,

$$
\Delta \phi_e(\Delta z) = - \frac{\Delta z \sin \theta_e}{R \cos \phi_e \sin(\theta_e + \theta_{\text{tar}})},
$$

(4.12)

where $R$ is the radius of curvature at the decay point, and $\theta_{\text{tar}} = 20.5^\circ$ is the slant angle of the target.

4.4.1 Conventional alignment methods

The position of the target is confirmed by an optical survey with theodolite in every year. The estimated accuracy of this survey is $\pm (0.5, 0.5, 1.5)$ mm in the $(x, y, z)$ directions. A plane fit of the measured point of 7 cross-marks are adopted for target–drift chamber alignment in the previous analysis. For crosschecking with optical alignment, we observe the reconstructed position of hole on the target. Target holes can be seen in mapping of reconstructed vertex positron on target like Fig. 4.22. If assumed position of the target is wrong by $\Delta p$, the position of hole depends on the incident angle of positrons, and ideally $y_{\text{hole}}$ is proportional to $\Delta p$ and $\tan \phi_e$ (Fig. 4.21(b)). By checking all six holes, position and inclination of the target can be observed.
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(a) Schematic image of the target and positron track shown in projection to $x - y$ plane. Error of the assumed target position causes error in $\phi_e$. 

(b) Relation of $\phi_e$ and $y_{\text{hole}}$, when target is assumed at wrong position. The horizontal axis is $z_t$: an axis perpendicular to target face, and vertical axis is $y$.

Figure 4.21: Relation between target shift and error in $\phi_e$.

Figure 4.22: Vertex distribution on target in $y - z$ projection. Beam spot is around the center of target. The holes are seen as the deficit of vertexes.

4.4.2 Target deformation and countermeasure

The both results of the hole position and the optical survey indicate that the target was gradually getting deformed. The target deformation is obvious in year 2012 and 2013. On the other hand in 2009 and 2010, the target was consistent with a plane shape.

Further investigation into the shape was performed with the 3D laser scanner\textsuperscript{7} at the end of year 2013. The result of 3D scan is displayed in Fig. 4.23(b) and also supports the bending of the target. The reference target plane for reconstruction of positron track is changed from conventional plane to paraboloid which is parametrized as

$$z_t = c_x(x_t - x_0)^2 + c_y(y_t - y_0)^2 + z_0,$$  \hfill (4.13)

where $(x_t, y_t, z_t)$ are target local coordinate which $x_t$ and $y_t$ are semi-major and -minor axis of target and $(x_0, y_0, z_0)$ are vertex of paraboloid (in target frame). The parameters are determined by

\textsuperscript{7} FARO portable coordinate measuring machines
fitting on the result of theodolite measurement. The result of year 2013 is shown in Fig. 4.23(a). The two results largely differ especially in outer region, but considering the vertex distribution in Fig. 4.22, the agreement around the beam spot is good.

Figure 4.23: Results of the target measurements.

The track fitting is improved by the reconstructed paraboloid, not a plane as the previous analysis. The uncertainty of the target \( z_0 \) is determined by comparing the \( z_t \) with central four holes. Systematic uncertainties are estimated as \( \sigma_{z_0} = 0.3 \) mm for year 2009-2012 data, and \( \sigma_{z_0} = 0.5 \) mm for year 2013. The uncertainty due to the deformation from paraboloid shape of target is taken into account, using the difference between paraboloid and 3D scan.

4.5 DRS calibration

4.5.1 Voltage calibration

Each cell in the DRS chip has different characteristics. Since the DRS boards have calibration voltage source, the voltage calibration can be performed online. The response curve for each cell is stored, and recorded waveform is already corrected. Measured RMS after voltage calibration is 0.3 mV.

4.5.2 Timing calibration

Since the sampling speed is controlled by switching pulse inside the chip, it can be varied by each cell. The difference between DRS boards must be adjusted.

We used sinusoidal test wave to calibrate cell-by-cell speed. By taking events with random trigger, the time period of zero-crossing are compared. The adjustment is repeated until the all zero-crossing period to become that of input wave. In order to synchronize the boards, a dedicated clock signal of 19.44 MHz is distributed to all the boards. The accuracy to synchronize different boards improved in 2010, after DRSs were upgraded to version 4.
Table 4.2: Summary of calibration tools in MEG experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Main Purpose</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cosmic ray</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wide spectrum $\mu^\pm O(\text{GeV})$</td>
<td>LXe-DCH relative position, DCH alignment</td>
<td>annually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>TC energy and time offset calibration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LXe purity</td>
<td>on demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>LXe energy scale/resolution</td>
<td>annually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEX</td>
<td>$\pi^- p \rightarrow \pi^0 n$</td>
<td>$55, 83, 129 \text{ MeV} \gamma$</td>
<td>DCH and target alignment</td>
<td>continuously</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\pi^0 \rightarrow \gamma \gamma$</td>
<td></td>
<td>Normalisation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMD</td>
<td>$\mu^+ \rightarrow e^+\nu_e\bar{\nu}_\mu$</td>
<td>$\gamma &gt; 40 \text{ MeV}$</td>
<td>LXe-TC relative timing</td>
<td>continuously</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Normalisation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>e$^+ &gt; 45 \text{ MeV}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michel decay</td>
<td>$\mu^+ \rightarrow e^+\nu_e\bar{\nu}_\mu$</td>
<td>$52.83 \text{ MeV}$</td>
<td>DCH energy scale/resolution</td>
<td>continuously</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DCH and target alignment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Normalisation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mott</td>
<td>$e^+ N \rightarrow e^+ N$</td>
<td>$\approx 50 \text{ MeV} e^+$</td>
<td>DCH energy scale/resolution</td>
<td>annually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DCH alignment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CW accelerator</td>
<td>$^7\text{Li}(p, \gamma)^8\text{Be}$</td>
<td>$14.8, 17.6 \text{ MeV} \gamma$</td>
<td>LXe uniformity/purity</td>
<td>weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$^5\text{B}(p, \gamma)^{12}\text{C}$</td>
<td>$4.4, 11.6, 16.1 \text{ MeV} \gamma$</td>
<td>TC inter bar/ LXe–TC timing</td>
<td>weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutron generator</td>
<td>$^{58}\text{Ni}(n, \gamma)^{59}\text{Ni}$</td>
<td>$9 \text{ MeV} \gamma$</td>
<td>LXe energy scale</td>
<td>weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Am source</td>
<td>$^{241}\text{Am}(\alpha, \gamma)^{237}\text{Np}$</td>
<td>$5.5 \text{ MeV} \alpha$</td>
<td>LXe PMT QE/purity</td>
<td>weekly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AmBe source</td>
<td>$^{9}\text{Be}(\alpha^{241}\text{Am}, n)^{12}\text{C}^*$</td>
<td>$4.4 \text{ MeV} \gamma$</td>
<td>LXe energy scale</td>
<td>on demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED</td>
<td>$^{12}\text{C}^*(\gamma)^{12}\text{C}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>LXe PMT calibration</td>
<td>continuously</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Performance

The methods to estimate detector performance and the typical results are shown in this chapter.

5.1 Timing

The timing resolution which is finally used in the physics analysis is given by the RMD calibration which contains all the same elements: γ-ray, positron and the trigger as for the signal events. We also calculate breakdown of each to crosscheck of our understanding for the detectors.

5.1.1 γ timing

The timing resolution of LXe detector is evaluated with two ways. The data with 54.9 MeV γ-ray in π⁰ calibration is used.

One is called intrinsic resolution, all PMT are divided into two groups alternatively in arrangement. Timing is reconstructed independently with two groups (call them $t_{\text{even}}$ and $t_{\text{odd}}$). The intrinsic resolution is defined from the distribution of a half of the difference, ($t_{\text{even}} - t_{\text{odd}}$)/2. It is found to be $\sigma_{\gamma}^{\text{int}} \approx 36$ ps. The resolution with other energies revealed that the resolution follows $1/\sqrt{E_\gamma}$ curve, and it implies the intrinsic resolution is dominated by statistic uncertainty.

The other way is more practical so it is normally called as the resolution of LXe detector. That is evaluated with time difference of two γ-rays from π⁰ decay, the 54.9 MeV one seen by the LXe detector and the 82.9 MeV one seen by pre-shower counter (Sec. 4.1.2.3). The resolution $\sigma_{\text{LXe}}$ is calculated the from distribution of $t_{\text{LXe}} - t_{\text{psc}}$. The example in year 2013 is shown in Fig. 5.1. A Gaussian fit is applied on the distribution. As the resolution still includes the TOF uncertainty of γ-ray and the resolution of pre-shower counter, the contributions are quadratically subtracted to obtain $\sigma_{\text{LXe}}$. In year 2012 and 2013, resolutions are 64 ps and 66 ps, respectively.

5.1.2 Positron timing

The timing resolution of the timing counter is determined from positrons which hit neighbouring TIC bars. The hit timing is compared considering the difference of pass length. The timing resolution of the single timing counter bar is 65 ps. The timing resolution of the total positron spectrometer is composed of the resolution of the timing counter and the uncertainty of the track length from vertex to the TIC hit. The positron timing resolution is estimated to be $\sim 100$ ps.
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of $t_{54.9}^{L\text{Xe}} - t_{82.9}^{\text{PSC}}$ in 2013 CEX calibration. A fitted $\sigma$ is calculated to be 113.5 ps.

5.1.3 Combined timing

The resolution of the time difference of $\gamma$-ray and positron is evaluated using the RMD data, which was taken by MEG trigger. For energy sideband (definition will appear in Sec. 7.2.2) data, the RMD event makes a peak on the top of the flat distribution by the accidental background. We fit the distribution with a double Gaussian plus constant function, and the result is shown in Fig. 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Fitting for $t_{\gamma\nu}$ distribution with RMD data, year 2009-2013 are combined.
5.2 Gamma energy

The energy resolution of $\gamma$-ray is evaluated with the method explained in Sec. 4.1.2.3. The energy resolution is worse in smaller $w$ due to the fluctuation of photon collection efficiency which comes from the relative position of PMT and $\gamma$-ray. In other words, photon collection gets maximum when $\gamma$-ray converts just in front of PMT and minimum in an interval of PMTs. The difference in the width can be seen is the energy spectrum in Fig. 5.3. Figure 5.4 shows the energy resolution as a function of the position $(u, v)$.

![Graph showing energy resolution vs position](image)

Figure 5.3: Response for 54.9 MeV $\gamma$ in $\pi^0$ run. Top (bottom) figure is $w < 2$ ($w > 2$) area, the event fraction is 42% (58%).

The absolute scale factor $S$ is determined from $\pi^0$ calibration run with the way explained in Sec. 4.1.2.3. Uncertainties in $E_\gamma$ scale are estimated by combining various calibration data. The total uncertainty of $\gamma$-ray energy scale is 0.3%. The sources of the uncertainties are (1) the accuracy in estimation of peak energy in $\pi^0$ calibration (0.1%), (2) uncertainty between difference in conditions of $\pi^0$ calibration and normal muon beam (0.1%), (3) the accuracy of long term scale stability (0.2%), and (4) accuracy of the non-uniformity correction (0.2%).

5.3 Positron energy

The positron energy is evaluated in different two methods.
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![Energy resolutions measured in π⁰ calibration of year 2012. Left and right figures show shallow (0 < w < 2 cm) and deep (w > 2 cm) event, respectively.](image)

The first method uses the Michel spectrum. Since the Michel spectrum has a sharp edge at the energy \( m_\mu/2 \), the energy scale and resolution can be extracted by fitting. The fit function is composed of the theoretical Michel spectrum, the acceptance function, and the detector response. A result of the fit is shown in Fig. 5.5.

\[
f(E_e) = [(\text{Michel}) \times (\text{Acceptance})] \times (\text{Resolution})
\]

\[
(\text{Acceptance}) = \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 + \text{erf} \left( \frac{E_e - \mu_{\text{Acc}}}{\sqrt{2} \sigma_{\text{Acc}}} \right) \right)
\]  

where \( \mu_{\text{Acc}} \) and \( \sigma_{\text{Acc}} \) are parameters that model the acceptance of detector. They are extracted from the sideband data for each year and are \( \mu_{\text{Acc}} \sim 49 \text{ MeV} \) and \( \sigma_{\text{Acc}} \sim 2.5 \text{ MeV} \) through the period. The resolution factor in Eq. (5.1) is composed by double Gaussian functions,

Second method is called "double turn" and is described in Sec. 5.4.2. The positron energy resolutions measured in 2012 and 2013 are listed in Table 5.1.

5.4 Relative angle

5.4.1 Gamma position

The resolution of γ-ray position is evaluated with MC simulation and is confirmed by dedicated \( \pi^0 \) [84] and CW calibration [82] with lead collimators on the entrance window of the LXe detector. Figure 5.6 shows the result of the \( \pi^0 \) run with a collimator made of lead plate with a 10 mm width slit.

The evaluated resolution is 5 mm in \( u \) and \( v \) direction and 6 mm in \( w \) direction.
Figure 5.5: Fit on the Michel spectrum for all years averaged data. Dot-dashed line is the theoretical spectrum, blue dotted line is resolution function of the detector, and the acceptance function is drawn in bottom box.

Figure 5.6: $v$ projection of $\gamma$-ray reconstructed position. The slit lies along $u$ direction [84].

### 5.4.2 Positron angle and vertex position

The positron energy, angle, vertex position are correlated to each other, so they are treated with per-error as introduced in Sec. 3.2.4. The parameters for resolutions and correlations are obtained from the double turn technique. It uses positrons which turn in drift chamber twice.
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The first and second turns are not connected for this study and are propagated to imaginary target plane which locate between first and second turn. The intersection (imaginary vertex) and momentum on the plane should agree to each other if the turns come from the same positron track.

Figure 5.7 shows the result of double turn analysis which implies the averaged resolution. After dissolving the correlations, the averaged resolutions are found to be $\sigma_{\theta_e} = 9.4$ mrad, $\sigma_{\phi_e} = 8.4$ mrad, $\sigma_{y_e} = 1.1$ mm and $\sigma_{z_e} = 2.5$ mm. In the physics analysis, resolution are treated as in Sec. 7.4.

![Graphs showing differences in reconstructed observables from first and second turn](image)

Figure 5.7: Differences in reconstructed observables from first and second turn. $y_e$, $z_e$, $\theta_e$ and $\phi_e$, averaged data in year 2012.

### 5.4.3 Combined angle

The angle between $\gamma$-ray and positron, $\theta_{e\gamma}$ and $\phi_{e\gamma}$ are reconstructed by Eq. (3.18) and (3.19). The resolutions are evaluated from $\gamma$-ray postilion resolution, decay vertex resolution and positron angular resolution. The combined $\theta_{e\gamma}$ resolution after removing the correlations is $14.4 - 14.9$ mrad depending on the year. The resolution of $\phi_{e\gamma}$ is $9.4 - 9.9$ mrad after the correlations are resolved.
5.5 Detection efficiency

5.5.1 Gamma efficiency

We define a fiducial volume of the LXe detector as $(|u| < 25 \text{ cm}) \land (|v| < 71 \text{ cm}) \land (0 < w < 38.5 \text{ cm})$. The signal $\gamma$-ray detection efficiency is evaluated with the MC simulation, taking into account the other observables distribution in signal. The loss is mainly coming from the material between the vertex and the LXe detector, the COBRA magnet (14%), the cryostat (7%), the PMT and the other materials (6%). Another kind of the inefficiency is the escape of shower from the entrance face (6%). The inefficiency, coming from pile-up rejection and cosmic ray rejection are taken into account. The estimated detection efficiency is $\epsilon_{\gamma} = 0.625 \pm 0.023$. The value is also confirmed by the $\pi^0$ calibration.

5.5.2 Positron efficiency

The absolute positron detection efficiency is difficult to measure; hence we do not use the absolute value in physics analysis but as in Sec. 7.7. We evaluated the efficiency for the signal positron with MC simulation, and the result is $\epsilon_e \sim 0.48$. (for Michal positron, the efficiency is 0.37.)

5.5.3 Efficiency of DAQ system

The trigger efficiency consists of the efficiencies of (a) $\gamma$-ray trigger, (b) positron trigger and (c) direction matching of $\gamma$-ray and positron. The largest inefficiency is from the direction matching part.

At the beginning of the physics data taking, the bottleneck was the data transfer from VME board to the online disk, which took $t_{ro} \approx 24 \text{ ms}$ while the dead time of DRS4 chip is 625 $\mu$s. It was overcome by upgrading to "multi buffer scheme", and our application has 3 buffers. The trigger is still active even when data is read out unless all three buffers are filled with unread data. With 3 buffers, the fraction of the livetime to total time is written as following formula,

$$f_{LT} = \exp(-R_{\text{daq}}t_{ro})[1 + R_{\text{daq}}t_{ro} + (R_{\text{daq}}t_{ro})^2/2!] \quad (5.3)$$

The livetime efficiency is $\geq 99\%$ for the event rate up to $\sim 13 \text{ Hz}$, which is normal trigger rate after the improvement in year 2011, while it was $\sim 7 \text{ Hz}$ until year 2010. With the improved deadtime, an optimization in trigger rate and trigger efficiency (direction matching) was done as Fig. 5.8.
Figure 5.8: Trigger (online) efficiency and livetime ratio in previous scheme (black star) and current scheme (blue cross).
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Run

The status of the experiment is summarized in this chapter.

The PSI proton facility has a long maintenance period from the end of the year to late spring. The MEG physics data taking was also stopped and maintenances of the detector were performed during the period. There is scheduled shutdown in every two weeks, so the special calibrations which do not require beam, the repairment or modification works are performed in the shutdown.

The calibrations of the LXe detector were done twice per week basically. In the calibration, the PMT gain, QE light yield monitoring with $\gamma$-ray sources were performed. It also includes calibration with the CW accelerator which need the CW beam pipe operation is required. It took 3-4 hours to this calibration after we were trained to operate it.

6.1 Engineering run 2007

The assembly of instrument was finished in year 2007. We took data with muon beam in order to examine the normal operation of all instruments from October to December.

Some major problems were found in the engineering run. (1) Sparks happened at the HV feedthrough for the Xe PMT, hence we replaced connectors. The sparks damaged circuit elements at the input stage of readout electronics, also we must replace them. (2) Discharge happened at the DCH board. The He gas inside COBRA volume changed to contain small ratio of synthetic air. (3) The target misaligned due to the interference between DC support structure. The structure redesigned therefore.

These problems were fixed before the run 2008 were started.

6.2 Run2008

The data acquisition for the physics study started in this year. After the CEX calibration from the end of July to the end of August, the physics DAQ restarted in September. We published our first physics result with the data from September to December [88]. While the sensitivity of the search was $1.2 \times 10^{-11}$, the upper limit for the branching ratio was $2.8 \times 10^{-11}$ (90% C.L.).

During the data taking, the drift chamber suffered from high-voltage discharge. It resulted in decrease in the number of operational modules and thus loss of positron detection efficiency
(finally the efficiency decreased about a third of that in beginning.), and poor angular resolution. The data of this year is not used for later analysis for this reason.

### 6.3 Run2009

In this year, the waveform digitizer, DRS was upgraded from ver.2 to ver.4, the final version. About the LXe detector, the light yield was improved by purifying the xenon. To take into account the condition of 6% air mixture inside of the COBRA volume, the degrader for muon beam was replaced from the one of 300 $\mu$m thick to 200 $\mu$m thick at the middle of DAQ period. The problem of the drift chamber discharge was solved by improving the design.

### 6.4 Run2010

Before physics data taking, we improved the timing accuracy by modifying the readout board. The effect for the timing resolution can be seen in Table 6.1. We started taking physics data in August and finished at beginning of November. The CEX calibration was performed between August and September. The finished date was earlier than the original plan due to a problem of helium leakage with the BTS magnet. However, the amount of taken data is about a double of that in run 2009. We published results by analysing data in year 2009 and 2010 to find the sensitivity of $1.6 \times 10^{-12}$ and the upper limit of $2.4 \times 10^{-12}$ in 90% C.L. [89].

### 6.5 Run2011

The noise condition of DCH was found to be bad. The problem was fixed by changing HV unit for DCH, and the software filtering process (Sec. 3.2.1) was also effective. As described in Sec. 5.5.3, the DAQ efficiency was improved by the modification of the data readout scheme in DAQ boards.

Many calibration techniques were developed in this year. (a) The BGO detector for CEX (Sec. 4.1.2.3). (b) A new $\gamma$ source, neutron generator for LXe detector calibration (Sec. 4.1.2.2). (c) A spectrometer calibration with monochromatic energy which make use of Mott scattering (Sec. 4.2.4). (d) A drift chamber alignment with a laser tracker and corner cube.

We started data taking in July and ended in beginning of December due to a power failure in the experimental hall. The taken data amount in this year slightly exceeded the sum of those in 2009 and 2010. Our previous publication [13] based on the data up to this year.

### 6.6 Run2012 and 2013

A beam development was performed before the physics run in 2012, and thus the beam intensity was increased by $\sim$20% without deterioration of the beam profile. As we experienced run and calibration for more than 5 years, we did not have severe troubles in the operation of run 2012 and 2013. Data taken in these years are analyzed for the first time in this study. The statistical amount is about the same as that of accumulation of the previous years.

As mentioned in Sec. 4.4, it was found that the muon target in neither plane nor simple paraboloid. It seems to be deformed during long term operation. In order to treat this problem
as a systematic uncertainty, we introduced a new way of fitting in physics analysis. It will be discussed in Sec. 7.5.

6.7 Data summary

The statistical information of total data taken in MEG experiment is summarized in the Table 6.2 and Fig. 6.1. The total number of $\mu^+$s which were stopped on target is $7.5 \times 10^{14}$. The length of a run is optimized to be $\sim 2000$ MEG trigger event, considering a loss by accidents in DAQ and an overhead time for the start and stop of the run. The taken data amount is 94 TB in total. The performance of the detector after final calibration is also summarized in Table 6.1.

![Figure 6.1](image.png)

Figure 6.1: Accumulation of number of muons which stopped in the target. Flat regions between slopes correspond to the long maintenance periods.
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Table 6.1: Summary of detector performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$-ray resolutions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_\gamma$ (w&gt;2 cm) (%)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_\gamma$ (w&lt;2 cm) (%)</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_\gamma$ (ps)</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$u, v$ (cm)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w$ (cm)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positron resolutions (core component)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_e$ (MeV)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_e$ (mrad)</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_e$ (mrad)</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y_e$ (mm)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$z_e$ (mm)</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined resolutions (core component)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_e\gamma$ (ps)</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_e\gamma$ (mrad)</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>14.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\phi_e\gamma$ (mrad)</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>9.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.2: Summary of taken data amount

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>2013</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DAQ time</td>
<td>48d 21h</td>
<td>37d 17h</td>
<td>56d 10h</td>
<td>81d 1h</td>
<td>90d 20h</td>
<td>63d 0h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of runs</td>
<td>10634</td>
<td>10343</td>
<td>12167</td>
<td>30852</td>
<td>43809</td>
<td>26985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mu^+$ on target (x10^{14})</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Physics analysis

In this chapter, the analysis methods of the search for $\mu \rightarrow e\gamma$ is discussed.

7.1 Analysis scheme

We adopt the maximum likelihood analysis to estimate the number of signal event ($N_{\text{sig}}$). A likelihood function is composed of probability density functions (PDFs) of signal, radiative muon decay (RMD) and accidental background (ACC). The best fit value of $N_{\text{sig}}$ is defined to maximize the likelihood function.

The normalization factor, which is used to convert $N_{\text{sig}}$ to the branching ratio: $\mathcal{B}$, is calculated from the number of Michel decay and RMD. The confidence interval of $\mathcal{B}$ is obtained with the Feldman-Cousins approach, by processing many pseudo experiments considering systematic uncertainties.

7.2 Data sets

We analyzed data taken from year 2009 to year 2013. The data can be separated into two groups, (a) taken in year 2009-2011 or "Old" and (b) taken in year 2012-2013, or "New". We have already analyzed the old data, however the analysis is revised in this study. The latter is first time to analyse for $\mu^+ \rightarrow e^+\gamma$ search. The data statistics of two groups are comparable (Sec. 6.7).

7.2.1 Pre-selection and blinding

In order to reduce the data size, "pre-selection" is applied before detailed calibrations. The definition of the pre-selection is as follows.

- $-6.875 \text{ ns} < t_\gamma - t_{\text{TIC}} < 4.375 \text{ ns}$
- $|t_{\text{track}} - t_{\text{TIC}}| < 50 \text{ ns}$

The window is determined so wide that we do not lose good event. The events which satisfy both criteria for at least one positron track remain in later analysis. As for the first condition, $t_\gamma$ is a rough online estimation by trigger assuming the vertex at center of the target. The asymmetric range is set because $t_{\text{TIC}}$ is not subtracted by the time of flight and the number of turns of positron before hit at the TIC cannot be known without track reconstruction.
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When the event includes more than one positron, the likelihood analysis will be biased by correlations, i.e. not all the pairs of $\gamma$-ray and positron are independent in such a case. We apply a selection with a variable which indicates goodness of the track reconstruction.

$$P = -51 \text{ rad}^{-1} \cdot \sigma_{\phi_e} - 185 \text{ rad}^{-1} \cdot \sigma_{\theta_e} - 4.19 \text{ MeV}^{-1} \cdot \sigma_{E_e} - 0.033 \cdot \frac{\chi^2}{\text{d.o.f.}} + 0.224 \cdot N_{\text{hit}},$$  (7.1)

where $\chi^2$ is fitting chi-square, and $N_{\text{hit}}$ is the number of hits associated to the track.

The positrons are ranked with $P$, and the positron of highest $P$ is selected. The selection eliminates ghosts which are additional track candidates reconstructed near a real positron track. The real signal positron is sometimes rejected by the accidental pile-up with higher $P$, but the probability of such a case is negligible.

We set a blind box in order to avoid human bias. Before the calibration and the analysis methods are finalized, we cannot access the data inside of the blind box. The 2009-2011 data which were already unblinded in the previous analysis. However, the data were blinded again after process with the renewed reconstruction algorithm. The blind box is defined by:

- $48 \text{ MeV} < E_\gamma < 58 \text{ MeV}$,
- $|t_\gamma| < 1 \text{ ns}$,
  
and is also shown in Fig. 7.1.

### 7.2.2 Analysis region and side bands

We define the analysis region, where the likelihood fitting is applied, as follows.

- $48 \text{ MeV} < E_\gamma < 58 \text{ MeV}$
- $50 \text{ MeV} < E_e < 56 \text{ MeV}$
- $|t_\gamma| < 0.7 \text{ ns}$
- $|\theta_e| < 50 \text{ mrad}$
- $|\phi_e| < 75 \text{ mrad}$

Figure 7.1 shows the projection of the analysis window to $(t_\gamma - E_\gamma)$ plane. The analysis region is not so called a signal region but is wide enough to include the background events, which is also estimated in the likelihood analysis. The size of the analysis window is determined by the resolution for each observable. The width of the region is set from 5 to 20 times of the resolutions, in order not to lose signal events, and not to contain so many background events. The width for $\phi_e$ is widened in this analysis (previously 50 mrad [13]), for the reason of the target issue written in Sec. 7.5.

The region out of the blind box is called sideband. The sideband data is used to determine the parameters that are necessary for the physics analysis. The events with $t_\gamma < -1 \text{ ns}$ or $t_\gamma > 1 \text{ ns}$ are included in the negative or positive timing sideband. The timing sideband data with $E_\gamma > 40 \text{ MeV}$ is used for extract the accidental background. The selection of $|t_\gamma| \pm 2 \text{ ns} < 0.7 \text{ ns}$ and the same criteria as the analysis window for the other observable are used to test the likelihood fit. The angle sideband is defined as the signal window except for the angle criteria $50 < |\theta_e| < 150 \text{ mrad}$ or $75 < |\phi_e| < 225 \text{ mrad}$, which is used for consistency check.

The energy sideband of
• $40 \text{ MeV} < E_\gamma < 53 \text{ MeV}$
• $48 \text{ MeV} < E_e < 53 \text{ MeV}$
• $|\theta_{\gamma\gamma}|, |\phi_{\gamma\gamma}| < 300 \text{ mrad}$

is examined for the RMD dedicated study [90]. In the energy sideband, events from the RMD are clearly seen which is suppressed in the analysis region. The number of the RMD is used to determine the normalization. (Sec. 7.7)

![Figure 7.1: The analysis region and sideband in ($t_{\gamma\gamma} - E_\gamma$)-plane. Top part is a 1D projection to $t_{\gamma\gamma}$ axis.](image)

### 7.3 Likelihood analysis

#### 7.3.1 Likelihood function

The $\mu^+ \rightarrow e^+\gamma$ search analysis in the MEG experiment is performed using a likelihood fit. The basic likelihood function ($\mathcal{L}$) is defined when the total number of event $N$ is fixed as

$$\mathcal{L}(X|\theta) = \prod_i^N p(x_i|\theta),$$

where

• $x_i$ : a set of observables found in $i$-th event $x = (t_{\gamma\gamma}, E_e, E_\gamma, \theta_{\gamma\gamma}, \phi_{\gamma\gamma})$,
• $X$ : an array of all of $N$ sets of the observables $(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N)$,
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• \( \theta \): a set of unknown parameters

and \( p(x_i | \theta) \) is a probability density function (PDF) which shows the probability to find \( x_i \) under a condition of \( \theta \). \( p \) is normalized as the integration over all possible region of \( x \) to be 1. The maximum-likelihood estimator, \( \hat{\theta} \) is defined such that maximizes the likelihood function with a given set of observations.

Although Eq. (7.2) is a basic definition of the likelihood function, we adopted the "extended likelihood function" [91] written as Eq. (7.3) for our \( \mu^+ \to e^+\gamma \) search analysis. That is because in the MEG experiment, the number of signal events itself is one parameters to be estimated.

\[
\mathcal{L}(X | \theta) = \frac{N_{\text{obs}}!}{N_{\text{obs}}^N} \prod_i p(x_i | \theta),
\]

(7.3)

where \( N_{\text{obs}} \) is the number of events found in the analysis region. The statistical fluctuation of number of the signal in Poisson distribution is considered.

We set \( \theta \) for the number of events of the signal (\( N_{\text{sig}} \)), the radiative muon decay (\( N_{\text{RMD}} \)) and the accidental background (\( N_{\text{ACC}} \)). In addition, we introduce nuisance parameters according to the study about the target deformation (\( t \)), namely

\[
\theta = \left( N_{\text{sig}}, N_{\text{RMD}}, N_{\text{ACC}}, t \right).
\]

(7.4)

The \( N \) in Eq. (7.3) and parameters in Eq. (7.4) have a relation of \( N = N_{\text{sig}} + N_{\text{RMD}} + N_{\text{ACC}} \).

The PDF \( p(x_i | \theta) \) can be written as,

\[
p(x_i | \theta) = \frac{N_{\text{sig}}}{N} \cdot S(x_i, t) + \frac{N_{\text{RMD}}}{N} \cdot R(x_i) + \frac{N_{\text{ACC}}}{N} \cdot A(x_i),
\]

(7.5)

where \( S(x_i, t) \), \( R(x_i) \) and \( A(x_i) \) are the PDF for signal, RMD and accidental background, respectively and are normalized for each. Then the likelihood function is described considering constraints for \( N_{\text{RMD}}, N_{\text{ACC}} \) and \( t \) as,

\[
\mathcal{L}(X | N_{\text{sig}}, N_{\text{RMD}}, N_{\text{ACC}}, t)
\]

\[
= \frac{N_{\text{obs}}!}{N_{\text{obs}}^N} C(N_{\text{RMD}}, N_{\text{ACC}}, t) \prod_i \left( \frac{N_{\text{sig}}}{N} S(x_i, t) + \frac{N_{\text{RMD}}}{N} R(x_i) + \frac{N_{\text{ACC}}}{N} A(x_i) \right)
\]

\[
= \frac{e^{-N}}{N_{\text{obs}}!} C(N_{\text{RMD}}, N_{\text{ACC}}, t) \prod_i \left( N_{\text{sig}} S(x_i, t) + N_{\text{RMD}} R(x_i) + N_{\text{ACC}} A(x_i) \right)
\]

(7.6)

The constrain function \( C \) has a form of Gaussian distribution

\[
C(N_{\text{RMD}}, N_{\text{ACC}}, t) = \exp \left( -\frac{(N_{\text{RMD}} - \mu_{\text{RMD}})^2}{2\sigma_{\text{RMD}}^2} \right) \exp \left( -\frac{(N_{\text{ACC}} - \mu_{\text{ACC}})^2}{2\sigma_{\text{ACC}}^2} \right) c(t),
\]

(7.7)

where \( \mu_x \) and \( \sigma_x \) (\( x = \text{NRD or ACC} \)) are respectively the average and error of the \( N_{\text{RMD}} \) or \( N_{\text{ACC}} \) estimated in the sidebands. The last term \( c \) is the constraint for the target parameter, whose detail is explained in Sec. 7.5.
7.3.2 Fitting and the confidence region

The best fit value for \( \theta \) is obtained by searching for \( \hat{\theta} \) which maximizes the likelihood function. The confidence interval is computed with the unified approach by Feldman and Cousins [92] with the profile-likelihood ordering [30]. The following test statistic is calculated on the data, as a function of \( N_{\text{sig}} \).

\[
q_{\text{data}}(N_{\text{sig}}) = -2 \ln \lambda(N_{\text{sig}}) \tag{7.8}
\]

\[
\lambda(N_{\text{sig}}) = \frac{L(N_{\text{sig}}, \hat{N}_{\text{RMD}}(N_{\text{sig}}), \hat{N}_{\text{ACC}}(N_{\text{sig}}), \hat{t}(N_{\text{sig}}))}{L(\hat{N}_{\text{sig}}, \hat{N}_{\text{RMD}}, \hat{N}_{\text{ACC}}, \hat{t})} \tag{7.9}
\]

where \( \hat{x} \) is the best estimate when all parameters are free, while \( \hat{x}(N_{\text{sig}}) \) are the best estimate under the condition of fixed \( N_{\text{sig}} \).

Then, an ensemble of toy-MC is generated. It is not normal a Monte Carlo but is just to simulate observables considering the spectra, the detector response and the uncertainty, and the correlations between them are also considered. The number of events can fluctuate following Poisson distribution around the fixed \( N_{\text{sig}} \), and expected number of \( N_{\text{RMD}} \) and \( N_{\text{ACC}} \). For every event, one set of observables is randomly selected from the PDF of corresponding type of event.

In order to consider the systematic uncertainty, a set of uncertainty is randomly selected according to the list at the beginning of toy-MC (one set of value is common in one toy), and the uncertainties are included to observables. The considered uncertainties in the generation are, the target alignment parameter (position and shape), \( E_\gamma \) scale, \( E_e \) bias, the center of signal \( t_{\gamma} \), PDF, the shape of PDF and the correlation between errors of positron observables. The impact of the systematic error on the result will be shown in Sec. 8.1.2.

For each toy-MC, \( q_{\text{MC}}(N_{\text{sig}}) \) are calculated in the same way as in Eq. (7.9), and \( q_{\text{data}}(N_{\text{sig}}) \) and the distribution \( q_{\text{MC}}(N_{\text{sig}}) \) are compared. If the \( N_{\text{sig}} \) where

\[
q_{\text{data}}(N_{\text{sig}}) < q_{\text{MC}}(N_{\text{sig}}) \tag{7.10}
\]

is satisfied in more than \( (1 - X)\% \) of toy-MC were found, the upper or lower limit of \( X\% \) confidence level can be set.

7.4 PDF

The formalism of the probability density function is explained in this section. As introduced in Sec. 7.3.1, there are three types of PDF: \( S \), \( R \) and \( A \) which represents signal, radiative muon decay and accidental background, respectively.

7.4.1 Signal PDF

The signal PDF can be factorized into five factors, (1) Energy of \( \gamma \)-ray, (2) Energy of \( e^+ \) (3) Time difference of the \( e^+ \) and \( \gamma \), (4) and (5) Angular difference between \( e^+ \) and \( \gamma \) in \( \theta \) and \( \phi \). i.e.
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\[ S(E_\gamma, E_e, t_{cy}, \theta_{cy}, \phi_{cy}| r_\gamma, r_e, \alpha'_{E_\gamma}, \alpha'_{\theta_\gamma}, \alpha'_{\phi_\gamma}, \sigma'_{r_e}, \phi_e, q_e, t) = \] 
\[ S_1(E_\gamma| r_\gamma) \times \]
\[ S_2(t_{cy}| E_\gamma, E_e, \sigma'_{E_e}, q_e) \times \]
\[ S_3(E_e| \sigma'_{E_e}, \phi_e) \times \]
\[ S_4(\theta_{cy}| r_\gamma, r_e, E_e, \sigma'_{E_e}, \sigma'_{\theta_\gamma}, \sigma'_{\phi_\gamma}) \times \]
\[ S_5(\phi_{cy}| r_\gamma, r_e, \theta_{cy}, E_e, \sigma'_{E_e}, \sigma'_{\theta_\gamma}, \sigma'_{\phi_\gamma}, \sigma'_{r_e}, \phi_e, t), \]

where \( r_\gamma \) is the first conversion point of the gamma-ray, \( r_e \) is the decay point of muon, and \( q_e \) is a set of the variable to indicate the quality of the positron tracking.

7.4.1.1 Signal \( E_\gamma \) PDF

The signal \( E_\gamma \) is defined by the detector response to signal \( \gamma \)-ray, where the dependence on the \( \gamma \) incident position is considered. The 54.9 MeV \( \gamma \)-ray in CEX calibration is used to evaluate the detector response. The extraction of PDF is as shown in Sec. 5.2. The position dependence is introduced by subdividing the acceptance as shown in Fig. 7.2, and each section has four regions for \( w \) (depth) direction. \((w < 0.8 \text{ cm}), (0.8 < w < 3 \text{ cm}), (3 < w < 8 \text{ cm}) \) and \((8 < w \text{ cm})\). The division is so determined that area of different response to be different region, keeping the required statistic per region. In the areas of the same color in Fig. 7.2, the data are combined because the response of the detector is similar.

7.4.1.2 Signal \( t_{cy} \) PDF

The PDF for the relative timing of \( \gamma \)-ray and positron is evaluated with the radiative decay peak by fitting the distribution of the relative timing in \( E_\gamma \) sideband data with two Gaussian functions and a constant. The constant term is added to fit the accidental pile-up and is not included in the signal PDF. The PDF is categorized into 6 types by "Positron Category" (HQ, LQ) which represents the goodness of the positron trajectory estimation [77], and DCH-TIC matching quality which was explained in Sec. 3.3.2. The result of \( t_{cy} \) fitting is shown in Fig. 7.3.

\( E_e \) correlation There is a correlation between \( t_{cy} \) and \( E_e \). As shown in Fig. 7.4, we extracted the correction parameter from signal Monte Carlo. The slope is \( 52.81 \pm 1.6 \text{ ps/MeV} \).

\( E_\gamma \) correlation Since the LXe timing resolution depends on the number of the scintillation photons, the error of estimation of \( E_\gamma \) scale affects the \( t_{cy} \) PDF. The effect is considered when including the systematic error.

7.4.1.3 Signal \( E_e \) PDF

The positron energy response is evaluated as described in Sec. 5.3. The signal \( E_e \) PDF is defined as resolution function corrected with window function. As we adopt the event-by-event PDF,
the resolution is written by a product of sigma of pull \( s \) (fixed value which is determined from calibration) and per-event error \( \sigma' \) (introduced in Eq. (3.12)).

\[
(\text{Resolution})_{i} = f_{\text{core}} \cdot G(\mu_{\text{core}}, s_{\text{core}} \sigma'_{E_{E,i}}) + (1 - f_{\text{core}}) \cdot G(\mu_{\text{tail}}, s_{\text{tail}} \sigma'_{E_{E,i}}),
\]

where \( G(a, b) \) means a Gaussian distribution whose mean is \( a \) and standard deviation is \( b \).

Then the correlations of \( E_{E} \) with \( \theta_{e} \) and \( \phi_{e} \) are corrected. Finally, the corrected function is multiplied with the "window" function that simulates the effect due to the analytical region cut of \( t_{\gamma} \), \( \theta_{\gamma} \) and \( \phi_{\gamma} \). The window function is obtained by fitting \( E_{E} \) distribution of toy-MC with and without region cut for \( t_{\gamma} \), \( \theta_{\gamma} \) and \( \phi_{\gamma} \). A typical example of the window function is shown in Fig. 7.5.

The errors in the fitting are introduced as a covariance matrix. For the signal PDF, the correlation among \( f_{\text{core}} \), \( \mu_{\text{tail}} \) and \( \sigma_{\text{tail}} \) are taken into account.
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Figure 7.3: $t_{ey}$ PDF of individual 6 categories for 2012 data. HQ and LQ show high and low quality of positron track fitting. MQ means matching quality between DCH and TIC, and (MQ0, MQ1, MQ2) means (good, middle, bad) matching.

Figure 7.4: The correlation in $E_e$ and $t_{ey}$ for MC signal events. The correlation parameter is extracted by a linear fit on this distribution.

7.4.1.4 Signal $\theta_{ey}$ PDF

The $\theta_{ey}$ PDF is formed by per-event scheme. The detailed method to include the correlation in the per-event PDF can be found in [77]. The correlation between $y$ coordinate of vertex and $E_e$ is corrected with the following formula. We extract the correlation parameter $p_{yeE_e}$ from the double-turn positrons.

$$\mu_{\delta y_e} = p_{yeE_e} \delta E_e$$ (7.13)
Figure 7.5: Event ratio of toy-MC with and without region cut is shown with line and statistic error. The window correction function for $E_e$ PDF is shown with the red line (year 2009).

The correlation between $z$ and $\theta_e$ is also introduced. However the correlation is not directly used to shift the center of peak, but to correct the positron resolution. The $\theta$ resolution for positron: $\sigma_{\theta_e}$ is then calculated as,

$$\sigma_{\theta_e} = \sqrt{\sigma_{\theta_e}^2 + \sigma_{C \theta}^2 + 2 \sigma_{\theta_e} \sigma_{C \theta} C_{z \theta}}. \tag{7.14}$$

The resolution of $\theta_{e\gamma}$ is finally calculated by adding $\sigma_{\theta_e}$ quadratically to the positron resolution. The $\sigma_{\theta_{e\gamma}}$ is composed of core and tail part each $u$ and $w$ direction.

### 7.4.1.5 Signal $\phi_{e\gamma}$ PDF

The $\phi_{e\gamma}$ PDF depends on the parameters which are shown in Eq. (7.11).

**$\sigma_{\phi_e}$ dependence on $\phi_e$** The resolution of $\phi_e$ depends on $\phi_e$ itself, the dependence is incorporated in the pull of $\sigma_{\phi_e}$ as,

$$s_{\phi_e, \text{inner}} = s_{\phi_e, \text{min}} \frac{1 - (c_{\phi}^2) - 2 c_{\phi} k_{\phi} \tan(\phi_e) / \sigma_{\phi_e(0)}}{1 + (k_{\phi} \tan(\phi_e) / \sigma_{\phi_e(0)})^2}, \tag{7.15}$$

where $s_{\phi_e, \text{min}}$ is the pull sigma where $s_{\phi_e}$ is minimum. $\sigma_{\phi_e(0)}$ and $k_{\phi}$ are extracted from the data, while $c_{\phi}$ is from MC.

**$\phi_e$ and $E_e$ correlation** The $\phi_e$ center is shifted by the next formula.

$$p'_{E_e \phi_e} = \frac{c_{\phi} - k_{\phi} \tan(\phi_e)}{\sqrt{\sigma_{\phi_e(0)}^2 + (k_{\phi} \tan(\phi_e))^2}} \tag{7.16}$$

**$\phi_{e\gamma}$ and $\theta_{e\gamma}$ correlation** The correlation between $\phi_{e\gamma}$ and $\theta_{e\gamma}$ are corrected with $p'_{\phi_{e\gamma} \theta_{e\gamma}}$ which is defined by a polynomial function as Eq. (7.17).

$$p'_{\phi_{e\gamma} \theta_{e\gamma}} = a + b \phi_e + c \phi_e^2 + d \phi_e^3 \tag{7.17}$$
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In summary, the center of the mean of $\phi_{\gamma e}$ is shifted by the formula

$$\delta \mu_{\phi_{\gamma e}} = p'_{E_{\gamma e}} \frac{\sigma'_{\phi_{\gamma e}}}{\sigma'_{E_{\gamma e}}} \delta E_{\gamma e} + p'_{\phi_{\gamma e}, \theta_{\gamma e}} \frac{\sigma'_{\phi_{\gamma e}}}{\sigma'_{\theta_{\gamma e}}} \theta_{\gamma e} + E_{\phi}(p_{E_{\gamma e}} \delta E_{\gamma e}). \tag{7.18}$$

$E_{\phi}$ is a function to translate $\delta y_e$ to $\delta \phi_{\gamma e}$.

The resolution of $\phi_{\gamma e}$ is finally composed by combining the resolutions of $\phi_e$, contribution from the vertex position resolution and the $\phi$ resolution of LXe detector.

\[
\sigma_{\phi_{\gamma e}} = \sqrt{\sigma_{\phi_{\gamma e, in}}^2 \left( 1 - \rho_{\gamma e}^2 \right) \left( 1 - \rho_{\phi_{\gamma e}}^2 \right) + \mathcal{F}_{\phi}^2 \left( s_{\gamma e, in} \sigma_{\gamma e}^2, s_{\phi_{\gamma e}} \sigma_{\phi_{\gamma e}}^2 \right) + \sigma_{\phi, XEC}^2}, \tag{7.19}
\]

where $\mathcal{F}$ is a function which convert the resolution of $y_e$ and $z_e$ to the resolution of $\phi_{\gamma e}$, and $\sigma_{\phi, XEC}$ is the $\phi$ resolution of the LXe detector.

### 7.4.2 RMD PDF

The PDF for the RMD event is written as,

$$R(E_{\gamma}, E_{e}, t_{\gamma e}, \theta_{\gamma e}, \phi_{\gamma e} | r_{\gamma}, r_{e}, \sigma'_{E_{\gamma}}, \sigma'_{\theta_{\gamma e}}, \sigma'_{\phi_{\gamma e}}, \phi_{e}, q_{e}) = R_1(t_{\gamma e} | E_{\gamma}, E_{e}, q_{e}) \times R_2(E_{\gamma}, E_{e}, \phi_{\gamma e}, \theta_{\gamma e} | E_{\gamma}, E_{e}). \tag{7.20}$$

#### 7.4.2.1 RMD $t_{\gamma e}$ PDF

The $t_{\gamma e}$ PDF is the same as the signal PDF except for the $t_{\gamma e} - E_{e}$ correlation. The correlation coefficient is measured from data and MC, but is found to be much smaller than that in signal. It is understood by the fact that $E_{e}$ is not fixed in the RMD event.

#### 7.4.2.2 Physically correlated part

In RMD events, all of the energy of the $\gamma$-ray, energy of positron, relative angle between them are correlated each other. The relation can be calculated using the standard model as,

$$d\mathcal{B}(\mu^+ \rightarrow e^+ \nu_e \bar{\nu}_\mu \gamma) = \frac{\alpha}{64\pi^3} \beta d\frac{dy}{y} d\Omega_e d\Omega_\gamma \left| F(x, y, d) - \beta \hat{p}_\mu \cdot \hat{p}_e G(x, y, d) - p_\mu \cdot \hat{p}_e H(x, y, d) \right|, \tag{7.21}$$

where $p_\mu$ is polarization of initial muon, $\hat{p}$ is the unit vector of the vector $p$, $d = 1 - \beta \hat{p}_e \cdot \hat{p}_\gamma$, and the functions $F, G, H$ are given in [9].

The theoretical spectrum is convoluted with the detector response function for each observable.
7.4.3 Accidental background PDF

The PDF for the accidental background is defined as,

\[ A(E_y, E_e, t_{cy}, \theta_{cy}, \phi_{cy}|r_y, \sigma'_{E_e}, \phi_e) = \]
\[ A_1(\theta_{cy}|u_y) \times \]
\[ A_2(\phi_{cy}|v_y) \times \]
\[ A_3(E_e|\sigma'_{E_e}, \phi_e) \times \]
\[ A_4(E_y|r_y). \]

The \( t_{cy} \) distribution in accidental background events should be flat and it is confirmed by sideband analysis. Therefore, the \( t_{cy} \) factor for the accidental background is constant.

7.4.3.1 Accidental \( \theta_{cy} \) and \( \phi_{cy} \) PDF

The PDF of the relative angle (\( \theta_{cy} \) and \( \phi_{cy} \)) is made from the timing sideband. The angular selection is loosened to gain data amount, and to fit the angular distribution in wider range. The dependence on the position on the LXe detector is included by slicing data into 5(8) sections in \( v_y \) (\( u_y \)) for \( \phi_{cy} \) (\( \theta_{cy} \)) and fit them with a polynomial function of degree 5.

7.4.3.2 Accidental \( E_e \) PDF

The \( E_e \) PDF is extracted from the timing sideband, by fitting the spectrum with a fit function which is a convolution of theoretical function, the acceptance function and the resolution function of double Gaussian. The correlation in the event-by-event error is considered in systematic error. The correlation matrix of each parameter is shown in Fig. 7.6.

![Correlation matrix of \( E_e \) PDF parameters](image)

Figure 7.6: Correlation among \( E_e \) PDF parameters, which is included in the systematic error.
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7.4.3.3 Accidental $E_\gamma$ PDF

There are two dominant source of the accidental $\gamma$-ray, RMD and AIF. In addition, a part of the cosmic ray remains after CR cut as discussed in Sec. 3.1.6. Figure 3.11 shows the $E_\gamma$ spectrum from RMD and AIF. A fraction of the RMD is 55% and the AIF is 45% when threshold is at $y = E_\gamma / E_{\text{signal}} = 0.9$. In order to include the difference of the fraction of the source $\gamma$-ray and to include the position dependence of energy resolution, the accidental $E_\gamma$ PDF is composed for each section which is shown in Fig. 7.7.

The accidental background $E_\gamma$ PDF is based on the observed energy spectrum. The spectrum is fitted by $E_\gamma$ template function which is composed by, (a) adding the RMD and AIF spectra, (b) smearing the spectrum to simulate pedestal, (c) convoluting a response function of Gaussian, (d) adding the CR spectrum, and (e) multiplying a function which simulates the trigger efficiency. One of the fit results is shown in Fig. 7.8.

Figure 7.7: Division of the $\gamma$-ray acceptance in LXe detector for accidental background PDF.
7.5 Target Alignment

As concluded in Sec. 4.4, the target bowing is confirmed with the consistent results from three independent measurements. The positron momentum and vertex position are corrected by the method shown in the section.

The shift of the observable $\phi_{e\gamma}$ mainly comes from the shift of $\phi_e$ in Eq. (4.12). The shift of the decay point $(\Delta x_e, \Delta y_e, \Delta z_e)$ does not affect reconstruction of $\phi_{e\gamma}$ significantly, because we select almost back-to-back positron and $\gamma$-ray, hence the contribution from the shift of vertex cancels out. The effect by the shifts of the any observables on $\theta_{e\gamma}$ is not significant.

The target position uncertainty in $z_t$ axis and local deformation which is seen with FARO scanner still remains as the source of the systematic uncertainty. The uncertainties are taken into account by profiling. We introduce two nuisance parameters for each year. The parameters are $p_i$ and $s_i$ to indicate the uncertainty of global shift and local shape respectively. ($i$ indicates the year.) These parameters are used to shift the center of $\phi_{e\gamma}$ PDF. This shift is done after all corrections shown in Sec. 7.4.1.5.

$$\mu_\phi = \Delta_p \phi_{e\gamma}(p, \phi_e) + [\Delta_{\text{FARO}} \phi_{e\gamma}(x_e, y_e) - \Delta_{\text{para}} \phi_{e\gamma}(x_e, y_e)] \cdot s$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.23)

$\Delta_{\text{FARO}}$ is scaled for each year according to the fitted curvature of paraboloid. When $s = 1$, the PDF follows the shape observed by FARO scanner. On contrary, the PDF follows paraboloid when $s = 0$.

Finally, the PDF for $\theta_{e\gamma}$ and $\phi_{e\gamma}$ including the nuisance parameters can be written as,

$$P(\theta_{e\gamma}, \phi_{e\gamma}) = G(\theta_{e\gamma}; \mu_\theta(p, s), \sigma_\theta) \cdot G(\phi_{e\gamma}; \mu_\phi(p, s), \sigma_\phi) \cdot P(p) \cdot P(s),$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.24)

where $G(x; \mu, \sigma)$ shows a Gaussian distribution, $P(p)$ and $P(s)$ are PDF for the nuisance parameters $p$ and $s$ to determine the region to be fitted and uncertainty. We assigned a Gaussian PDF for $p$ with mean of 0 and year-dependent $\sigma$ according to the accuracy of the reliability
of the target hole analysis. For the shape parameter $s$, constant distributions are assigned, and the range of the distribution is 0 to 1 for year 2013 data, while a narrower range is assigned for 2009-2012 data, as the deformation is not visible for 2009 and 2010 data, and the deformation is thought to gradually progressed. The parameters for the $P(p)$ and $P(s)$ are shown in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1: PDF parameters for $p$ global shift and $s$ the parameter for shape

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>$p$ $\sigma$ (mm)</th>
<th>Range of $s$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>[0, 0.1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>[0, 0.1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>[0, 0.4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>[0, 0.5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>[0, 1.0]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 7.6 AIF reduction

The AIF which was described in Sec. 3.5 is newly introduced in physics analysis. For the events where AIF candidates are found, the "distance" is calculated. If the distance is smaller than the certain threshold, the event is discarded from the likelihood analysis.

#### 7.6.1 Definition of the distance

There is structure with two peaks in $\Delta \theta_{AIF} - \Delta \phi_{AIF}$ distribution, and the size and shape of the peak differ from year to year. In order to treat the nearness in common scale, we defined the distance in the AIF analysis, based on Mahalabinos distance (a distance considering the correlation in multi-dimensional space).

\[
D = \min(D_1, D_2) \tag{7.25}
\]

\[
D_i = \left[ (x - c_i)^T S_i^{-1} (x - c_i) \right]^{\frac{1}{2}}, \tag{7.26}
\]

where $i = 1, 2$ indicate peaks of type-A and B events, $x = (\Delta \theta_{AIF}, \Delta \phi_{AIF})$, and $e$ shows the positron of the peak, and $S$ is a matrix which shows spread of the distribution. The Mahalabinos distance is normalized with the width of the distribution. If the distribution has no correlation and Gaussian shape for each axis, $D = 1$ means the distance of $\sigma$ from the peak. The parameters $c_i$ and $S$ are determined by fitting the data in the timing sideband. The fitting is performed for the data with

- $48 \text{ MeV} < E_\gamma < 58 \text{ MeV}$,
- $50 \text{ MeV} < E_e < 56 \text{ MeV}$,
- $|\theta_{e\gamma}|, |\phi_{e\gamma}| < 200 \text{ mrad}$,
- $|\Delta t_{AIF}| < 50 \text{ ns}$.

The angular cut is loosened in order to collect more data. It is known that, when the $\phi_{e\gamma}$ cut is loosened, the shape of $\Delta \phi_{AIF}$ distribution changes.
However, this fit is used just to parameterize the shape of the distribution and define the cut threshold, so an excellent agreement between the fitting function and the data distribution is not necessary. It is found that in the range of 200 mrad, the distribution still shows the similar shape to that for the final analysis range of 75 mrad. The fitting function is defined as,

$$F(\Delta \theta_{\text{AIF}}, \Delta \phi_{\text{AIF}}) = \sum_{i=1}^{3} a_i G^{(2)}_i = \sum_{i=1}^{3} a_i \frac{1}{2 \pi \sqrt{|S_i|}} \exp \left( -\frac{1}{2} (x - c_i)^T S_i^{-1} (x - c_i) \right),$$

where $i = 1, 2, 3$ show components of type-A, B peaks and base and $G^{(2)}$ is Gaussian distribution with correlation in 2D space (is defined in the second line). There are 3 components times 6 parameters, i.e.

$$a, \quad c = (\theta^0, \phi^0)^T, \quad S = \begin{pmatrix} \alpha & \gamma \\ \gamma & \beta \end{pmatrix}.$$  

$\sqrt{\alpha^{-1}}$ and $\sqrt{\beta^{-1}}$ corresponds $\sigma$ in $\Delta \theta_{\text{AIF}}$ and $\Delta \phi_{\text{AIF}}$ axis.

### 7.6.2 Fit parameters

Figure 7.9 and 7.10 shows the result of the fit for each year. The fraction of the type-A, B, base and the fraction not to find any AIF candidate is summarized in Table 7.2.

Figure 7.9: Fit result on sideband data of each year. The fitted function is shown with contour.
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Figure 7.10: Projection of 2D fit to $\Delta \theta_{\text{AIF}}$ and $\Delta \phi_{\text{AIF}}$ for each year. The data and fitted function are shown with black and blue lines, respectively.
Table 7.2: Fraction of the fitted peak and events out of the selection, $f_1$, $f_2$, $f_{\text{base}}$, $f_{\text{out}}$ and $f_{\text{noAIF}}$ means the fraction of type-A, type-B, base, out of the boundary and no AIF events, respectively. The numbers are shown in percentage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>$f_1$</th>
<th>$f_2$</th>
<th>$f_{\text{base}}$</th>
<th>$f_{\text{out}}$</th>
<th>$f_{\text{noAIF}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>4.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>3.1 ± 0.1</td>
<td>32.0 ± 0.3</td>
<td>44.5 ± 0.4</td>
<td>16.3 ± 2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.03</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.03</td>
<td>33.6 ± 0.2</td>
<td>46.4 ± 0.3</td>
<td>17.0 ± 1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.02</td>
<td>1.3 ± 0.02</td>
<td>36.2 ± 0.1</td>
<td>43.3 ± 0.2</td>
<td>18.0 ± 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.02</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.03</td>
<td>35.3 ± 0.1</td>
<td>46.3 ± 0.2</td>
<td>15.4 ± 2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.03</td>
<td>1.8 ± 0.03</td>
<td>38.3 ± 0.2</td>
<td>45.6 ± 0.2</td>
<td>12.6 ± 2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since the timing sideband only includes accidental background, the fitted result is what actually expected for the accidental background in the analysis window. The information of the timing is different, but it is not used in calculation of the distance. Figure 7.11 shows the efficiency to reject accidental background and acceptance of the signal. The efficiencies of each year are shown in Table 7.3. The way to estimate efficiency for signal is described in Appendix B. As the signal inefficiency of more than 1%, which is the same as that for CR cut in LXe, is not acceptable, and the BG/signal ratio is relatively flat there, the cut threshold is set to be 0.7σ (blue circle in Fig. 7.11).

The sensitivity was examined with and without the AIF cut, and it is shown that the cut does not significantly improve the sensitivity. However, the AIF event possibly lie in the signal region accidentally. The cut is applied for just to avoid such an outlier event.

Figure 7.11: Black marker shows relation of the signal acceptance and BG rejection with various cut thresholds. The cut at the blue circle is adopted. Red marker shows the ratio of BG against signal as a function of signal efficiency. Data of the all years are summed.

### 7.7 Normalization

Since the result of the likelihood fitting provides the number of the signal event, we need to convert it to the branching ratio of the $\mu^+ \rightarrow e^+ \gamma$ decay. We defined the normalization factor $k$
Table 7.3: Selection inefficiency by the AIF cut. The numbers show fraction in percentage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>ACC signal/RMD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>1.00 ± 0.03 3.00 ± 0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>0.64 ± 0.02 1.33 ± 0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>0.61 ± 0.01 1.34 ± 0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>1.46 ± 0.02 2.23 ± 0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>1.30 ± 0.02 2.22 ± 0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old</td>
<td>0.68 ± 0.01 1.57 ± 0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New</td>
<td>1.39 ± 0.02 2.23 ± 0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full</td>
<td>1.05 ± 0.01 1.94 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

as follows,

\[
\mathcal{B}(\mu^+ \rightarrow e^+ \gamma) = \frac{\Gamma(\mu^+ \rightarrow e^+ \gamma)}{\Gamma_{\text{total}}} = \frac{N_{\text{sig}}}{k} \tag{7.29}
\]

The normalization factor is regarded to be the number of the muon multiplied by detector acceptance and efficiency, \( k = N_\mu \times \Omega \times \epsilon \). \((N_\mu\) is the number of all muons which stopped on MEG target.) The inverse of factor, \( k^{-1} \) is equivalent to a single event sensitivity in the box counting scheme (though we do not adopt that analysis scheme). We calculate the normalization factor from two independent samples and combine them to reduce the uncertainty.

### 7.7.1 Michel normalization

One method is to calculate the normalization from the number of Michel decay events with following formula.

\[
k_{\text{Michel}} = \frac{N_{\text{Michel}}}{f_{E_e}^{\text{Michel}}} \times \frac{p_{\text{Michel}}}{\epsilon_{\mu_{\text{Michel}}}^{e\gamma}} \times \epsilon_{\epsilon_{\text{Michel}}}^{\gamma_{\gamma}} \times A_e^{\gamma_{\gamma}} \times \epsilon_{\gamma_{\gamma}}^{\text{h}} \times \epsilon_{\gamma_{\gamma}}^{\text{sel}} \tag{7.30}
\]

- \( N_{\text{Michel}} \): The number of observed event in analysis window, for data taken with Michel trigger, which requires only hits in TIC. \( N_{\text{Michel}} = 245860 \) is the number which are observed in the full data set.
- \( f_{E_e}^{\text{Michel}} \): The fraction that the energy spectrum of the Michel positron within the analysis window.
- \( p_{\text{Michel}} \): \( (= 10^7) \) The pre-scaling value of the Michel trigger. See Sec. 2.5.2.
- \( \epsilon_{\epsilon_{\text{Michel}}}^{\gamma_{\gamma}} \): The correction factor to recover trigger live time, where paralyzable behavior of trigger is assumed.
- \( \epsilon_{\gamma_{\gamma}}^{\text{h}} \): The ratio of efficiencies of the positron spectrometer for signal and Michel events. It is obtained to be 1.149 ± 0.017, by fitting response function which is the theoretical Michel spectrum convoluted with the detector resolution and the acceptance functions.
- \( A_e^{\gamma_{\gamma}} \): \( (= 0.985 \pm 0.005) \) The geometrical acceptance for \( \gamma \)-ray when a signal positron is detected.
- \( \epsilon_{\gamma_{\gamma}}^{\text{sel}} \): \( \gamma \)-ray detection efficiency which is described in Sec. 5.5.1.
- \( \epsilon_{\gamma_{\gamma}}^{\text{h}} \): The efficiency to trigger positron–\( \gamma \)-ray pair for signal events. It is calculated to be 0.91 ± 0.01 from 2009 to 2010 and 0.96 ± 0.01 after 2011. (Also see Sec. 5.5.3)
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- $\varepsilon_{\text{sel}}$: This term includes the selection efficiency calculated from (a) efficiency that signal event comes within the analysis window. It is evaluated with signal PDF. (b) miss-reconstructed positron track, missing turn. (Sec. 3.2.2) (c) signal inefficiency due to AIF rejection (Sec. 7.6 and Appendix. B). The efficiency is $0.943 \pm 0.010$ in total of (a)-(c).

In total, the uncertainty on $k_{\text{Michel}}$ is 4.5%.

### 7.7.2 RMD normalization

The normalization factor from RMD is calculated as,

$$k_{\text{RMD}} = \frac{N_{\text{RMD}}}{B_{E_e}} \times \frac{\varepsilon_{\text{signal}}}{\varepsilon_e} \times \frac{\varepsilon_{\gamma}}{\varepsilon_{\gamma}} \times \frac{\varepsilon_{\text{trg}}}{\varepsilon_{\text{trg}}} \times \frac{\varepsilon_{\text{sel}}}{\varepsilon_{\text{sel}}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.31)

Since RMD contains also $\gamma$-ray, more terms can be written as the ratio between signal and RMD and it helps to reduce systematic uncertainty from normalization factor. The definition of the parameters are,

- $N_{\text{RMD}}$: The number of observed RMD events, the trigger is the same for MEG signal, but analysis window is different (Sec. 7.2.2). The number is obtained by fitting on the $t_{\gamma}$ distribution.
- $B_{\gamma}$: ($\sim 4.9 \times 10^{-9}$). The branching ratio of muon decays into RMD with the range of kinematics. It is calculated from the theoretical formula by standard model.
- $\varepsilon_{\gamma}$: Energy dependent $\gamma$ detection efficiency is calculated from the data with different $E_{\gamma}$ threshold. The effect by muon polarization, which makes asymmetric angular distribution, is taken into account here.
- $\varepsilon_{\text{trg}}$: The trigger is the same for MEG signal.
- $\varepsilon_{\text{sel}}$: This term includes the selection efficiency calculated from (a) efficiency that signal event comes within the analysis window. It is evaluated with signal PDF. (b) miss-reconstructed positron track, missing turn. (Sec. 3.2.2) (c) signal inefficiency due to AIF rejection (Sec. 7.6 and Appendix. B).

The number of muons is evaluated in 12 independent bins (3 bins for $E_e$ and 4 bins for $E_{\gamma}$), and the best value was obtained with $\chi^2$ fitting to be $29950 \pm 527$ in the full data set. Figure 7.12 shows the distribution of observed events in the energy sideband, projected on $E_{\gamma}$ and $E_e$, the expectation from the standard model is superposed. The measured number is consistent to the expectation within 5% error. The details are described in our another publication [90]. Total uncertainty for $k_{\text{RMD}}$ is 5.5%.

### 7.7.3 Combination

The two methods of the normalization uses different data, hence the uncertainties of normalization can be reduced by combining them. The combination is done by averaging the values with weighting by errors. The result is shown in Fig. 7.13. The results from Michel and RMD are in good agreement, the breakdown for each year is summarized in Table 7.4, and the final normalization factor for 2009-2013 combined data is $k = (1.71 \pm 0.06) \times 10^{13}$. 
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Figure 7.12: Number of observed RMD events in sideband year 2009-2013 projected on (a) $E_e$ and (b) $E_\gamma$. The data is plotted with marker and error. Expectation with theoretical calculation of the lowest order SM with the detector response is shown in yellow band.

Figure 7.13: Calculated normalization factors from Michel (Red), RMD (Blue) and combined result (Black).
Table 7.4: Summary of normalization constant.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>$k_{\text{Michel}} \times 10^{12}$</th>
<th>$k_{\text{RMD}} \times 10^{12}$</th>
<th>$k_{\text{Combined}} \times 10^{12}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>$1.18 \pm 0.05$</td>
<td>$1.20 \pm 0.11$</td>
<td>$1.18 \pm 0.05$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>$2.73 \pm 0.12$</td>
<td>$2.53 \pm 0.24$</td>
<td>$2.69 \pm 0.11$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>$4.19 \pm 0.19$</td>
<td>$4.52 \pm 0.39$</td>
<td>$4.26 \pm 0.17$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>$5.32 \pm 0.24$</td>
<td>$5.33 \pm 0.46$</td>
<td>$5.32 \pm 0.21$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>$3.70 \pm 0.17$</td>
<td>$3.55 \pm 0.28$</td>
<td>$3.66 \pm 0.14$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old</td>
<td>$8.10 \pm 0.36$</td>
<td>$8.27 \pm 0.55$</td>
<td>$8.16 \pm 0.30$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New</td>
<td>$9.02 \pm 0.41$</td>
<td>$8.85 \pm 0.53$</td>
<td>$8.96 \pm 0.33$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full</td>
<td>$17.12 \pm 0.77$</td>
<td>$17.10 \pm 0.94$</td>
<td>$17.11 \pm 0.60$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Chapter 8

Results

8.1 Sensitivity

The search sensitivity is given by the median of the 90% C.L. upper limits observed in the many pseudo experiments with a background-only hypothesis: in generation, \( N_{\text{sig}} \) is fixed to be zero, \( N_{\text{ACC}} \) and \( N_{\text{RMD}} \) are randomly fluctuated around the expectation value by Poisson distribution. The procedure to calculate the upper limit is as explained in Sec. 7.3.2. The systematic uncertainties (It will be discussed in Sec. 8.1.2) are included in the calculation of the upper limit.

Figure 8.1: The distribution of the ULs of pseudo experiments. UL in \( N_{\text{sig}} \) is converted to that in branching ratio, with the normalization factor which was explained in Sec. 7.7. Vertical dashed line shows median which represents the sensitivity. Two arrows show the upper limits obtained from the timing sidebands.

Figure 8.1 shows the distribution of the upper limit (UL) for pseudo experiments for 2009-2013 combined, full dataset. The horizontal axis is shown in branching ratio. The sensitivity for the full, old and new data are \( 5.3 \times 10^{-13} \), \( 8.0 \times 10^{-13} \) and \( 8.2 \times 10^{-13} \), respectively.

The sensitivity with new statistics has worse sensitivity despite more data amount. It is due to worse positron angle resolution, and the larger uncertainty of the target parameter. We already analysed 2009-2011 dataset in our last publication [13] with the sensitivity \( 7.7 \times 10^{-13} \). The sensitivity for 2009-2011 data presented here is slightly worse than that presented in the
previous publication even though the analysis method was improved. The main reason for this degradation is that more conservative uncertainty is assigned for the target alignment also for 2009-2011 data where an obvious target deformation was not observed.

8.1.1 Results in the sidebands

For the purpose of the sanity check of our likelihood analysis, a likelihood analysis on the timing sideband is performed. The timing sideband is defined as the same selection for analysis window except for the timing (Sec. 7.2.2). In the timing sideband, the data can essentially be regarded as pure accidental background. The likelihood function is modified for the timing sideband in two points. (a) The constraint term for the $N_{\text{RMD}}$ is removed. (b) The definition of $t_{\gamma}$ in PDF is shifted.

The fit results are shown in Fig. 8.2 and Table 8.1. The projected PDF spectra agree to data spectra. The best fit $N_{\text{sig}}$ and $N_{\text{RMD}}$, which are expected to be null, are zero consistent within the statistical error.

The confidence interval for the branching ratio is calculated. The upper limits for the negative ($-2\text{ns}$) and positive ($+2\text{ns}$) sidebands in the full combined datasets are $8.4 \times 10^{-13}$ and $8.3 \times 10^{-13}$. They are consistent with the sensitivity as shown in Fig. 8.1.

Table 8.1: Best fit value and fit error in the timing sidebands.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>Full</th>
<th>Old</th>
<th>New</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>negative $N_{\text{sig}}$</td>
<td>$2.8 \pm 5.8$</td>
<td>$7.3 \pm 5.2$</td>
<td>$-3.7 \pm 2.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timing $N_{\text{RMD}}$ ($-2\text{ns}$) $N_{\text{ACC}}$</td>
<td>$39 \pm 45$</td>
<td>$46 \pm 32$</td>
<td>$-3.7 \pm 32$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>positive $N_{\text{sig}}$</td>
<td>$3.9 \pm 4.6$</td>
<td>$1.0 \pm 3.1$</td>
<td>$2.8 \pm 3.6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>timing $N_{\text{RMD}}$ ($+2\text{ns}$) $N_{\text{ACC}}$</td>
<td>$17 \pm 45$</td>
<td>$21 \pm 31$</td>
<td>$-3 \pm 32$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.1.2 Systematic error

The systematic uncertainties considered in the analysis are the alignment of $\gamma$-ray and positron detectors, the alignment of the muon stopping target, the $\gamma$-ray energy scale, the positron energy bias, the center of the $t_{\gamma}$ PDF, the shapes of signal and background PDFs, the correlations between the errors of the positron observables and the normalization factor.

The largest systematic uncertainty comes from the alignment of muon stopping target; it degrades the average sensitivity by 13%, while the effect from all the other systematics is less than 1%. The breakdown of the systematic errors is listed in Table 8.2.

8.2 Results in analysis window

8.2.1 Event distributions

Figure 8.3 shows the event distributions in the analysis window. In order to avoid the window is too much crowded, selections of $\cos \Theta_{\gamma e} < -0.99963$ and $|t_{\gamma e}| < 0.24$ ns are applied for
Figure 8.2: Result of the fitting on the timing sidebands for the full dataset. The projection on the main observables and $R_{\text{sig}}$ (Sec. 8.2.2). The parameters $f_R$ and $f_A$ are set to be 0 and 1, in calculation of the $R_{\text{sig}}$. 

(a) Negative Timing Sideband ($-2.7 < t_{e\gamma} < -1.3\text{ns}$) 
(b) Positive Timing Sideband ($1.3 < t_{e\gamma} < 2.7\text{ns}$)
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Table 8.2: The list of the considered systematic uncertainties. The impact of the target is dominant. The fractions of impacts of the other uncertainties are written in parentheses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Impact on sensitivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alignment of muon stopping target</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All the other</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alignment of LXe detector - tracker</td>
<td>(37%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_γ$ scale</td>
<td>(23%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias of center of $t_{e\gamma}$ PDF</td>
<td>(19%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_e$ bias</td>
<td>(11%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normalization</td>
<td>(7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Errors in event-by-event PDF</td>
<td>(3%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

left figures both with 90% efficiency for signal, and $51.0 < E_γ < 55.5$ MeV and $52.4 < E_e < 55.0$ MeV are applied for right figures with 74% and 90% efficiency, respectively. The contours of the averaged signal PDFs are also shown. An obvious correlated excess of signal is not found in any datasets.

8.2.2 Highly ranked events

We rank the events in the order of the signal likelihood $R_{\text{sig}}$ which is defined as

$$R_{\text{sig}} = \log_{10} \left( \frac{S(x_i)}{f_R R(x_i) + f_A A(x_i)} \right),$$

(8.1)

where $f_R$ and $f_A$ are ratio of RMD and accidental background which are taken from the best fit values 0.07 and 0.93, respectively. The events with the highest $R_{\text{sig}}$ are listed in Table 8.3.

Table 8.3: Highly ranked (signal like) events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Run</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>$R_{\text{sig}}$</th>
<th>$t_{e\gamma}$ (ps)</th>
<th>$E_e$ (MeV)</th>
<th>$E_\gamma$ (MeV)</th>
<th>$\theta_{e\gamma}$ (mrad)</th>
<th>$\phi_{e\gamma}$ (mrad)</th>
<th>$\cos\Theta_{e\gamma}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>77431</td>
<td>1715</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>52.93</td>
<td>53.98</td>
<td>-25.2</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
<td>-0.99968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>195187</td>
<td>1856</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>-75</td>
<td>53.34</td>
<td>51.74</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-9.2</td>
<td>-0.99996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>189150</td>
<td>1089</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>52.19</td>
<td>52.95</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>-0.99981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>160737</td>
<td>785</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>52.82</td>
<td>51.92</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>-0.99995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>56081</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>-22</td>
<td>52.52</td>
<td>52.81</td>
<td>-20.7</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>-0.99967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>167931</td>
<td>1076</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>53.18</td>
<td>53.78</td>
<td>-7.7</td>
<td>-23.6</td>
<td>-0.99969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>228740</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>52.95</td>
<td>50.55</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>-5.7</td>
<td>-0.99998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>123579</td>
<td>1318</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>-21</td>
<td>52.81</td>
<td>55.13</td>
<td>-33.6</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>-0.99936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>185612</td>
<td>1612</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>52.82</td>
<td>55.41</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>-29.8</td>
<td>-0.99948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>87743</td>
<td>1484</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>-81</td>
<td>52.91</td>
<td>52.28</td>
<td>-18.1</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>-0.99955</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8.4 shows the ($E_e - E_\gamma$) and ($\cos\Theta_{e\gamma} - t_{e\gamma}$) plots for 10 events of highest signal-like. Some events which are not drawn in Fig. 8.3 appear, as the selection defined in Sec. 8.2.1 is not applied here. The contours show averaged signal PDF of 1$\sigma$, 1.64$\sigma$ and 2$\sigma$, respectively.
Figure 8.3: Event distributions observed in the analysis window. The signal PDFs are shown with contour (1σ, 1.64σ and 2σ).
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![Figure 8.4: Top 10 highest signal-like events in (E_e - E_γ)- and (cos Θ_{eγ} - t_{eγ})-planes. Contours show averaged signal PDF of 1σ, 1.64σ and 2σ.](image)

### 8.2.3 Fit results

The maximum likelihood fitting was performed on the data in the analysis window. The best fit value, (N_{sig}, N_{RMD}, N_{ACC}) for the all combined dataset is (−3.8 ± 3.6, 624.6 ± 28.4, 7739.1 ± 37.7). The errors are the fit error with MINUIT. With this best fit N_{sig}, the best fit branching ratio is (−2.2 ± 2.1) × 10^{-15}. The projections onto the 5 main observables are shown in (a)-(e) of Fig. 8.5.

The data and the fitted PDF shows good agreement. The agreement of fit is checked with the variable R_{sig}. The comparison of data and the PDF on R_{sig} axis is shown in (f) of Fig. 8.5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>Full</th>
<th>Old</th>
<th>New</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N_{sig}</td>
<td>7739.1 ± 37.7</td>
<td>3470.7 ± 25.2</td>
<td>4269.0 ± 27.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N_{RMD}</td>
<td>624.6 ± 28.4</td>
<td>284.6 ± 16.6</td>
<td>337.1 ± 17.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N_{ACC}</td>
<td>−3.8 ± 3.6</td>
<td>−1.0 ± 2.0</td>
<td>−4.9 ± 4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p_{09}</td>
<td>10 ± 297</td>
<td>6 ± 300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p_{10}</td>
<td>−83 ± 321</td>
<td>−32 ± 300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p_{11}</td>
<td>−1 ± 297</td>
<td>−1 ± 300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p_{12}</td>
<td>8 ± 289</td>
<td></td>
<td>11 ± 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p_{13}</td>
<td>−2 ± 499</td>
<td></td>
<td>−4 ± 500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s_{09}</td>
<td>0 ± 0.7</td>
<td>0 ± 0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s_{10}</td>
<td>0 ± 0.5</td>
<td>0 ± 0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s_{11}</td>
<td>1 ± 0.5</td>
<td>1 ± 0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s_{12}</td>
<td>1 ± 1.0</td>
<td>1 ± 0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s_{13}</td>
<td>0 ± 0.5</td>
<td>0 ± 0.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results for the other datasets are shown in Fig. 8.6 and summarized in Table 8.4. The best fit value for target observables p and s are found by the fitting, but it does not imply the real shape of the target, because only the signal PDF has a peak in φ_{eγ} and the best fit N_{sig} is consistent with 0. No information for the true center of φ_{eγ} can be extracted from the observed
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Figure 8.5: The 1D projections of the 2009-2013 combined data. The marker is data with statistic error. The solid blue lines are sum of the best fit PDFs. The dashed magenta and dot-dashed red lines are accidental background and RMD PDF which are normalized to best fit value of each component. The hatched green histograms show signal PDF scaled to 500 events.

data.

8.2.4 Upper limit for branching ratio

The confidence interval for the data is calculated with the procedure described in Sec. 7.3.2. Figure 8.7(a) shows the negative log likelihood Eq. (7.9) as a function of the branching ratio. The best fit value of the target parameter $s$ shifts from one to another, when the branching ratio moves over zero. This is the reason for the bending of the curve around zero. The results for the all datasets are consistent with null-signal hypothesis, therefore only upper limits are defined. In Fig. 8.7(b), the fraction of the toy-MCs which satisfies Eq. (7.10) are shown as the function of the branching ratio. The 90% C.L. upper limits are obtained to be

- $4.2 \times 10^{-13}$ with 2009-2013 (full) data set,
- $6.1 \times 10^{-13}$ with 2009-2011 (old) data set and
- $7.9 \times 10^{-13}$ with 2012-2013 (new) data set, respectively.

Our previous result with 2009-2011 data is $5.7 \times 10^{-13}$ [13]. The previous limit is slightly more stringent but is consistent when differences of the analysis are considered. Firstly since the reconstructed observables were slightly changed because of the updates of the analysis, the observed upper limit can be changed due to the statistical effect. Secondly the sensitivity becomes worse as described in Sec. 8.1 due to the larger systematics.
Figure 8.6: The 1D projections of (a) old and (b) new data. Notation follows Fig. 8.5. Normalization of the signal PDFs are 250 events for both (a) and (b).
(a) The negative log likelihood as a function of the branching ratio. The point where $-2 \ln(\lambda) = 0$ shows the best fit value.

(b) The confidence level as a function of the branching ratio. 90% C.L. limit is defined by the crossing point of curve and 0.9 horizontal line.

Figure 8.7: Result of the limit calculation by maximum likelihood analysis.

The effect of the systematic uncertainty is studied with the observed data. The largest contribution is the effect from the target uncertainty. The deterioration in upper limit is calculated to be $\sim 5\%$ for the full dataset. The other systematics are also considered, however, the impact of all the other systematics is less than 1%.

8.3 Check for the analysis

8.3.1 Comparison with previous analysis

The difference of the result between this and the previous analysis was studied. We have changed the analysis method from the reconstruction level, so the main observables can move event-by-event. The changed item and affected observables are the followings.

- Drift chamber pad issue: There was a mistake in the treatment of the case of defective cathode pad (Sec. 3.2.1). The hit position in z axis is fixed in track reconstruction, for hits at defective channels. All of the positron observables are affected. For newer data, the size of the effect is larger.
- Target alignment: The affected observable is mostly $\phi_{e\gamma}$. The impact for the observable is almost negligible for 2009 and 2010 data.
- LXe detector alignment: $\gamma$-ray position is affected. $\theta_{e\gamma}$ and $\phi_{e\gamma}$ moves in all events.
- Missing turn: The fraction of the affected event is small. However if a missing turn is recovered, the event moves out or in the analysis window.
- AIF reduction: If the AIF distance is less than the threshold, the event disappears.

We compared the current 2009-2011 combined dataset with the previous one. Out of the events included in previous dataset, 14% go out from the analysis window, and 62% (of the number in the previous dataset) newly appeared in the analysis region. The reason of more
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appearance than disappearance is the current analysis window is widened. Figure 8.8 and 8.9 shows the comparison of the observables for the events commonly selected in previous and current analysis.

Figure 8.8: Change of the observables. (previous) - (current)

Figure 8.9: Move of the observables in \((E_e - E_\gamma)\)- and \((\cos \Theta_{\gamma} - t_{\gamma})\)-planes. Only events of the higher signal-likelihood are plotted.

The bias and the RMS of \(\Delta t_{\gamma}\), \(\Delta E_e\), \(\Delta \theta_{\gamma}\) and \(\Delta \phi_{\gamma}\) are \(-4 \pm 14\) ps, \(-15 \pm 79\) keV, \(-2.1 \pm 3.8\) mrad and \(-1.6 \pm 5.8\) mrad. \(E_\gamma\) is unchanged.

We performed a simulation of the change in the upper limit by the change of the reconstruction with pseudo experiments which include both previous and current information. The difference
in the average branching ratio upper limit simulated for 2009-2011 dataset has a spread of 4.2 \times 10^{-13} in RMS. The observed shift in the data 0.4 \times 10^{-13} lies within the spread.

### 8.3.2 Fitting without constraints

The constraint function \( C(N_{\text{RMD}}, N_{\text{ACC}}, \tau) \) is dropped from Eq. (7.6) of likelihood function. The other conditions are the same as the main likelihood analysis. This is another way to check the consistency of the analysis. The fit result is shown in Table 8.5. The fitted number agrees with the expected number within the statistical error.

Table 8.5: The expected and observed numbers of events in the analysis region.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>Full</th>
<th>Old</th>
<th>New</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( N_{\text{obs}} )</td>
<td>8344</td>
<td>3761</td>
<td>4583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_{\text{exp}}^{\text{ACC}} )</td>
<td>7744 ± 41</td>
<td>3469 ± 28</td>
<td>4274 ± 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_{\text{fit}}^{\text{ACC}} )</td>
<td>7684 ± 103</td>
<td>3477 ± 70</td>
<td>4210 ± 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_{\text{exp}}^{\text{RMD}} )</td>
<td>614 ± 34</td>
<td>284 ± 19</td>
<td>330 ± 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( N_{\text{fit}}^{\text{RMD}} )</td>
<td>663 ± 59</td>
<td>285 ± 40</td>
<td>378 ± 43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 8.3.3 Comparison with alternative analysis

We have prepared an alternative simplified analysis for cross check with the main event-by-event PDF. It is called constant PDF, and the PDF parameters do not change for every event but there are only several categories of the PDF parameters. The category is classified by the quality of the positron reconstruction and the first conversion point of the \( \gamma \)-ray. The angular observable \( \Theta_{e\gamma} \): stereo angle between momenta vector of positron and \( \gamma \)-ray (in degree) is used instead of \( \theta_{e\gamma} \) and \( \phi_{e\gamma} \). A angular selection criteria for the analysis window is defined differently as \( \Theta_{e\gamma} > 176^\circ \). Figure 8.10 shows the data and the best fit PDF projected on observables \( E_{\gamma}, E_e, \Theta_{e\gamma} \) and \( t_{e\gamma} \).

The consistency between the main and alternative PDF is tested with common pseudo experiments. The upper limits with the ensemble of the toy MCs under null signal hypothesis are plotted in red dots in Fig. 8.11. The upper limits by two analyses show clear correlation, and the sensitivity is found to be better in event-by-event PDF by \( \sim 20\% \).

The best fit branching ratio by the maximum likelihood fitting with the constant PDF is \(-2.5 \times 10^{-13}\), and 90\% C.L. upper limit is \(4.3 \times 10^{-13}\). They show good agreement and it is consistent with the correlation observed with the common pseudo experiments as seen in Fig. 8.11. The best fit values of \( N_{\text{ACC}} \) and \( N_{\text{RMD}} \) are 630 ± 66 and 7927 ± 148, while expectation from sidebands are 683 ± 115 and 7915 ± 96. Considering the difference in selection criteria, the result is consistent with that with event-by-event PDF.
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Figure 8.10: Likelihood fit result with the constant PDF. The notations are the same as with Fig. 8.5 as well as the scaling of the signal PDF.

Figure 8.11: Red dots show 90% upper limits of common toy MCs with event-by-event PDF (horizontal axis) and with constant PDF (vertical axis). The data is plotted with black star marker, and it lays around center of the distribution.
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Prospects

We took data for 5 years, but the speed of the sensitivity improvement is slowing down. It is because the expected number of background is becoming non-negligible. When the experiment is background-free, the sensitivity improves in proportional to the data amount, while when the average number of background is large, the sensitivity is proportional to the square root of the data amount.

In order to achieve higher sensitivity efficiently, the increase of data statistics per unit time or the improvement of rejection power of background are mandatory.

9.1 MEG II experiment

The MEG II experiment is an upgrade of the MEG experiment, aiming at one order of magnitude higher sensitivity. The upgrade takes over the basic concept of MEG experiment, while almost all major detectors are upgraded. Our upgrade proposal was approved in year 2013, and we are in a construction stage. The sensitivity improvement will be achieved by 10 times larger statistic amount of data, and the detector resolutions improved by a factor of two.

The schematic view of the upgraded experiment is illustrated in Fig. 9.1. Here the items in upgrades are explained for each component.

9.1.1 Beam and target

MEG II continues to be conducted in the πE5 area in PSI, which is capable of providing muon intensity up to $1 \times 10^8 \, /s$. The expected muon stopping rate in MEG II is $7 \times 10^7 \, /s$. The target will be replaced with thinner one for less disturbance to positron, and the slant angle is also changed to keep the effective thickness. As we learned in MEG experiment, the stability of the target is crucial. Therefore, the study of the target material is underway. We are also studying the possibility of the active target which is composed of scintillating fiber and SiPM sensor.

9.1.2 LXe detector

As seen in Sec. 5.2, the performance of LXe detector is limited by the size of the PMT. We overcome it by replacing PMTs in the inner face with smaller sensor, MPPC\(^1\). The size of the

\(^1\) Multi-Pixel Photon Counter, by Hamamatsu Photonics.
sensor is $12 \times 12 \text{ mm}^2$, considering the performance and the number of readout channels, and they will be arranged in $44 \times 93$ array.

The $\theta$ angle acceptance will not be extended, but the entrance width is widened, by means of improvement of energy, position resolutions near lateral edge. The PMTs on lateral face are shifted outward as well, and their attached direction is modified to parallel to the lateral wall.

MPPCs operational in the LXe was not commercially available when MEG II was planned. There were mainly two issues to adopt MPPC in our LXe detector, (a) sensitivity to 175 nm wavelength (VUV) light and (b) large sensor capacitance with size of $12 \times 12 \text{ mm}^2$. We successfully developed a new type of MPPC in collaboration with Hamamatsu Photonics. The design of the new MPPC is shown in Fig. 9.2.

9.1.3 Magnetic field

The COBRA magnet remains in the MEG II experiment. However, the magnetic field map will be upgraded according to the measurement with a new measurement with an improved precision.

9.1.4 Drift chamber

The drift chamber in MEG I is totally replaced with a new one. The new drift chamber has cylindrical shape and stereo-wire geometry. In MEG I drift chamber, some of the positrons hit the support structure and readout electronics at the end of module, and it caused an efficiency decrease. The drawback is solved by making drift chamber longer. Schematic images with
MEEP I and MEEP II are compared in Fig. 9.3. The tracking performance will be improved with more hit points due to finer segmented drift cell.

Figure 9.3: Drift chamber is replaced with longer one. The ratio of positrons which is scattered by the support structure will be reduced.

9.1.5 Timing counter

The timing counter system is also replaced with a new one. The concept of the new timing counter is to use multiple hits. The new system is composed of many (256 pcs both in US and DS side) small counters, and the timing is reconstructed using multiple-hits.

The single counter is based on a fast plastic scintillator \((120 \times 40(50) \times 5 \text{ mm}^3)\). Two circuit boards with 6 series connected SiPMs are attached on both ends. The counters are mounted on backplane readout PCBs as shown in Fig. 9.4.

9.1.6 Radiative decay counter

The radiative decay counter (RDC) is a brand new component in MEEP II. It is designed to reduce accidental background whose \(\gamma\)-ray is originated from radiative muon decay. When
γ-ray energy is near signal energy, the momentum of the associated positron is likely to be low, and results in a small radius of the positron trajectory. The RDC is placed on the beam axis near beam axis of up-stream and down-stream side of target.

The DS side detector is composed of LYSO crystal and plastic scintillator which are both read by MPPC. The US side detector is a thin layer of scintillating fibers. A careful study about the effect on the beam property is needed as for US side detector.

### 9.1.7 Projected sensitivity

The expected performance of the upgraded detector is summarized in Table 9.1 [93]. With 3 years of data tracking, the expected branching ratio sensitivity is $4 \times 10^{-14}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>MEG II</th>
<th>MEG I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beam intensity</td>
<td>$7 \times 10^7$</td>
<td>$3 \times 10^7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ energy ($%$) (w&lt;2 / w&gt;2)</td>
<td>1.1 / 1.0</td>
<td>2.4 / 1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ position (mm) (u/v/w)</td>
<td>2.6 / 2.2 / 5</td>
<td>5 / 5 / 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e$^+$ energy (keV)</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>306 (core)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ – e$^+$ angle (mrad) ($\theta/\phi$)</td>
<td>5.3 / 3.7</td>
<td>9.4 / 8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ – e$^+$ timing (ps)</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency (%)</td>
<td>&gt;99</td>
<td>&gt;99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e$^+$</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
9.2 Future projects

In order to search for $\mu \rightarrow e\gamma$ with further improved sensitivity, a significantly improved detector technologies and muon sources with a much higher intensity will be needed. There are several projects which can provide more intense muon beam near future.

PSI is planning a new muon source "High-intensity Muon Beam" (HiMB) [94] with a novel concept. MEG I and MEG II use beam line $\pi E5$ where the secondary beam is produced with 4 cm thick graphite target and only about 10% of the beam interact at the target. The most of beam is sent to SINQ (neutron study facility) target (Fig. 2.2). The idea of HiMB is to produce surface muon beam at the SINQ target. According to an MC simulation, available muon intensity will be $O(10^{10}) \mu^+/s$.

At Fermilab, a project "Proton Improvement Plan-II" (PIP-II)\(^2\) is proposed. It is a plan for the accelerator complex for intensity-frontier. It is designed to be used for various experiments such as long-base line neutrino oscillation experiment or $\mu-e$ conversion search experiment.

A new muon beam facility in RCNP\(^3\), Osaka univ. started operation with a characteristic pion capture solenoid. It has very efficient muon collection for primary beam power, $10^8 \mu^+/s$ by 400W beam. If the injector accelerator in RCNP is upgraded by an order of magnitude (for example $1 \rightarrow 10 \mu A$), it can produce more intense DC muon beam of $10^9 \mu^+/s$.

Although the new beam facilities are projected in the following decades, new concepts for the $\mu \rightarrow e\gamma$ search have not been established. There are two difficulties to utilize those beams. One is the accidental pile-up. As seen in Eq. (1.10), the rate of accidental background increases in proportional to beam intensity. The other one is beam quality. Above mentioned muon beams are expected to have larger emittance, comparing with beam in PSI $\pi E5$, the detector arrangement as MEG experiment may not work well. It is impossible to efficiently reach the $O(10^{-15})$ sensitivity, unless the issues about the detector are solved.

---

2 previously called project-X
3 Research Center for Nuclear Physics
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Conclusion

The $\mu^+ \rightarrow e^+ \gamma$ search is an excellent probe to look for the physics beyond the standard model. The MEG experiment has been searching for $\mu^+ \rightarrow e^+ \gamma$ with unprecedentedly high sensitivity. The final result of the MEG experiment was obtained with all the data which were taken from year 2009 to year 2013. We analysed the full dataset with improved analysis algorithms, and thereby accomplished a sensitivity of $5.3 \times 10^{-13}$. No excess of the signal was found, and the most stringent upper limit is set as

$$\mathcal{B}(\mu^+ \rightarrow e^+ \gamma) < 4.2 \times 10^{-13} \ (90\% \ confidence \ level).$$

(10.1)

It is 30 times more stringent result than the bound set by the previous experiment. The history of the $\mu^+ \rightarrow e^+ \gamma$ search with the MEG experiment is summarized in Fig. 10.1. The preparation of the MEG II experiment is underway and will start physics data taking in year 2017. The expected sensitivity is one order of magnitude higher, $4 \times 10^{-14}$. 
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Figure 10.1: Improvement of search sensitivity of MEG experiment.
Appendix A

Performance of BGO detector

As mentioned in Sec. 4.1.2.3, we replaced the NaI detector for the $\pi^0$ calibration for the LXe detector with the BGO detector in 2011. The fundamental specifications of these detectors are summarized in Table A.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>unit</th>
<th>NaI</th>
<th>BGO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Material</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>g/cm$^3$</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>7.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radiation length</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molière radius</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>41.3</td>
<td>22.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative light</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
<td>nm</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size($x,y$)</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>46.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size($z$)</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrangement</td>
<td></td>
<td>3 × 3</td>
<td>4 × 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readout</td>
<td>APD</td>
<td>PMT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalog No.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hamamatsu</td>
<td>Hamamatsu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H8664-1010</td>
<td>H8409-70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the higher density, BGO has a shorter radiation length and a smaller Molière radius than NaI. The shorter radiation length allows us to shorten the detector length and hence to switch the photo-sensor from APD to PMT with a larger coverage and a higher QE. The high QE of PMT can compensate the lower light yield of BGO. The fine-mesh-type PMT is chosen, since the BGO detector is operated in the magnetic field by COBRA. (~ 50 Gauss) The smaller Molière radius reduces shower escape from the side of the detector. The previous detector was based on 3x3 array of NaI crystals of 62.5 × 62.5 × 305 mm$^3$ each, and only events where the central crystal detect maximum light was triggered. The new detector is more segmented with 4x4 array of BGO crystals (46 × 46 × 200 mm$^3$ each), while the total size is kept. The new trigger condition is any hit in the central four crystals. The detector acceptance was, therefore, increased by the factor of $9/4$.

Figure A.1(a) is a picture to compare the size of the crystals of NaI and BGO. Each BGO crystal is wrapped by a film of aluminized Mylar. Figure A.1(b) shows a CAD drawing for the
housing of the BGO detector. The housing is designed to be interchangeable with that for the NaI detector, hence the replacement of the detector is completed just by replacing the housings.

(a) (bottom) BGO crystal attached with H8409-70 PMT, (top) NaI crystal. (b) Design of the housing to store BGO crystals.

Figure A.1: BGO detector.

A.1 Calibration

Each-crystal is calibrated with cosmic ray events. The high voltages for PMTs are determined so as events when a 129 MeV $\gamma$-ray (Eq. (4.5)) deposits all energy in one crystal, the pulse height to be the full dynamic-range of DRS.

The detector is mounted on a moving stage to scan all the acceptance of the LXe detector. Since the COBRA stray field around the detector is suppressed by the compensation coils as for the LXe detector, the operation of the PMT is not affected at any position. We tested the dependence of the output on the detector position by checking the spectrum of the 17.6 MeV $\gamma$ in CW run of Li target (See Sec. 4.1.2.1). It turned out that the position dependence is very small, 0.4% toward the $\phi$ direction and 0.3% toward the $z$ direction. The temperature dependence of the BGO light yield is known, we measured the temperature dependence by monitoring the 54.9 MeV $\gamma$-ray peak and the temperature. The coefficient is -0.97 %/K, while the temperature coefficient shown in the catalogue\textsuperscript{1} is -1.2 %/K.

In order to minimize the effect of the position and temperature dependence, we decided to calibrate the absolute energy scale for each patch data. By using the 54.9 MeV $\gamma$-ray peak, the energy scale is calibrated. The formula to reconstruct energy is,

$$ E_{\text{BGO}} = C_1 \sum_{\text{inner}} q_i g_i a_i + C_2 \sum_{\text{outer}} q_i g_i, \quad (A.1) $$

where $q_i$ is the observed charge and $g_i$ is the gain measured by the cosmic ray calibration. $a_i$ is an additional correction for the gain of inner 4 crystals, which is fixed by fitting the spectrum of each crystal. The value is determined for each patch. It is possible because the peak is clear for central crystals. $C_1$ and $C_2$ are the parameters to adjust the balance of the inner and outer contribution from the correction by $a_i$.

\textsuperscript{1} SAINT-GOBAIN
A.2 Position resolution

The position resolution can affect the performance of the $\pi^0$ calibration, because in the energy resolution evaluation of LXe detector, the correlation between the opening angle and energy is corrected using the reconstructed positions of two $\gamma$-rays. We introduced a position reconstruction by the weighted sum of the detected number of the photo-electrons. The position resolution is estimated with the MC simulation (Fig. A.2) to be 1.0 cm (RMS).

![Figure A.2: Error distribution between the reconstructed position and MC truth.](image)

A.3 Energy resolution

The energy resolution of the BGO detector is estimated by fitting 54.9 MeV peak with a function where a Gaussian function and an exponential functions are smoothly connected. Figure A.3 shows the observed spectrum in a $\pi^0$ run in year 2011. In the events, a cut is applied where the energy deposit in the central 4 crystal is more than the half of total deposit. The fitted $\sigma$ for 54.9 MeV peak is 2.4%, while that of the NaI detector was 3.9%.
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Figure A.3: Energy distribution by the BGO detector in year 2011 $\pi^0$ run.
Appendix B

AIF cut efficiency in signal/RMD event

The selection efficiency for the signal (item (c) of \( \epsilon_{\text{sel}} \) in Sec. 7.7) is estimated with simulated distribution of AIF observables for the signal event. The way to estimate the efficiency is described herein.

B.1 Accidental background and signal/RMD events

The simulation used the timing sideband data with the same trigger as physics data, since we want to use the same position and timing distribution and the correlation of \( \gamma \)-ray and positron as data. In the timing sideband, only the accidental backgrounds are included. The accidental background can be categorized by the source of the \( \gamma \)-ray. In cases an AIF occurs in the detector, and the \( \gamma \)-ray is detected by the LXe detector (we call it "real AIF"), the AIF observables make a peak. In cases the \( \gamma \)-ray is not due to AIF or is due to AIF but the original positron is not found, the AIF observables do not make a peak (base events in Fig. 3.13). On the other hand in signal and RMD event, \( \gamma \)-ray and positron must be correlated (from one \( \mu^+ \)). Figure B.1 shows possible types of the events. What we want to know is the observable distribution of the (s-2) category and the fraction of (s-1) and (s-2).

B.2 Event scrambling

The distribution of (s-2) is thought to be equivalent to that of (a-2), however, it is impossible to extract only (a-2) from all mixed events. We simulate the distribution where the \( \gamma \) and positron are uncorrelated, by scrambling information of \( \gamma \)-ray and positron. However, if the trigger condition of the direction match (about \( \phi \) direction) is not maintained, the output AIF observable is biased. Therefore, we developed a method of trigger simulation to scramble the data with keeping the trigger condition. The scrambling is done before Sec. 3.5.2, and the procedure in Sec. 3.5.2 is processed with the scrambled data. It is proceeded with following algorithm.

- The trigger table is prepared. The table is a 2D map of \( \gamma \)-ray position and id number of TIC bar. It shows the probability to find TIC hit at \( j \)-th bar, when the \( \gamma \) is found in \( i \)-th segment. The table is normalized as \( \sum_j P_i(j) = 1 \) for each \( i \).
- The events are listed, according to which TIC bar has a hit. The lists are 15-fold (number of TICP bar) array of event numbers.
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Figure B.1: Types of the events, categorized by the AIF positron. The red line shows the $\gamma$-ray and its source, the blue line shows the found AIF and the $\gamma$-ray, and the green box shows the triggered gamma positron pair.

- For every event, the $V$ position of $\gamma$ (in region $a$, for instance) is checked, and the $a$-th row in trigger table is picked up.
- An id of TIC bar is randomly selected, the probability to select $b$-th column is $P_a(b)$
- A positron data in the $b$-th list is randomly selected. If the selected number of event is the same as that of $\gamma$, select again.

Figure B.2(a) shows the trigger table and $v_{\gamma}$-TIC bar distribution of simulated data. The effect of the scrambling is demonstrated in Fig. B.2(b), the shape of the base agrees better with the trigger simulation. The effect of the direction matching is obvious in $\phi$-direction, but the effect cannot be seen in $\theta$-direction. So the trigger simulation only considers $\phi$. Figure B.3 shows the result of the estimation of AIF observables in signal/RMD events. The distance from the peak is calculated with the same parameter $e$ and $S$ the same as for accidental background which were introduced in Sec. 7.6.1.

B.3 Probability to find no AIF candidate

The purpose of this section is to estimate not to find AIF candidate in the Signal/RMD events. The relation of $\gamma$ and $e^+$ in category (a-1) and (a-2) are thought to be equivalent with that in Signal and RD events. Therefore an estimation can be written as,

$$S_{\text{NOAIF},1} = \frac{P(a-1)}{P(a-1) + P(a-2)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (B.1)

On the other hand, the category (a-3) should not be found in the Signal/RMD events. The (a-3) can be further separated into (a-3.1): True AIF and no other AIF candidates and (a-3.2): True AIF with other AIF candidate(s). The Signal or RD events do not contain true AIF events. However, if the most probable AIF candidate track is removed, relation of (a-3.1) and (a-3.2)
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(a) A trigger table made from the sideband data in year 2013.

(b) The $\Delta \phi_{AIF}$ distributions with (black) data, (red) scramble with trigger simulation, (blue) random scramble.

Figure B.2: Trigger simulation

Figure B.3: The AIF observables of, (red) estimation for signal/RMD events, and (blue) data of the accidental background. $\phi_{cy}$ selection is applied.

The no-AIF probability for each year is listed in Table B.1.

**B.4 Error of inefficiency**

The error in not finding AIF depends on the method, but the difference in the $S_{NOAIF,1}$ and $S_{NOAIF,2}$ are negligibly small ($< 0.2\%$). The method to estimate the observable distribution is complex, and contains assumptions. As one example of the mistake in the calculation, is wrong positron data. When we use positron data not from MEG trigger data, but positron triggered...
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Table B.1: Probability to find no AIF candidate in an event. $A_{NOAIF}$ is the probability for accidental background.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>$A_{NOAIF}$</th>
<th>$S_{NOAIF,1}$</th>
<th>$S_{NOAIF,2}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>0.183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>0.187</td>
<td>0.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>0.199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>0.141</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

without LXe coincidence, or pedestal trigger data, the number of the AIF candidate around peak varies in several tens of percents. Although the error at this level can remain in the estimation, the uncertainty in the normalization factor is only 1.1%, even if the 100% error is assumed for AIF cut inefficiency. It is enough less than 3.5%: estimated systematic uncertainty for normalization factor. The additional systematic error in the normalization by the AIF reduction can be neglected.
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List of abbreviations

ACC ACCidental (background)
AIF Annihilation In Flight (of positron)
APD Avalanche PhotoDiode
BGO Bismuth Germanium Oxide, Bi₄Ge₃O₁₂
BTS Beam Transport Solenoid
CEX Charge EXchange (reaction), $\pi^- + p \rightarrow \pi^0 + n$
COBRA COnstant Bending RAdius (magnet)
CW Cockcroft-Walton (accelerator)
DCH Drift CHamber
DRS Domino Ring Sampler
LFV Lepton Flavor Violation
LXe Liquid Xenon
PDF Probability Density Function
PMT PhotoMultiplier Tube
PSI Paul Scherrer Institute
RMD Radiative Muon Decay
TIC TIming Counter
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